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ThursdayThursdayThursday

Thursday

I love my family and all, but I don’t need toI love my family and all, but I don’t need toI love my family and all, but I don’t need to

I love my family and all, but I don’t need to

spend twenty-four hours a day with them, sevenspend twenty-four hours a day with them, sevenspend twenty-four hours a day with them, seven

spend twenty-four hours a day with them, seven

days a week. And that’s days a week. And that’s days a week. And that’s 

days a week. And that’s 

EXEXEX

EX

AAA

A

CCC

C

TLTLTL

TL

YYY

Y

 the way it’s the way it’s the way it’s

 the way it’s

been around here labeen around here labeen around here la

been around here la

tely.tely.tely.

tely.

It’s not just It’s not just It’s not just 

It’s not just 

MEMEME

ME

 who’s getting tired of this, who’s getting tired of this, who’s getting tired of this,

 who’s getting tired of this,

either. We’re either. We’re either. We’re 

either. We’re 

ALLALLALL

ALL

 going a little nuts, and if going a little nuts, and if going a little nuts, and if

 going a little nuts, and if

things don’t change soon I think we’re gonna gothings don’t change soon I think we’re gonna gothings don’t change soon I think we’re gonna go

things don’t change soon I think we’re gonna go

off the deep end.off the deep end.off the deep end.

off the deep end.

Mom says we’ve been cooped up for too long andMom says we’ve been cooped up for too long andMom says we’ve been cooped up for too long and

Mom says we’ve been cooped up for too long and

we just need a holiday. But what we really needwe just need a holiday. But what we really needwe just need a holiday. But what we really need

we just need a holiday. But what we really need

is a holiday from each is a holiday from each is a holiday from each 

is a holiday from each 

OOO

O

THERTHERTHER

THER

...

.
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That’s not gonna happen anytime soon, though,That’s not gonna happen anytime soon, though,That’s not gonna happen anytime soon, though,

That’s not gonna happen anytime soon, though,

because we don’t have any because we don’t have any because we don’t have any 

because we don’t have any 

MONEYMONEYMONEY

MONEY

. And the. And the. And the

. And the

reason we don’t is kind of a long story.reason we don’t is kind of a long story.reason we don’t is kind of a long story.

reason we don’t is kind of a long story.

We’ve been living in Gramma’s basement for twoWe’ve been living in Gramma’s basement for twoWe’ve been living in Gramma’s basement for two

We’ve been living in Gramma’s basement for two

months, and I don’t know how much longer wemonths, and I don’t know how much longer wemonths, and I don’t know how much longer we

months, and I don’t know how much longer we

can keep going like this. Mom says that onecan keep going like this. Mom says that onecan keep going like this. Mom says that one

can keep going like this. Mom says that one

day we’day we’day we’

day we’

ll look back on this time and smile, butll look back on this time and smile, butll look back on this time and smile, but

ll look back on this time and smile, but

she’s not the one who has to share a futon withshe’s not the one who has to share a futon withshe’s not the one who has to share a futon with

she’s not the one who has to share a futon with

RRR

R

ODRICKODRICKODRICK

ODRICK

 every night. every night. every night.

 every night.
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The crazy thing is, Gramma’s got plenty of roomThe crazy thing is, Gramma’s got plenty of roomThe crazy thing is, Gramma’s got plenty of room

The crazy thing is, Gramma’s got plenty of room

in her house, so I don’t understand why ourin her house, so I don’t understand why ourin her house, so I don’t understand why our

in her house, so I don’t understand why our

whole family has to stay in her basement. Whenwhole family has to stay in her basement. Whenwhole family has to stay in her basement. When

whole family has to stay in her basement. When

we first got here, I called dibs on the guestwe first got here, I called dibs on the guestwe first got here, I called dibs on the guest

we first got here, I called dibs on the guest

room, but Gramma said it was already taken.room, but Gramma said it was already taken.room, but Gramma said it was already taken.

room, but Gramma said it was already taken.

I don’t think Gramma’s too thrilled we’re livingI don’t think Gramma’s too thrilled we’re livingI don’t think Gramma’s too thrilled we’re living

I don’t think Gramma’s too thrilled we’re living

with her, because whenever her friends come overwith her, because whenever her friends come overwith her, because whenever her friends come over

with her, because whenever her friends come over

she asks us to stay out of sight.she asks us to stay out of sight.she asks us to stay out of sight.

she asks us to stay out of sight.
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And that’s kind of inconvenient since there isn’t aAnd that’s kind of inconvenient since there isn’t aAnd that’s kind of inconvenient since there isn’t a

And that’s kind of inconvenient since there isn’t a

bathroom in the basement, and her friends alwaysbathroom in the basement, and her friends alwaysbathroom in the basement, and her friends always

bathroom in the basement, and her friends always

stay stay stay 

stay 

FFF

F

OREVEROREVEROREVER

OREVER

...

.

We can’t use the kitchen when Gramma’s gotWe can’t use the kitchen when Gramma’s gotWe can’t use the kitchen when Gramma’s got

We can’t use the kitchen when Gramma’s got

guests, which means we can’t eat dinner until afterguests, which means we can’t eat dinner until afterguests, which means we can’t eat dinner until after

guests, which means we can’t eat dinner until after

they’re gone. But last night I guess Rodrick gotthey’re gone. But last night I guess Rodrick gotthey’re gone. But last night I guess Rodrick got

they’re gone. But last night I guess Rodrick got

sick of waiting, so he heated up some leftoversick of waiting, so he heated up some leftoversick of waiting, so he heated up some leftover

sick of waiting, so he heated up some leftover

pizza in Gramma’s dryer.pizza in Gramma’s dryer.pizza in Gramma’s dryer.

pizza in Gramma’s dryer.
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There’s no There’s no There’s no 

There’s no 

TVTVTV

TV

 in Gramma’s basement, so the only in Gramma’s basement, so the only in Gramma’s basement, so the only

 in Gramma’s basement, so the only

thing we’ve got to entertain ourselves with is eachthing we’ve got to entertain ourselves with is eachthing we’ve got to entertain ourselves with is each

thing we’ve got to entertain ourselves with is each

OOO

O

THERTHERTHER

THER

. And, believe me, that’s not enough.. And, believe me, that’s not enough.. And, believe me, that’s not enough.

. And, believe me, that’s not enough.

Mom says being bored is good, because it makesMom says being bored is good, because it makesMom says being bored is good, because it makes

Mom says being bored is good, because it makes

you use your imagination. But whenever I try ityou use your imagination. But whenever I try ityou use your imagination. But whenever I try it

you use your imagination. But whenever I try it

I always end up imagining the exact same thing.I always end up imagining the exact same thing.I always end up imagining the exact same thing.

I always end up imagining the exact same thing.
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Something that’s making the situation a lotSomething that’s making the situation a lotSomething that’s making the situation a lot

Something that’s making the situation a lot

harder is that Dad is working from home thisharder is that Dad is working from home thisharder is that Dad is working from home this

harder is that Dad is working from home this

summer, which means he’s always around. Andsummer, which means he’s always around. Andsummer, which means he’s always around. And

summer, which means he’s always around. And

whenever Dad has a meeting, the rest of us havewhenever Dad has a meeting, the rest of us havewhenever Dad has a meeting, the rest of us have

whenever Dad has a meeting, the rest of us have

to pretend we’re not there.to pretend we’re not there.to pretend we’re not there.

to pretend we’re not there.

But that’s not always easy to do, especially whenBut that’s not always easy to do, especially whenBut that’s not always easy to do, especially when

But that’s not always easy to do, especially when

you’ve got a three-year-old in the family.you’ve got a three-year-old in the family.you’ve got a three-year-old in the family.

you’ve got a three-year-old in the family.

Most of the time I just try to keep myselfMost of the time I just try to keep myselfMost of the time I just try to keep myself

Most of the time I just try to keep myself

busy. Gramma’s got stacks of puzzles down in thebusy. Gramma’s got stacks of puzzles down in thebusy. Gramma’s got stacks of puzzles down in the

busy. Gramma’s got stacks of puzzles down in the

basement, and I’ve done a few of them by myself.basement, and I’ve done a few of them by myself.basement, and I’ve done a few of them by myself.

basement, and I’ve done a few of them by myself.

But Mom always lets Manny put in the last piece toBut Mom always lets Manny put in the last piece toBut Mom always lets Manny put in the last piece to

But Mom always lets Manny put in the last piece to

make him feel important.make him feel important.make him feel important.

make him feel important.
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If you ask me, I don’t think Mom’s doing MannyIf you ask me, I don’t think Mom’s doing MannyIf you ask me, I don’t think Mom’s doing Manny

If you ask me, I don’t think Mom’s doing Manny

any favours by any favours by any favours by 

any favours by 

BABBABBAB

BAB

YINGYINGYING

YING

 him. And it’s got a lot him. And it’s got a lot him. And it’s got a lot

 him. And it’s got a lot

worse since we started living at Gramma’s.worse since we started living at Gramma’s.worse since we started living at Gramma’s.

worse since we started living at Gramma’s.

Sometimes, after dinner, we’Sometimes, after dinner, we’Sometimes, after dinner, we’

Sometimes, after dinner, we’

ll play a board gamell play a board gamell play a board game

ll play a board game

as a family. But Manny can’t handle complicatedas a family. But Manny can’t handle complicatedas a family. But Manny can’t handle complicated

as a family. But Manny can’t handle complicated

rules, so we always end up playing a game thatrules, so we always end up playing a game thatrules, so we always end up playing a game that

rules, so we always end up playing a game that

doesn’t require any doesn’t require any doesn’t require any 

doesn’t require any 

SKILLSKILLSKILL

SKILL

...

.
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We We We 

We 

have to go to bed before it’s even darkhave to go to bed before it’s even darkhave to go to bed before it’s even dark

have to go to bed before it’s even dark

ououou

ou

tststs

ts

ididid

id

e,e,e,

e,

 b b b

 b

ecaecaeca

eca

useuseuse

use

 we’re all on  we’re all on  we’re all on 

 we’re all on 

MANNYMANNYMANNY

MANNY

’’’

’

SSS

S

 schedule. schedule. schedule.

 schedule.

These days, Manny’s favourite bedtime story is aThese days, Manny’s favourite bedtime story is aThese days, Manny’s favourite bedtime story is a

These days, Manny’s favourite bedtime story is a

Noah’s Ark picture book. It’s about this guy whoNoah’s Ark picture book. It’s about this guy whoNoah’s Ark picture book. It’s about this guy who

Noah’s Ark picture book. It’s about this guy who

hears it’s gonna rain for a really long time, so hehears it’s gonna rain for a really long time, so hehears it’s gonna rain for a really long time, so he

hears it’s gonna rain for a really long time, so he

builds a giant boat to ride out the storm with abuilds a giant boat to ride out the storm with abuilds a giant boat to ride out the storm with a

builds a giant boat to ride out the storm with a

bunch of animals.bunch of animals.bunch of animals.

bunch of animals.
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The illustrations in Manny’s book are all cartoons,The illustrations in Manny’s book are all cartoons,The illustrations in Manny’s book are all cartoons,

The illustrations in Manny’s book are all cartoons,

and they make it look like a fand they make it look like a fand they make it look like a f

and they make it look like a f

lood that wiped outlood that wiped outlood that wiped out

lood that wiped out

half the Earth was kind of half the Earth was kind of half the Earth was kind of 

half the Earth was kind of 

FUFUFU

FU

NNN

N

...

.

But I guess if the drawings were more realistic,But I guess if the drawings were more realistic,But I guess if the drawings were more realistic,

But I guess if the drawings were more realistic,

parents wouldn’t buy it for their pre-schoolers.parents wouldn’t buy it for their pre-schoolers.parents wouldn’t buy it for their pre-schoolers.

parents wouldn’t buy it for their pre-schoolers.
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I’ve got some questions about the Noah’s ArkI’ve got some questions about the Noah’s ArkI’ve got some questions about the Noah’s Ark

I’ve got some questions about the Noah’s Ark

storstorstor

stor

y, ty, ty, t

y, t

houghoughoug

houg

h. For starters, I wanna know whyh. For starters, I wanna know whyh. For starters, I wanna know why

h. For starters, I wanna know why

NoahNoahNoah

Noah

 let let let

 let

 ven ven ven

 ven

omouomouomou

omou

s creatures like snakes ands creatures like snakes ands creatures like snakes and

s creatures like snakes and

scscsc

sc

ororor

or

pipipi

pi

ononon

on

s s s 

s 

ononon

on

 board. Because, if it was  board. Because, if it was  board. Because, if it was 

 board. Because, if it was 

MEMEME

ME

, I, I, I

, I

would’ve used the opportunity to leave a few ofwould’ve used the opportunity to leave a few ofwould’ve used the opportunity to leave a few of

would’ve used the opportunity to leave a few of

those guys those guys those guys 

those guys 

BEHINDBEHINDBEHIND

BEHIND

...

.

And then I would’ve used the extra space forAnd then I would’ve used the extra space forAnd then I would’ve used the extra space for

And then I would’ve used the extra space for

more of the more of the more of the 

more of the 

GOODGOODGOOD

GOOD

 animals, like puppies and animals, like puppies and animals, like puppies and

 animals, like puppies and

hedgehogs and those pygmy hippopotamuses.hedgehogs and those pygmy hippopotamuses.hedgehogs and those pygmy hippopotamuses.

hedgehogs and those pygmy hippopotamuses.
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Luckily, Noah didn’t have to make room on boardLuckily, Noah didn’t have to make room on boardLuckily, Noah didn’t have to make room on board

Luckily, Noah didn’t have to make room on board

for whales and fish, because they would’ve taken ufor whales and fish, because they would’ve taken ufor whales and fish, because they would’ve taken u

for whales and fish, because they would’ve taken u

ppp

p

a a a 

a 

TOTOTO

TO

NNN

N

 of space. And they probably didn’t even of space. And they probably didn’t even of space. And they probably didn’t even

 of space. And they probably didn’t even

know the fknow the fknow the f

know the f

lood was happening to begin with.lood was happening to begin with.lood was happening to begin with.

lood was happening to begin with.

But it doesn’t make a lot of sense that NoahBut it doesn’t make a lot of sense that NoahBut it doesn’t make a lot of sense that Noah

But it doesn’t make a lot of sense that Noah

let let let 

let 

BIRDSBIRDSBIRDS

BIRDS

 on on on

 on

 the the the

 the

 ark ark ark

 ark

, si, si, si

, si

ncencence

nce

 they could’ve just they could’ve just they could’ve just

 they could’ve just

FFF

F

LOLOLO

LO

WWW

W

NNN

N

. And I bet he regretted that decision. And I bet he regretted that decision. And I bet he regretted that decision

. And I bet he regretted that decision

right away.right away.right away.

right away.
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You only hear about the animals that You only hear about the animals that You only hear about the animals that 

You only hear about the animals that 

SURSURSUR

SUR

VIVEDVIVEDVIVED

VIVED

the fthe fthe f

the f

lood. But sometimes I wonder if there werelood. But sometimes I wonder if there werelood. But sometimes I wonder if there were

lood. But sometimes I wonder if there were

some cool animals that some cool animals that some cool animals that 

some cool animals that 

DIDNDIDNDIDN

DIDN

’’’

’

TTT

T

 make it on to the make it on to the make it on to the

 make it on to the

boat.boat.boat.

boat.

The way the story goes, after it rained for fortyThe way the story goes, after it rained for fortyThe way the story goes, after it rained for forty

The way the story goes, after it rained for forty

days and forty nights, it took 15days and forty nights, it took 15days and forty nights, it took 15

days and forty nights, it took 15

0 days for the0 days for the0 days for the

0 days for the

fff

f

loodwater to go back down. That means Noahloodwater to go back down. That means Noahloodwater to go back down. That means Noah

loodwater to go back down. That means Noah

was stuck on the boat with a bunch of animals,was stuck on the boat with a bunch of animals,was stuck on the boat with a bunch of animals,

was stuck on the boat with a bunch of animals,

plus his wife and three sons.plus his wife and three sons.plus his wife and three sons.

plus his wife and three sons.

And whenever I feel sorry for myself living inAnd whenever I feel sorry for myself living inAnd whenever I feel sorry for myself living in

And whenever I feel sorry for myself living in

Gramma’s basement with my family, I think aboutGramma’s basement with my family, I think aboutGramma’s basement with my family, I think about

Gramma’s basement with my family, I think about

Noah and it makes me feel a little better.Noah and it makes me feel a little better.Noah and it makes me feel a little better.

Noah and it makes me feel a little better.
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Mom keeps saying she’s glad we’re all togetherMom keeps saying she’s glad we’re all togetherMom keeps saying she’s glad we’re all together

Mom keeps saying she’s glad we’re all together

right now, because she feels like time has slowedright now, because she feels like time has slowedright now, because she feels like time has slowed

right now, because she feels like time has slowed

down. I’ve noticed that, too, but for down. I’ve noticed that, too, but for down. I’ve noticed that, too, but for 

down. I’ve noticed that, too, but for 

MEMEME

ME

 it’s not it’s not it’s not

 it’s not

a a a 

a 

GOODGOODGOOD

GOOD

 thing. thing. thing.

 thing.
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Something that’s making this summer feel reallySomething that’s making this summer feel reallySomething that’s making this summer feel really

Something that’s making this summer feel really

lololo

lo

ngngng

ng

 is that I can’t go to my friend Rowley’s is that I can’t go to my friend Rowley’s is that I can’t go to my friend Rowley’s

 is that I can’t go to my friend Rowley’s

house. And that’s because he’s off on some bighouse. And that’s because he’s off on some bighouse. And that’s because he’s off on some big

house. And that’s because he’s off on some big

European holiday with his family.European holiday with his family.European holiday with his family.

European holiday with his family.

When Rowley first told me about his family’sWhen Rowley first told me about his family’sWhen Rowley first told me about his family’s

When Rowley first told me about his family’s

plans, I tried to see if his parents might let meplans, I tried to see if his parents might let meplans, I tried to see if his parents might let me

plans, I tried to see if his parents might let me

tag along. But I guess Mr and Mrs Jeffersontag along. But I guess Mr and Mrs Jeffersontag along. But I guess Mr and Mrs Jefferson

tag along. But I guess Mr and Mrs Jefferson

aren’t as sharp as I thought they were, becausearen’t as sharp as I thought they were, becausearen’t as sharp as I thought they were, because

aren’t as sharp as I thought they were, because

they never picked up on any of my hints.they never picked up on any of my hints.they never picked up on any of my hints.

they never picked up on any of my hints.

So now Rowley’s probably off having the time ofSo now Rowley’s probably off having the time ofSo now Rowley’s probably off having the time of

So now Rowley’s probably off having the time of

his life while I’m doing five-hundred-piece puzzleshis life while I’m doing five-hundred-piece puzzleshis life while I’m doing five-hundred-piece puzzles

his life while I’m doing five-hundred-piece puzzles

in my grandmother’s basement.in my grandmother’s basement.in my grandmother’s basement.

in my grandmother’s basement.
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I think Mom feels bad we can’t afford to doI think Mom feels bad we can’t afford to doI think Mom feels bad we can’t afford to do

I think Mom feels bad we can’t afford to do

something special this summer, so she’s been tryingsomething special this summer, so she’s been tryingsomething special this summer, so she’s been trying

something special this summer, so she’s been trying

to make up for it.to make up for it.to make up for it.

to make up for it.

She says we can go anywhere we want if we justShe says we can go anywhere we want if we justShe says we can go anywhere we want if we just

She says we can go anywhere we want if we just

use our imaginations. But, to be honest, that’suse our imaginations. But, to be honest, that’suse our imaginations. But, to be honest, that’s

use our imaginations. But, to be honest, that’s

not really doing it for me any more.not really doing it for me any more.not really doing it for me any more.

not really doing it for me any more.

I think Mom’s finally had enough, too, because lastI think Mom’s finally had enough, too, because lastI think Mom’s finally had enough, too, because last

I think Mom’s finally had enough, too, because last

night she called a “family meeting” after dinner tonight she called a “family meeting” after dinner tonight she called a “family meeting” after dinner to

night she called a “family meeting” after dinner to

brainstorm ideas for holidays that we can afford.brainstorm ideas for holidays that we can afford.brainstorm ideas for holidays that we can afford.

brainstorm ideas for holidays that we can afford.

But the problem is, everyone’s got their But the problem is, everyone’s got their But the problem is, everyone’s got their 

But the problem is, everyone’s got their 

OWOWOW

OW

NNN

N

 idea idea idea

 idea

of a good time.of a good time.of a good time.

of a good time.
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Dad wants to drive around and visit a bunch ofDad wants to drive around and visit a bunch ofDad wants to drive around and visit a bunch of

Dad wants to drive around and visit a bunch of

Civil War battlefields and take part in aCivil War battlefields and take part in aCivil War battlefields and take part in a

Civil War battlefields and take part in a

re-enactment. But nobody else was crazy aboutre-enactment. But nobody else was crazy aboutre-enactment. But nobody else was crazy about

re-enactment. But nobody else was crazy about

putting on wool underwear in the middle of August.putting on wool underwear in the middle of August.putting on wool underwear in the middle of August.

putting on wool underwear in the middle of August.

Manny wants to go to the Animal Safari, whichManny wants to go to the Animal Safari, whichManny wants to go to the Animal Safari, which

Manny wants to go to the Animal Safari, which

we used to visit a lot when I was little. But thewe used to visit a lot when I was little. But thewe used to visit a lot when I was little. But the

we used to visit a lot when I was little. But the

animals in that place always seem so animals in that place always seem so animals in that place always seem so 

animals in that place always seem so 

SADSADSAD

SAD

, especially, especially, especially

, especially

the donkey they painted to look like a zebra.the donkey they painted to look like a zebra.the donkey they painted to look like a zebra.

the donkey they painted to look like a zebra.
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Mom said we could save money by staying close toMom said we could save money by staying close toMom said we could save money by staying close to

Mom said we could save money by staying close to

home and visiting places in our own community. Buthome and visiting places in our own community. Buthome and visiting places in our own community. But

home and visiting places in our own community. But

I’ve gone on enough school field trips to feel likeI’ve gone on enough school field trips to feel likeI’ve gone on enough school field trips to feel like

I’ve gone on enough school field trips to feel like

I know this town inside and out.I know this town inside and out.I know this town inside and out.

I know this town inside and out.

The only ones who could agree on what we shouldThe only ones who could agree on what we shouldThe only ones who could agree on what we should

The only ones who could agree on what we should

do were me and Rodrick. We both voted to go todo were me and Rodrick. We both voted to go todo were me and Rodrick. We both voted to go to

do were me and Rodrick. We both voted to go to

the Thrills and Spills amusement park, which wouldthe Thrills and Spills amusement park, which wouldthe Thrills and Spills amusement park, which would

the Thrills and Spills amusement park, which would

be be be 

be 

CHEAPCHEAPCHEAP

CHEAP

 since Gramma got half-price coupons in since Gramma got half-price coupons in since Gramma got half-price coupons in

 since Gramma got half-price coupons in

the mail.the mail.the mail.

the mail.
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Plus, they just opened a new roller coaster calledPlus, they just opened a new roller coaster calledPlus, they just opened a new roller coaster called

Plus, they just opened a new roller coaster called

Trackjumper that’s supposed to be totally Trackjumper that’s supposed to be totally Trackjumper that’s supposed to be totally 

Trackjumper that’s supposed to be totally 

INSAINSAINSA

INSA

NENENE

NE

...

.

Mom said the rides at Thrills and Spills are tooMom said the rides at Thrills and Spills are tooMom said the rides at Thrills and Spills are too

Mom said the rides at Thrills and Spills are too

scary for Manny, so she suggested we go toscary for Manny, so she suggested we go toscary for Manny, so she suggested we go to

scary for Manny, so she suggested we go to

Storybook Village, which has rides for all ages.Storybook Village, which has rides for all ages.Storybook Village, which has rides for all ages.

Storybook Village, which has rides for all ages.

But me and Rodrick have had enough of LittleBut me and Rodrick have had enough of LittleBut me and Rodrick have had enough of Little

But me and Rodrick have had enough of Little

Miss Muffet’s Mild Ride for one lifetime.Miss Muffet’s Mild Ride for one lifetime.Miss Muffet’s Mild Ride for one lifetime.

Miss Muffet’s Mild Ride for one lifetime.
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Since my family couldn’t settle on anything, ISince my family couldn’t settle on anything, ISince my family couldn’t settle on anything, I

Since my family couldn’t settle on anything, I

suggested we all go on our suggested we all go on our suggested we all go on our 

suggested we all go on our 

OWNOWNOWN

OWN

 holidays and do holidays and do holidays and do

 holidays and do

a slideshow of everyone’s trips when we get back.a slideshow of everyone’s trips when we get back.a slideshow of everyone’s trips when we get back.

a slideshow of everyone’s trips when we get back.

Mom said the whole point of being on a familyMom said the whole point of being on a familyMom said the whole point of being on a family

Mom said the whole point of being on a family

holiday is to do things holiday is to do things holiday is to do things 

holiday is to do things 

TTT

T

OGETHEROGETHEROGETHER

OGETHER

. She says. She says. She says

. She says

that one day us kids are gonna go our separatethat one day us kids are gonna go our separatethat one day us kids are gonna go our separate

that one day us kids are gonna go our separate

ways, and time’s running out to make happyways, and time’s running out to make happyways, and time’s running out to make happy

ways, and time’s running out to make happy

memories as a memories as a memories as a 

memories as a 

familfamilfamil

famil

yyy

y

...

.

But, believe me, for But, believe me, for But, believe me, for 

But, believe me, for 

THISTHISTHIS

THIS

 family to make happy family to make happy family to make happy

 family to make happy

memories together, it’s gonna take a memories together, it’s gonna take a memories together, it’s gonna take a 

memories together, it’s gonna take a 

MIRAMIRAMIRA

MIRA

CLECLECLE

CLE

...

.
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MondayMondayMonday

Monday

We finally figured out a way we could afford to goWe finally figured out a way we could afford to goWe finally figured out a way we could afford to go

We finally figured out a way we could afford to go

on a family holiday this summer.on a family holiday this summer.on a family holiday this summer.

on a family holiday this summer.

On Saturday night my great grandmother GammieOn Saturday night my great grandmother GammieOn Saturday night my great grandmother Gammie

On Saturday night my great grandmother Gammie

called Dad and asked if he could get rid of Unclecalled Dad and asked if he could get rid of Unclecalled Dad and asked if he could get rid of Uncle

called Dad and asked if he could get rid of Uncle

Gary’s camper van, which has been parked in herGary’s camper van, which has been parked in herGary’s camper van, which has been parked in her

Gary’s camper van, which has been parked in her

driveway for the past two years.driveway for the past two years.driveway for the past two years.

driveway for the past two years.

Apparently, Uncle Gary ran off to work as aApparently, Uncle Gary ran off to work as aApparently, Uncle Gary ran off to work as a

Apparently, Uncle Gary ran off to work as a

rodeo clown, and she doesn’t think he’s comingrodeo clown, and she doesn’t think he’s comingrodeo clown, and she doesn’t think he’s coming

rodeo clown, and she doesn’t think he’s coming

back anytime soon.back anytime soon.back anytime soon.

back anytime soon.

At first Dad was At first Dad was At first Dad was 

At first Dad was 

MADMADMAD

MAD

, because he’s always, because he’s always, because he’s always

, because he’s always

cleaning up Uncle Gary’s messes. But Mom said thecleaning up Uncle Gary’s messes. But Mom said thecleaning up Uncle Gary’s messes. But Mom said the

cleaning up Uncle Gary’s messes. But Mom said the

camper van was the solution to our holiday problems.camper van was the solution to our holiday problems.camper van was the solution to our holiday problems.

camper van was the solution to our holiday problems.
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Mom said the reason holidays are so expensiveMom said the reason holidays are so expensiveMom said the reason holidays are so expensive

Mom said the reason holidays are so expensive

is because staying in hotels and eating atis because staying in hotels and eating atis because staying in hotels and eating at

is because staying in hotels and eating at

restaurants cost a lot of money. She said therestaurants cost a lot of money. She said therestaurants cost a lot of money. She said the

restaurants cost a lot of money. She said the

camper van would take care of camper van would take care of camper van would take care of 

camper van would take care of 

BOBOBO

BO

THTHTH

TH

 those those those

 those

things.things.things.

things.

Then Then Then 

Then 

DDD

D

ADADAD

AD

 started getting excited. He said we started getting excited. He said we started getting excited. He said we

 started getting excited. He said we

could hit the open road and stop for the nightcould hit the open road and stop for the nightcould hit the open road and stop for the night

could hit the open road and stop for the night

whenever we whenever we whenever we 

whenever we 

FELFELFEL

FEL

TTT

T

 like it, and we could cook for like it, and we could cook for like it, and we could cook for

 like it, and we could cook for

ourselves, too.ourselves, too.ourselves, too.

ourselves, too.

All I know is me and my brothers were so happyAll I know is me and my brothers were so happyAll I know is me and my brothers were so happy

All I know is me and my brothers were so happy

for tfor tfor t

for t

he chhe chhe ch

he ch

anceanceance

ance

 to g to g to g

 to g

eee

e

ttt

t
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fff
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Gramma’s basementGramma’s basementGramma’s basement

Gramma’s basement

that we probably wothat we probably wothat we probably wo

that we probably wo

ululul

ul

d’d’d’

d’

veveve

ve

 ag ag ag

 ag

reedreedreed

reed

 to to to

 to

   

 

ANYTHINGANYTHINGANYTHING

ANYTHING

...

.
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Mom says we’Mom says we’Mom says we’

Mom says we’

ll have a lot of adventures along thell have a lot of adventures along thell have a lot of adventures along the

ll have a lot of adventures along the

way, and now way, and now way, and now 

way, and now 

III

I

’’’

’

MMM

M

 getting kind of excited about getting kind of excited about getting kind of excited about

 getting kind of excited about

this trip, too.this trip, too.this trip, too.

this trip, too.

In fact, I’m actually starting to feel a littleIn fact, I’m actually starting to feel a littleIn fact, I’m actually starting to feel a little

In fact, I’m actually starting to feel a little

bad fbad fbad f

bad f

ooo

o

rrr

r

   

 

RRR

R

OOO

O

WLEYWLEYWLEY

WLEY

. Because, while he’s st. Because, while he’s st. Because, while he’s st

. Because, while he’s st

ucucuc

uc

k k k 

k 

ininin

in

 a a a

 a

boring museum on the other side of the world, I’mboring museum on the other side of the world, I’mboring museum on the other side of the world, I’m

boring museum on the other side of the world, I’m

gonngonngonn

gonn

a be ofa be ofa be of

a be of

f doing something really f doing something really f doing something really 

f doing something really 

WILDWILDWILD

WILD

...

.
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For the past two days, we’ve been getting readyFor the past two days, we’ve been getting readyFor the past two days, we’ve been getting ready

For the past two days, we’ve been getting ready

fff

f

ooo

o

rrr

r

   

 

our holiday. And I’m a little worried thatour holiday. And I’m a little worried thatour holiday. And I’m a little worried that

our holiday. And I’m a little worried that

Mom’Mom’Mom’

Mom’

s hoping to turn this into an educational trip.s hoping to turn this into an educational trip.s hoping to turn this into an educational trip.

s hoping to turn this into an educational trip.

But, believe me, the But, believe me, the But, believe me, the 

But, believe me, the 

LASLASLAS

LAS

TTT

T

 thing I’m planning thing I’m planning thing I’m planning

 thing I’m planning

on doing is any on doing is any on doing is any 

on doing is any 

LEARNINGLEARNINGLEARNING

LEARNING

...

.
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WednesdayWednesdayWednesday

Wednesday

This morning we went to the grocery store andThis morning we went to the grocery store andThis morning we went to the grocery store and

This morning we went to the grocery store and

stocked up on food for the trip. Then we went tostocked up on food for the trip. Then we went tostocked up on food for the trip. Then we went to

stocked up on food for the trip. Then we went to

the camping superstore to get everything the camping superstore to get everything the camping superstore to get everything 

the camping superstore to get everything 

ELSEELSEELSE

ELSE

we’re gonna need.we’re gonna need.we’re gonna need.

we’re gonna need.

I was pretty excited, because we’ve never actuallyI was pretty excited, because we’ve never actuallyI was pretty excited, because we’ve never actually

I was pretty excited, because we’ve never actually

BOUGHBOUGHBOUGH

BOUGH

TTT

T

 anything at the camping store before. anything at the camping store before. anything at the camping store before.

 anything at the camping store before.

Dad used to take me and Rodrick there when weDad used to take me and Rodrick there when weDad used to take me and Rodrick there when we

Dad used to take me and Rodrick there when we

were little, but that was just to kill time on awere little, but that was just to kill time on awere little, but that was just to kill time on a

were little, but that was just to kill time on a

Saturday morning.Saturday morning.Saturday morning.

Saturday morning.
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When we got to the store today, Dad wentWhen we got to the store today, Dad wentWhen we got to the store today, Dad went

When we got to the store today, Dad went

around and picked up some basic supplies, likearound and picked up some basic supplies, likearound and picked up some basic supplies, like

around and picked up some basic supplies, like

lanterns and flasks and camping chairs.lanterns and flasks and camping chairs.lanterns and flasks and camping chairs.

lanterns and flasks and camping chairs.

But I went straight to the section of the storeBut I went straight to the section of the storeBut I went straight to the section of the store

But I went straight to the section of the store

with the high-end gear. Because I figure if we’rewith the high-end gear. Because I figure if we’rewith the high-end gear. Because I figure if we’re

with the high-end gear. Because I figure if we’re

really doing this thing I’m gonna want to bereally doing this thing I’m gonna want to bereally doing this thing I’m gonna want to be

really doing this thing I’m gonna want to be

COMFORCOMFORCOMFOR

COMFOR

TTT

T

AAA

A

BLEBLEBLE

BLE

...

.

I picked out an infI picked out an infI picked out an inf

I picked out an inf

latable pull-out sofa and hikinglatable pull-out sofa and hikinglatable pull-out sofa and hiking

latable pull-out sofa and hiking

boots with little fans built into the heels, plusboots with little fans built into the heels, plusboots with little fans built into the heels, plus

boots with little fans built into the heels, plus

a solar-powered blender that can make a cherrya solar-powered blender that can make a cherrya solar-powered blender that can make a cherry

a solar-powered blender that can make a cherry

slushie in thirty seconds.slushie in thirty seconds.slushie in thirty seconds.

slushie in thirty seconds.
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Dad said those things weren’t for Dad said those things weren’t for Dad said those things weren’t for 

Dad said those things weren’t for 

SERIOUSSERIOUSSERIOUS

SERIOUS

campers, though, and made me put them back.campers, though, and made me put them back.campers, though, and made me put them back.

campers, though, and made me put them back.

Dad said we’re gonna “live off the land” as mDad said we’re gonna “live off the land” as mDad said we’re gonna “live off the land” as m

Dad said we’re gonna “live off the land” as m

uchuchuch

uch

as possible on this trip, and he picked out as possible on this trip, and he picked out as possible on this trip, and he picked out 

as possible on this trip, and he picked out 

a fea fea fe

a fe

www

w

fishing rods. Well, I don’t know about anyonefishing rods. Well, I don’t know about anyonefishing rods. Well, I don’t know about anyone

fishing rods. Well, I don’t know about anyone

else, but the only fish I’else, but the only fish I’else, but the only fish I’

else, but the only fish I’

ll eat comes in the shapell eat comes in the shapell eat comes in the shape

ll eat comes in the shape

of a of a of a 

of a 

SSS

S

TICKTICKTICK

TICK

...

.

Manny and Rodrick got really excited about theManny and Rodrick got really excited about theManny and Rodrick got really excited about the

Manny and Rodrick got really excited about the

idea of catching our own food, so they went off toidea of catching our own food, so they went off toidea of catching our own food, so they went off to

idea of catching our own food, so they went off to

find their find their find their 

find their 

OWNOWNOWN

OWN

 gear. gear. gear.

 gear.
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But Mom stopped them before they could get tooBut Mom stopped them before they could get tooBut Mom stopped them before they could get too

But Mom stopped them before they could get too

carried away.carried away.carried away.

carried away.

Rodrick was pretty disappointed. I guess he wasRodrick was pretty disappointed. I guess he wasRodrick was pretty disappointed. I guess he was

Rodrick was pretty disappointed. I guess he was

planning on doing some trophy hunting while weplanning on doing some trophy hunting while weplanning on doing some trophy hunting while we

planning on doing some trophy hunting while we

were on our were on our were on our 

were on our 

triptriptrip

trip

,,,

,

 and was hoping to decorate the and was hoping to decorate the and was hoping to decorate the

 and was hoping to decorate the

kitchen when our house is finished.kitchen when our house is finished.kitchen when our house is finished.

kitchen when our house is finished.
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After Dad was done shopping, he was ready toAfter Dad was done shopping, he was ready toAfter Dad was done shopping, he was ready to

After Dad was done shopping, he was ready to

check out. But I think Mom was nervous that wecheck out. But I think Mom was nervous that wecheck out. But I think Mom was nervous that we

check out. But I think Mom was nervous that we

weren’t getting the right kind of equipment, soweren’t getting the right kind of equipment, soweren’t getting the right kind of equipment, so

weren’t getting the right kind of equipment, so

she asked a salesperson to look over our stuff andshe asked a salesperson to look over our stuff andshe asked a salesperson to look over our stuff and

she asked a salesperson to look over our stuff and

see if we had everything we needed.see if we had everything we needed.see if we had everything we needed.

see if we had everything we needed.

Well, this guy must’ve been a wilderness survivalWell, this guy must’ve been a wilderness survivalWell, this guy must’ve been a wilderness survival

Well, this guy must’ve been a wilderness survival

expert or something, because he had a expert or something, because he had a expert or something, because he had a 

expert or something, because he had a 

LOTLOTLOT

LOT

 to to to

 to

say. And none of it made me feel confident aboutsay. And none of it made me feel confident aboutsay. And none of it made me feel confident about

say. And none of it made me feel confident about

going on a camping trip.going on a camping trip.going on a camping trip.

going on a camping trip.

The salesman said the number-one thing we neededThe salesman said the number-one thing we neededThe salesman said the number-one thing we needed

The salesman said the number-one thing we needed

tototo

to

 worry about was  worry about was  worry about was 

 worry about was 

BEARSBEARSBEARS

BEARS

, because there are, because there are, because there are

, because there are

a a a 

a 

ton of them in the places we were going. Button of them in the places we were going. Button of them in the places we were going. But

ton of them in the places we were going. But

he said there were a few things we could do tohe said there were a few things we could do tohe said there were a few things we could do to

he said there were a few things we could do to

protect ourselves, just in case.protect ourselves, just in case.protect ourselves, just in case.

protect ourselves, just in case.
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The salesman said the first thing we needed toThe salesman said the first thing we needed toThe salesman said the first thing we needed to

The salesman said the first thing we needed to

remember was to always tie up our trash and hangremember was to always tie up our trash and hangremember was to always tie up our trash and hang

remember was to always tie up our trash and hang

it in a tree so it would be out of reach for bears.it in a tree so it would be out of reach for bears.it in a tree so it would be out of reach for bears.

it in a tree so it would be out of reach for bears.

Then he said if we Then he said if we Then he said if we 

Then he said if we 

REALLREALLREALL

REALL

YYY

Y

 wanted to be safe we wanted to be safe we wanted to be safe we

 wanted to be safe we

should buy a jug of wolf urine and spray it aroundshould buy a jug of wolf urine and spray it aroundshould buy a jug of wolf urine and spray it around

should buy a jug of wolf urine and spray it around

our camp every night, because it scares bears off.our camp every night, because it scares bears off.our camp every night, because it scares bears off.

our camp every night, because it scares bears off.

I tried to imagine whose job it is to I tried to imagine whose job it is to I tried to imagine whose job it is to 

I tried to imagine whose job it is to 

COLLECOLLECOLLE

COLLE

CCC

C

TTT

T

wolf urine, and I promised myself I’d startwolf urine, and I promised myself I’d startwolf urine, and I promised myself I’d start

wolf urine, and I promised myself I’d start

getting better grades in school so it doesn’t endgetting better grades in school so it doesn’t endgetting better grades in school so it doesn’t end

getting better grades in school so it doesn’t end

up being up being up being 

up being 

MEMEME

ME

...

.
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The salesman said the other thing we had toThe salesman said the other thing we had toThe salesman said the other thing we had to

The salesman said the other thing we had to

worry about was bugs like mosquitoes and ticks,worry about was bugs like mosquitoes and ticks,worry about was bugs like mosquitoes and ticks,

worry about was bugs like mosquitoes and ticks,

so we should always put on plenty of bug spray.so we should always put on plenty of bug spray.so we should always put on plenty of bug spray.

so we should always put on plenty of bug spray.

I was totally on board with I was totally on board with I was totally on board with 

I was totally on board with 

TTT

T

HHH

H

ATATAT

AT

 idea, because idea, because idea, because

 idea, because

one time Albert Sandy told everyone at our lunchone time Albert Sandy told everyone at our lunchone time Albert Sandy told everyone at our lunch

one time Albert Sandy told everyone at our lunch

table about this kid who fell asleep outside and gottable about this kid who fell asleep outside and gottable about this kid who fell asleep outside and got

table about this kid who fell asleep outside and got

sucked sucked sucked 

sucked 

DDD

D

RYRYRY

RY

 by a mosquito. And that soun by a mosquito. And that soun by a mosquito. And that soun

 by a mosquito. And that soun

ds like ads like ads like a

ds like a

pretty bad way to go to me.pretty bad way to go to me.pretty bad way to go to me.

pretty bad way to go to me.

I was starting to get a little nervous when theI was starting to get a little nervous when theI was starting to get a little nervous when the

I was starting to get a little nervous when the

salesman told us everything salesman told us everything salesman told us everything 

salesman told us everything 

ELSEELSEELSE

ELSE

 we needed. He we needed. He we needed. He

 we needed. He

said we had to have a first-aid kit in case someonesaid we had to have a first-aid kit in case someonesaid we had to have a first-aid kit in case someone

said we had to have a first-aid kit in case someone

got injured, and waterproof matches in case ourgot injured, and waterproof matches in case ourgot injured, and waterproof matches in case our

got injured, and waterproof matches in case our

gear got wet.gear got wet.gear got wet.

gear got wet.
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Plus, we needed a compass if we got lost, aPlus, we needed a compass if we got lost, aPlus, we needed a compass if we got lost, a

Plus, we needed a compass if we got lost, a

snakebite kit if someone got bitten, and a fsnakebite kit if someone got bitten, and a fsnakebite kit if someone got bitten, and a f

snakebite kit if someone got bitten, and a f

larelarelare

lare

gun if things gun if things gun if things 

gun if things 

REALLREALLREALL

REALL

YYY

Y

 got  got  got 

 got 

bad.bad.bad.

bad.

By the time we paid, I was a little shook up.By the time we paid, I was a little shook up.By the time we paid, I was a little shook up.

By the time we paid, I was a little shook up.

And, I have to admit, Gramma’s basement didn’tAnd, I have to admit, Gramma’s basement didn’tAnd, I have to admit, Gramma’s basement didn’t

And, I have to admit, Gramma’s basement didn’t

seem so seem so seem so 

seem so 

terribleterribleterrible

terrible

 any more. any more. any more.

 any more.
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I think the guy at the camping store stressedI think the guy at the camping store stressedI think the guy at the camping store stressed

I think the guy at the camping store stressed

Dad out, because after we paid for all the stuffDad out, because after we paid for all the stuffDad out, because after we paid for all the stuff

Dad out, because after we paid for all the stuff

we kind of rushed out of there. And we werewe kind of rushed out of there. And we werewe kind of rushed out of there. And we were

we kind of rushed out of there. And we were

halfway home before realizing Rodrick was missing,halfway home before realizing Rodrick was missing,halfway home before realizing Rodrick was missing,

halfway home before realizing Rodrick was missing,

and we had to go and we had to go and we had to go 

and we had to go 

BABABA

BA

CKCKCK

CK

...

.

After that, we drove to Gammie’s house to pickAfter that, we drove to Gammie’s house to pickAfter that, we drove to Gammie’s house to pick

After that, we drove to Gammie’s house to pick

up Uncle Gary’s camper van. I guess Dad hadup Uncle Gary’s camper van. I guess Dad hadup Uncle Gary’s camper van. I guess Dad had

up Uncle Gary’s camper van. I guess Dad had

thought it was pretty much ready to go, but itthought it was pretty much ready to go, but itthought it was pretty much ready to go, but it

thought it was pretty much ready to go, but it

was a total was a total was a total 

was a total 

MESSMESSMESS

MESS

 inside. inside. inside.

 inside.

I remember Dad telling me that when Uncle GaryI remember Dad telling me that when Uncle GaryI remember Dad telling me that when Uncle Gary

I remember Dad telling me that when Uncle Gary

got his first car he used to keep a bunch ofgot his first car he used to keep a bunch ofgot his first car he used to keep a bunch of

got his first car he used to keep a bunch of

garbage inside so no one would garbage inside so no one would garbage inside so no one would 

garbage inside so no one would 

SSS

S

TEATEATEA

TEA

LLL

L

 it. Well, it. Well, it. Well,

 it. Well,

I think Uncle Gary had the same idea when itI think Uncle Gary had the same idea when itI think Uncle Gary had the same idea when it

I think Uncle Gary had the same idea when it

came to his camper van.came to his camper van.came to his camper van.

came to his camper van.
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We spent the whole afternoon cleaning it out, andWe spent the whole afternoon cleaning it out, andWe spent the whole afternoon cleaning it out, and

We spent the whole afternoon cleaning it out, and

I wouldn’t have been too surprised if we’d actuallyI wouldn’t have been too surprised if we’d actuallyI wouldn’t have been too surprised if we’d actually

I wouldn’t have been too surprised if we’d actually

found Uncle Gary buried somewhere underneath allfound Uncle Gary buried somewhere underneath allfound Uncle Gary buried somewhere underneath all

found Uncle Gary buried somewhere underneath all

that trash.that trash.that trash.

that trash.
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Once we got the junk out of there, we wereOnce we got the junk out of there, we wereOnce we got the junk out of there, we were

Once we got the junk out of there, we were

finally able to take a good look around the camperfinally able to take a good look around the camperfinally able to take a good look around the camper

finally able to take a good look around the camper

van. I could see how Uncle Gary was able to livevan. I could see how Uncle Gary was able to livevan. I could see how Uncle Gary was able to live

van. I could see how Uncle Gary was able to live

in there for two years, because it had everin there for two years, because it had everin there for two years, because it had ever

in there for two years, because it had ever

ythiythiythi

ythi

ngngng

ng

a person could a person could a person could 

a person could 

NEEDNEEDNEED

NEED

...

.

There was a stove, a sink, a kitchen table andThere was a stove, a sink, a kitchen table andThere was a stove, a sink, a kitchen table and

There was a stove, a sink, a kitchen table and

a little refrigerator. Plus, there was a bathrooma little refrigerator. Plus, there was a bathrooma little refrigerator. Plus, there was a bathroom

a little refrigerator. Plus, there was a bathroom

wiwiwi

wi

ththth

th

 a shower in it, and some extra space above t a shower in it, and some extra space above t a shower in it, and some extra space above t

 a shower in it, and some extra space above t

hehehe

he

cabin for sleeping.cabin for sleeping.cabin for sleeping.

cabin for sleeping.

We scrubbed everything down, but each timeWe scrubbed everything down, but each timeWe scrubbed everything down, but each time

We scrubbed everything down, but each time

we thought we were finished cleaning we’d findwe thought we were finished cleaning we’d findwe thought we were finished cleaning we’d find

we thought we were finished cleaning we’d find

something else Uncle Gary had left behind.something else Uncle Gary had left behind.something else Uncle Gary had left behind.

something else Uncle Gary had left behind.
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And I don’t mean to be rude or anything, butAnd I don’t mean to be rude or anything, butAnd I don’t mean to be rude or anything, but

And I don’t mean to be rude or anything, but

I seriously hope Uncle Gary has bought newI seriously hope Uncle Gary has bought newI seriously hope Uncle Gary has bought new

I seriously hope Uncle Gary has bought new

underwear since he moved out.underwear since he moved out.underwear since he moved out.

underwear since he moved out.

After Gammie gave us some sandwiches to takeAfter Gammie gave us some sandwiches to takeAfter Gammie gave us some sandwiches to take

After Gammie gave us some sandwiches to take

with us, we hit the road.with us, we hit the road.with us, we hit the road.

with us, we hit the road.
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When we started off, Dad was When we started off, Dad was When we started off, Dad was 

When we started off, Dad was 

SUPERSUPERSUPER

SUPER

 excited excited excited

 excited

about the camper van. He said since he could workabout the camper van. He said since he could workabout the camper van. He said since he could work

about the camper van. He said since he could work

anywhere he wanted now, we could live on theanywhere he wanted now, we could live on theanywhere he wanted now, we could live on the

anywhere he wanted now, we could live on the

road until our house was finished, and maybe evenroad until our house was finished, and maybe evenroad until our house was finished, and maybe even

road until our house was finished, and maybe even

LLL

L

ONGERONGERONGER

ONGER

...

.

Then Mom chimed in. She said we could travelThen Mom chimed in. She said we could travelThen Mom chimed in. She said we could travel

Then Mom chimed in. She said we could travel

around the country and record our adventures,around the country and record our adventures,around the country and record our adventures,

around the country and record our adventures,

then become one of those families who gets famousthen become one of those families who gets famousthen become one of those families who gets famous

then become one of those families who gets famous

on the Internet.on the Internet.on the Internet.

on the Internet.

I was actually starting to get into the wholeI was actually starting to get into the wholeI was actually starting to get into the whole

I was actually starting to get into the whole

camper lifestyle, too.camper lifestyle, too.camper lifestyle, too.

camper lifestyle, too.
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Mostly I just thought it was cool that I couldMostly I just thought it was cool that I couldMostly I just thought it was cool that I could

Mostly I just thought it was cool that I could

use the toilet while we were cruising down theuse the toilet while we were cruising down theuse the toilet while we were cruising down the

use the toilet while we were cruising down the

highway.highway.highway.

highway.

The only thing I didn’t like about Uncle Gary’sThe only thing I didn’t like about Uncle Gary’sThe only thing I didn’t like about Uncle Gary’s

The only thing I didn’t like about Uncle Gary’s

camper van was that it didn’t have seat belts incamper van was that it didn’t have seat belts incamper van was that it didn’t have seat belts in

camper van was that it didn’t have seat belts in

the living area, which was a problem whenever Dadthe living area, which was a problem whenever Dadthe living area, which was a problem whenever Dad

the living area, which was a problem whenever Dad

hit the brakes.hit the brakes.hit the brakes.

hit the brakes.
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When traffic slowed down, Mom let Manny sitWhen traffic slowed down, Mom let Manny sitWhen traffic slowed down, Mom let Manny sit

When traffic slowed down, Mom let Manny sit

in the front seat so he could feel like he wasin the front seat so he could feel like he wasin the front seat so he could feel like he was

in the front seat so he could feel like he was

“driving”. But I think she realized it was a“driving”. But I think she realized it was a“driving”. But I think she realized it was a

“driving”. But I think she realized it was a

mistake when he started laying into the horn.mistake when he started laying into the horn.mistake when he started laying into the horn.

mistake when he started laying into the horn.

It was cool being out on the open road and all,It was cool being out on the open road and all,It was cool being out on the open road and all,

It was cool being out on the open road and all,

but after a while everything started to kind ofbut after a while everything started to kind ofbut after a while everything started to kind of

but after a while everything started to kind of

look the same. So me and Rodrick went on ourlook the same. So me and Rodrick went on ourlook the same. So me and Rodrick went on our

look the same. So me and Rodrick went on our

gadgets to pass the time.gadgets to pass the time.gadgets to pass the time.

gadgets to pass the time.

After an hour or so, Mom said we’d had enoughAfter an hour or so, Mom said we’d had enoughAfter an hour or so, Mom said we’d had enough

After an hour or so, Mom said we’d had enough

screen time for the day and we needed to be offscreen time for the day and we needed to be offscreen time for the day and we needed to be off

screen time for the day and we needed to be off

our electronics.our electronics.our electronics.

our electronics.
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Usually when Mom tells us we’ve had enUsually when Mom tells us we’ve had enUsually when Mom tells us we’ve had en

Usually when Mom tells us we’ve had en

ououou

ou

ghghgh

gh

 s s s

 s

crcrcr

cr

eeeeee

ee

nnn

n

time, we’time, we’time, we’

time, we’

ll take a break. But as soon as sll take a break. But as soon as sll take a break. But as soon as s

ll take a break. But as soon as s

he she she s

he s

topstopstops

tops

paying attention we’paying attention we’paying attention we’

paying attention we’

ll get right back on. Andll get right back on. Andll get right back on. And

ll get right back on. And

after a while she’after a while she’after a while she’

after a while she’

ll get tired of fighting us andll get tired of fighting us andll get tired of fighting us and

ll get tired of fighting us and

just give up, which is what we thought wouldjust give up, which is what we thought wouldjust give up, which is what we thought would

just give up, which is what we thought would

happen today.happen today.happen today.

happen today.

It turned out Mom wasn’t messing around on thisIt turned out Mom wasn’t messing around on thisIt turned out Mom wasn’t messing around on this

It turned out Mom wasn’t messing around on this

trip. When we got back on our devices, she puttrip. When we got back on our devices, she puttrip. When we got back on our devices, she put

trip. When we got back on our devices, she put

them in a clear plastic box that had a timer on top.them in a clear plastic box that had a timer on top.them in a clear plastic box that had a timer on top.

them in a clear plastic box that had a timer on top.
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The second I saw that thing I knew what itThe second I saw that thing I knew what itThe second I saw that thing I knew what it

The second I saw that thing I knew what it

was, because I’d seen the ads in one of Mom’swas, because I’d seen the ads in one of Mom’swas, because I’d seen the ads in one of Mom’s

was, because I’d seen the ads in one of Mom’s

parenting magazines.parenting magazines.parenting magazines.

parenting magazines.
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mememe
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for two hours, then went backfor two hours, then went backfor two hours, then went back

for two hours, then went back

tototo

to

 he he he

 he
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eaeaea
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hehehe
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 front. Whoever  front. Whoever  front. Whoever 

 front. Whoever 

made thatmade thatmade that

made that

thing knew what they were doing, because mething knew what they were doing, because mething knew what they were doing, because me

thing knew what they were doing, because me

and and and 

and 

RodrRodrRodr

Rodr

ick ick ick 

ick 

coulcoulcoul

coul

dn’tdn’tdn’t

dn’t

 figure out how to crack it. figure out how to crack it. figure out how to crack it.

 figure out how to crack it.
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Mom handed us some activities she’d created for theMom handed us some activities she’d created for theMom handed us some activities she’d created for the

Mom handed us some activities she’d created for the

trip and said they should keep us busy for a while.trip and said they should keep us busy for a while.trip and said they should keep us busy for a while.

trip and said they should keep us busy for a while.

But it wasn’t that much fun playing Wildlife BingoBut it wasn’t that much fun playing Wildlife BingoBut it wasn’t that much fun playing Wildlife Bingo

But it wasn’t that much fun playing Wildlife Bingo

when we couldn’t even identify half the animals wewhen we couldn’t even identify half the animals wewhen we couldn’t even identify half the animals we

when we couldn’t even identify half the animals we

saw along the side of the road.saw along the side of the road.saw along the side of the road.

saw along the side of the road.

After another hour or two of driving, Mom andAfter another hour or two of driving, Mom andAfter another hour or two of driving, Mom and

After another hour or two of driving, Mom and

Dad started looking for places to stop.Dad started looking for places to stop.Dad started looking for places to stop.

Dad started looking for places to stop.
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There were some signs for “scenic attractions”,There were some signs for “scenic attractions”,There were some signs for “scenic attractions”,

There were some signs for “scenic attractions”,

so Dad pulled over at the exit for a place calledso Dad pulled over at the exit for a place calledso Dad pulled over at the exit for a place called

so Dad pulled over at the exit for a place called

Culpepper’s Ravine.Culpepper’s Ravine.Culpepper’s Ravine.

Culpepper’s Ravine.

Mom got all excited because she said we were likeMom got all excited because she said we were likeMom got all excited because she said we were like

Mom got all excited because she said we were like

explorers who were about to see something new.explorers who were about to see something new.explorers who were about to see something new.

explorers who were about to see something new.

But unfortunately some But unfortunately some But unfortunately some 

But unfortunately some 

OOO

O

THERTHERTHER

THER

 explorers beat us explorers beat us explorers beat us

 explorers beat us

to it.to it.to it.

to it.

We couldn’t find any parking, so we had to moveWe couldn’t find any parking, so we had to moveWe couldn’t find any parking, so we had to move

We couldn’t find any parking, so we had to move

along. And it was the exact same story for thealong. And it was the exact same story for thealong. And it was the exact same story for the

along. And it was the exact same story for the

next three places we tried to stop.next three places we tried to stop.next three places we tried to stop.

next three places we tried to stop.
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I know I should feel lucky to be alive at a timeI know I should feel lucky to be alive at a timeI know I should feel lucky to be alive at a time

I know I should feel lucky to be alive at a time

when there’s modern medicine and smartwatcheswhen there’s modern medicine and smartwatcheswhen there’s modern medicine and smartwatches

when there’s modern medicine and smartwatches

and peanut-butter-filled pretzels. But sometimesand peanut-butter-filled pretzels. But sometimesand peanut-butter-filled pretzels. But sometimes

and peanut-butter-filled pretzels. But sometimes

I wish I was born a little I wish I was born a little I wish I was born a little 

I wish I was born a little 

SOONERSOONERSOONER

SOONER

 so I had a so I had a so I had a

 so I had a

chance to actually chance to actually chance to actually 

chance to actually 

DISCDISCDISC

DISC

OOO

O

VERVERVER

VER

 something. something. something.

 something.

Because when you find something new they Because when you find something new they Because when you find something new they 

Because when you find something new they 

NAMENAMENAME

NAME

it after you.it after you.it after you.

it after you.

But by now everything worth finding has alreadyBut by now everything worth finding has alreadyBut by now everything worth finding has already

But by now everything worth finding has already

been discovered.been discovered.been discovered.

been discovered.
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And you wouldn’t really want your name on any ofAnd you wouldn’t really want your name on any ofAnd you wouldn’t really want your name on any of

And you wouldn’t really want your name on any of

the stuff that’s left over.the stuff that’s left over.the stuff that’s left over.

the stuff that’s left over.

One time the planetarium in our town had aOne time the planetarium in our town had aOne time the planetarium in our town had a

One time the planetarium in our town had a
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if you paid ten bucks you’d getif you paid ten bucks you’d getif you paid ten bucks you’d get

if you paid ten bucks you’d get

a a a 
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 said a planet in some faraway said a planet in some faraway said a planet in some faraway

 said a planet in some faraway

galaxy was named after you. So Mom paid the tengalaxy was named after you. So Mom paid the tengalaxy was named after you. So Mom paid the ten

galaxy was named after you. So Mom paid the ten

bububu

bu

ckckck

ck

s,s,s,
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 an an an

 an
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 st
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l have the certificate l have the certificate l have the certificate 

l have the certificate 

hanging onhanging onhanging on

hanging on

the wall in my bedroom.the wall in my bedroom.the wall in my bedroom.

the wall in my bedroom.
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But when Mom filled out the form I wish she’dBut when Mom filled out the form I wish she’dBut when Mom filled out the form I wish she’d

But when Mom filled out the form I wish she’d

put my first put my first put my first 

put my first 

ANDANDAND

AND

 last name on it. Because now last name on it. Because now last name on it. Because now

 last name on it. Because now

some random Greg could get to my planet beforesome random Greg could get to my planet beforesome random Greg could get to my planet before

some random Greg could get to my planet before

I do and say it’s I do and say it’s I do and say it’s 

I do and say it’s 

HISHISHIS

HIS

...

.

Dad said our mistake was that we were goingDad said our mistake was that we were goingDad said our mistake was that we were going

Dad said our mistake was that we were going

to places everyone knew about, and if we gotto places everyone knew about, and if we gotto places everyone knew about, and if we got

to places everyone knew about, and if we got

off the main road we might find somethingoff the main road we might find somethingoff the main road we might find something

off the main road we might find something

SPESPESPE

SPE

CIALCIALCIAL

CIAL

...

.

So we took a detour and kept our eyes peeledSo we took a detour and kept our eyes peeledSo we took a detour and kept our eyes peeled

So we took a detour and kept our eyes peeled

for anything that looked like it was worthfor anything that looked like it was worthfor anything that looked like it was worth

for anything that looked like it was worth

stopping for.stopping for.stopping for.

stopping for.
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And, sure enough, after we took a few moreAnd, sure enough, after we took a few moreAnd, sure enough, after we took a few more

And, sure enough, after we took a few more

turns, we found a crystal-clear lake with nobodyturns, we found a crystal-clear lake with nobodyturns, we found a crystal-clear lake with nobody

turns, we found a crystal-clear lake with nobody

else in else in else in 

else in 

SIGHTSIGHTSIGHT

SIGHT

...

.

The air-conditioning in Uncle Gary’s camper vanThe air-conditioning in Uncle Gary’s camper vanThe air-conditioning in Uncle Gary’s camper van

The air-conditioning in Uncle Gary’s camper van

wasn’t working, and everyone was ready to coolwasn’t working, and everyone was ready to coolwasn’t working, and everyone was ready to cool

wasn’t working, and everyone was ready to cool

off. So we got into our swimming gear and took aoff. So we got into our swimming gear and took aoff. So we got into our swimming gear and took a

off. So we got into our swimming gear and took a

dip in the lake.dip in the lake.dip in the lake.

dip in the lake.

464646

46
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It took a second before I realized somethingIt took a second before I realized somethingIt took a second before I realized something

It took a second before I realized something

wasn’t wasn’t wasn’t 

wasn’t 

RIGHTRIGHTRIGHT

RIGHT

. I noticed a million shimmering. I noticed a million shimmering. I noticed a million shimmering

. I noticed a million shimmering

objects just beneath the surface, and my mindobjects just beneath the surface, and my mindobjects just beneath the surface, and my mind

objects just beneath the surface, and my mind

went right to went right to went right to 

went right to 

PIRANHAPIRANHAPIRANHA

PIRANHA

SSS

S

. I’m pretty sure. I’m pretty sure. I’m pretty sure

. I’m pretty sure

everyone everyone everyone 

everyone 

ELSEELSEELSE

ELSE

’’’

’

SSS

S

 did, too. did, too. did, too.

 did, too.

I was almost at the shore when I felt a bunchI was almost at the shore when I felt a bunchI was almost at the shore when I felt a bunch

I was almost at the shore when I felt a bunch

of tiny mouths of tiny mouths of tiny mouths 

of tiny mouths 

NIBNIBNIB

NIB

BLINGBLINGBLING

BLING

 me. me. me.

 me.
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I thought I was being eaten I thought I was being eaten I thought I was being eaten 

I thought I was being eaten 

ALIVEALIVEALIVE

ALIVE

. And. And. And

. And

by the time I made it out of the water I wasby the time I made it out of the water I wasby the time I made it out of the water I was

by the time I made it out of the water I was

surprised to be in one piece.surprised to be in one piece.surprised to be in one piece.

surprised to be in one piece.

Or Or Or 

Or 

ALMOALMOALMO

ALMO

SSS

S

TTT

T

 in one piece. I had a scab on my in one piece. I had a scab on my in one piece. I had a scab on my

 in one piece. I had a scab on my

knee when I got into the water, but by the timeknee when I got into the water, but by the timeknee when I got into the water, but by the time

knee when I got into the water, but by the time

I got out it was totally picked I got out it was totally picked I got out it was totally picked 

I got out it was totally picked 

CLEANCLEANCLEAN

CLEAN

...

.

Just then a truck pulled up, and the two guysJust then a truck pulled up, and the two guysJust then a truck pulled up, and the two guys

Just then a truck pulled up, and the two guys

inside looked inside looked inside looked 

inside looked 

angryangryangry

angry

...

.
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That’s when we found out the lake we wereThat’s when we found out the lake we wereThat’s when we found out the lake we were

That’s when we found out the lake we were

swimming in was a swimming in was a swimming in was a 

swimming in was a 

FISFISFIS

FIS

HHH

H

   

 

HAHAHA

HA

TTT

T

CHERCHERCHER

CHER

YYY

Y

...

.

I think those guys were about to call the copsI think those guys were about to call the copsI think those guys were about to call the cops

I think those guys were about to call the cops

on us for on us for on us for 

on us for 

TRETRETRE

TRE

SPSPSP

SP

ASSINGASSINGASSING

ASSING

, and we didn’t wanna, and we didn’t wanna, and we didn’t wanna

, and we didn’t wanna

stick around to find out. So we piled into thestick around to find out. So we piled into thestick around to find out. So we piled into the

stick around to find out. So we piled into the

camper van and Dad stepped on the gas.camper van and Dad stepped on the gas.camper van and Dad stepped on the gas.

camper van and Dad stepped on the gas.
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The next time Mom makes fish for dinner, I’mThe next time Mom makes fish for dinner, I’mThe next time Mom makes fish for dinner, I’m

The next time Mom makes fish for dinner, I’m

definitely gonna check the package to see wheredefinitely gonna check the package to see wheredefinitely gonna check the package to see where

definitely gonna check the package to see where

they came from first.they came from first.they came from first.

they came from first.

The crazy thing is, the fish hatchery wasn’t theThe crazy thing is, the fish hatchery wasn’t theThe crazy thing is, the fish hatchery wasn’t the

The crazy thing is, the fish hatchery wasn’t the

LASLASLAS

LAS

TTT

T

 place we got chased away from today. We place we got chased away from today. We place we got chased away from today. We

 place we got chased away from today. We

tried parking the camper van in a meadow so wetried parking the camper van in a meadow so wetried parking the camper van in a meadow so we

tried parking the camper van in a meadow so we

could get out and enjoy the view while we ate, butcould get out and enjoy the view while we ate, butcould get out and enjoy the view while we ate, but

could get out and enjoy the view while we ate, but

it turned out to be somebody’s it turned out to be somebody’s it turned out to be somebody’s 

it turned out to be somebody’s 

FFF

F

ARMARMARM

ARM

...

.

We finally found a field that didn’t look like itWe finally found a field that didn’t look like itWe finally found a field that didn’t look like it

We finally found a field that didn’t look like it

belonged to anyone, so that’s where we stoppedbelonged to anyone, so that’s where we stoppedbelonged to anyone, so that’s where we stopped

belonged to anyone, so that’s where we stopped

for the night.for the night.for the night.

for the night.
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The sleeping situation wasn’t great. The kitchenThe sleeping situation wasn’t great. The kitchenThe sleeping situation wasn’t great. The kitchen

The sleeping situation wasn’t great. The kitchen

table converted into a table converted into a table converted into a 

table converted into a 

BEDBEDBED

BED

, which is where Mom, which is where Mom, which is where Mom

, which is where Mom

and Dad slept.and Dad slept.and Dad slept.

and Dad slept.

I wasn’t crazy about the idea of eating breakfastI wasn’t crazy about the idea of eating breakfastI wasn’t crazy about the idea of eating breakfast

I wasn’t crazy about the idea of eating breakfast

off the spot where Dad slept in his boxer shorts.off the spot where Dad slept in his boxer shorts.off the spot where Dad slept in his boxer shorts.

off the spot where Dad slept in his boxer shorts.

I had to share the loft above the cabin I had to share the loft above the cabin I had to share the loft above the cabin 

I had to share the loft above the cabin 

withwithwith

with

Rodrick, which wasn’t much of an improvement onRodrick, which wasn’t much of an improvement onRodrick, which wasn’t much of an improvement on

Rodrick, which wasn’t much of an improvement on

our deal in Gramma’s basement.our deal in Gramma’s basement.our deal in Gramma’s basement.

our deal in Gramma’s basement.
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The only person who had any space to himself was The only person who had any space to himself was The only person who had any space to himself was 

The only person who had any space to himself was 

MannMannMann

Mann

y. He’d turned one of the cabinets in they. He’d turned one of the cabinets in they. He’d turned one of the cabinets in the

y. He’d turned one of the cabinets in the

kitchenette into a little apartment, and his set-upkitchenette into a little apartment, and his set-upkitchenette into a little apartment, and his set-up

kitchenette into a little apartment, and his set-up

was actually pretty was actually pretty was actually pretty 

was actually pretty 

SWEETSWEETSWEET

SWEET

...

.

While Mom and Dad were getting ready for bed,While Mom and Dad were getting ready for bed,While Mom and Dad were getting ready for bed,

While Mom and Dad were getting ready for bed,

I found out a mI found out a mI found out a m

I found out a m

aaa

a

jor downside of the camper van.jor downside of the camper van.jor downside of the camper van.

jor downside of the camper van.

The bathroom walls were paper thin, and withThe bathroom walls were paper thin, and withThe bathroom walls were paper thin, and with

The bathroom walls were paper thin, and with

the engine off you could hear the engine off you could hear the engine off you could hear 

the engine off you could hear 

EVEREVEREVER

EVER

YTHINGYTHINGYTHING

YTHING

happening in there. And, trust me, no kid wantshappening in there. And, trust me, no kid wantshappening in there. And, trust me, no kid wants

happening in there. And, trust me, no kid wants

to hear his mother’s bathroom noises.to hear his mother’s bathroom noises.to hear his mother’s bathroom noises.

to hear his mother’s bathroom noises.
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ThursdayThursdayThursday

Thursday

It turns out the place we stopped for the nightIt turns out the place we stopped for the nightIt turns out the place we stopped for the night

It turns out the place we stopped for the night

was a public park. Little League practice startedwas a public park. Little League practice startedwas a public park. Little League practice started

was a public park. Little League practice started

first thing in the morning, and we were parkedfirst thing in the morning, and we were parkedfirst thing in the morning, and we were parked

first thing in the morning, and we were parked

right over the pitcher’s mound.right over the pitcher’s mound.right over the pitcher’s mound.

right over the pitcher’s mound.

Luckily, we were able to take off before sLuckily, we were able to take off before sLuckily, we were able to take off before s

Luckily, we were able to take off before s

ooo

o

mmm

m

eee

e

   

 

kkk

k

iii

i

ddd

d

broke a tail light with a direct hit.broke a tail light with a direct hit.broke a tail light with a direct hit.

broke a tail light with a direct hit.

Mom said she didn’t want a repeat of yesterdayMom said she didn’t want a repeat of yesterdayMom said she didn’t want a repeat of yesterday

Mom said she didn’t want a repeat of yesterday

and asked everyone to think of something we couldand asked everyone to think of something we couldand asked everyone to think of something we could

and asked everyone to think of something we could

do that was guaranteed do that was guaranteed do that was guaranteed 

do that was guaranteed 

FUNFUNFUN

FUN

. And that’s when. And that’s when. And that’s when

. And that’s when

I remembered a billboard I saw the day before.I remembered a billboard I saw the day before.I remembered a billboard I saw the day before.

I remembered a billboard I saw the day before.
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The billboard was for this place called the FaThe billboard was for this place called the FaThe billboard was for this place called the Fa

The billboard was for this place called the Fa

mimimi

mi

lylyly

ly

Adventure Centre. Usually, whenever the woAdventure Centre. Usually, whenever the woAdventure Centre. Usually, whenever the wo

Adventure Centre. Usually, whenever the wo

rdrdrd

rd

“family” is part of something, it’s a warning to“family” is part of something, it’s a warning to“family” is part of something, it’s a warning to

“family” is part of something, it’s a warning to

stay away. But the pictures on the sign made mestay away. But the pictures on the sign made mestay away. But the pictures on the sign made me

stay away. But the pictures on the sign made me

think this place could be think this place could be think this place could be 

think this place could be 

DIFFERENTDIFFERENTDIFFERENT

DIFFERENT

...

.

We had to backtrack about two hours to find theWe had to backtrack about two hours to find theWe had to backtrack about two hours to find the

We had to backtrack about two hours to find the

adventure centre, but it didn’t really matter sinceadventure centre, but it didn’t really matter sinceadventure centre, but it didn’t really matter since

adventure centre, but it didn’t really matter since

we weren’t really headed anywhere to begin with.we weren’t really headed anywhere to begin with.we weren’t really headed anywhere to begin with.

we weren’t really headed anywhere to begin with.

I have to say, this place was pretty cool. ThereI have to say, this place was pretty cool. ThereI have to say, this place was pretty cool. There

I have to say, this place was pretty cool. There

were a million activities, and I wanted to do themwere a million activities, and I wanted to do themwere a million activities, and I wanted to do them

were a million activities, and I wanted to do them

ALALAL

AL

LLL

L

...

.
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But everything had an age and height requirement,But everything had an age and height requirement,But everything had an age and height requirement,

But everything had an age and height requirement,

and Manny wasn’t tall enough to do any and Manny wasn’t tall enough to do any and Manny wasn’t tall enough to do any 

and Manny wasn’t tall enough to do any 

GOODGOODGOOD

GOOD

activities.activities.activities.

activities.

The only activity Manny was big enouThe only activity Manny was big enouThe only activity Manny was big enou

The only activity Manny was big enou

gh fgh fgh f

gh f

or wor wor w

or w

asasas

as

the Fun Fthe Fun Fthe Fun F

the Fun F

loat, where you drifted down the river inloat, where you drifted down the river inloat, where you drifted down the river in

loat, where you drifted down the river in

inner tubes. So that’s what Mom signed us up for.inner tubes. So that’s what Mom signed us up for.inner tubes. So that’s what Mom signed us up for.

inner tubes. So that’s what Mom signed us up for.
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I really wanted to do something more exciting,I really wanted to do something more exciting,I really wanted to do something more exciting,

I really wanted to do something more exciting,

like rock climbing, but Mom was deadlike rock climbing, but Mom was deadlike rock climbing, but Mom was dead

like rock climbing, but Mom was dead

 set set set

 set

 on  on  on 

 on 

us aus aus a

us a

llllll

ll

doing something as a family.doing something as a family.doing something as a family.

doing something as a family.

Mom said the Fun Float would be Mom said the Fun Float would be Mom said the Fun Float would be 

Mom said the Fun Float would be 

RELAXINGRELAXINGRELAXING

RELAXING

,,,

,

and after we put on our life jackets we grabbedand after we put on our life jackets we grabbedand after we put on our life jackets we grabbed

and after we put on our life jackets we grabbed

the cooler and a few other things from thethe cooler and a few other things from thethe cooler and a few other things from the

the cooler and a few other things from the

camper van to take with us on the river.camper van to take with us on the river.camper van to take with us on the river.

camper van to take with us on the river.

After our experience with the fish farm yesterday,After our experience with the fish farm yesterday,After our experience with the fish farm yesterday,

After our experience with the fish farm yesterday,

I wasn’t crazy about getting into the waterI wasn’t crazy about getting into the waterI wasn’t crazy about getting into the water

I wasn’t crazy about getting into the water

agagag

ag

aiaiai

ai

n.n.n.

n.

 But there were a bunch of other people But there were a bunch of other people But there were a bunch of other people

 But there were a bunch of other people

doing the Fun Float, too, and I figured if theredoing the Fun Float, too, and I figured if theredoing the Fun Float, too, and I figured if there

doing the Fun Float, too, and I figured if there

were any piranhas in the river they’d go for were any piranhas in the river they’d go for were any piranhas in the river they’d go for 

were any piranhas in the river they’d go for 

THEMTHEMTHEM

THEM

before they’d go for before they’d go for before they’d go for 

before they’d go for 

MEMEME

ME

...

.
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I have to admit that once we got going itI have to admit that once we got going itI have to admit that once we got going it

I have to admit that once we got going it

WAWAWA

WA

SSS

S

 kind of relaxing. Maybe even a little  kind of relaxing. Maybe even a little  kind of relaxing. Maybe even a little 

 kind of relaxing. Maybe even a little 

TOTOTO

TO

OOO

O

relaxing. Rodrick fell asleep, while Dad answeredrelaxing. Rodrick fell asleep, while Dad answeredrelaxing. Rodrick fell asleep, while Dad answered

relaxing. Rodrick fell asleep, while Dad answered

work emails and Mom checked in with Manny’swork emails and Mom checked in with Manny’swork emails and Mom checked in with Manny’s

work emails and Mom checked in with Manny’s

doctor.doctor.doctor.

doctor.
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So no one was really paying attention when weSo no one was really paying attention when weSo no one was really paying attention when we

So no one was really paying attention when we

hihihi

hi

t t t 

t 

a shallow part in the river and came to aa shallow part in the river and came to aa shallow part in the river and came to a

a shallow part in the river and came to a

complete complete complete 

complete 

STOPSTOPSTOP

STOP

. We had to take our tubes out. We had to take our tubes out. We had to take our tubes out

. We had to take our tubes out

of the water, and it wasn’t fun walking across aof the water, and it wasn’t fun walking across aof the water, and it wasn’t fun walking across a

of the water, and it wasn’t fun walking across a

bunch of sharp rocks in our bare feet.bunch of sharp rocks in our bare feet.bunch of sharp rocks in our bare feet.

bunch of sharp rocks in our bare feet.

Once the river got deeper, we put the tubesOnce the river got deeper, we put the tubesOnce the river got deeper, we put the tubes

Once the river got deeper, we put the tubes

back in the water. But my inner tube must’ve gotback in the water. But my inner tube must’ve gotback in the water. But my inner tube must’ve got

back in the water. But my inner tube must’ve got

punctured in the shallow part, bepunctured in the shallow part, bepunctured in the shallow part, be

punctured in the shallow part, be

causcauscaus

caus

e ite ite it

e it

 was was was

 was

 los los los

 los

inginging

ing

air. So I took Manny’s tube, and we emptied theair. So I took Manny’s tube, and we emptied theair. So I took Manny’s tube, and we emptied the

air. So I took Manny’s tube, and we emptied the

ice out of the cooler so he could use ice out of the cooler so he could use ice out of the cooler so he could use 

ice out of the cooler so he could use 

THATHATHA

THA

TTT

T

...

.
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I thought the trip was gonna take twentyI thought the trip was gonna take twentyI thought the trip was gonna take twenty

I thought the trip was gonna take twenty

minutes, but it had already been two minutes, but it had already been two minutes, but it had already been two 

minutes, but it had already been two 

HOURSHOURSHOURS

HOURS

,,,

,

with no end in sight. And we really slowed downwith no end in sight. And we really slowed downwith no end in sight. And we really slowed down

with no end in sight. And we really slowed down

when we got stuck behind a big group of peoplewhen we got stuck behind a big group of peoplewhen we got stuck behind a big group of people

when we got stuck behind a big group of people

jamming up the river.jamming up the river.jamming up the river.

jamming up the river.

I hit a warm spot in the water, and I’ve been inI hit a warm spot in the water, and I’ve been inI hit a warm spot in the water, and I’ve been in

I hit a warm spot in the water, and I’ve been in

enough baby pools to know what enough baby pools to know what enough baby pools to know what 

enough baby pools to know what 

THATHATHA

THA

TTT

T

 meant. So meant. So meant. So

 meant. So

when the river got wider I paddled my tube arouwhen the river got wider I paddled my tube arouwhen the river got wider I paddled my tube arou

when the river got wider I paddled my tube arou

ndndnd

nd

those guys to try to get out of their wake.those guys to try to get out of their wake.those guys to try to get out of their wake.

those guys to try to get out of their wake.
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Unfortunately, I went a little too far and endedUnfortunately, I went a little too far and endedUnfortunately, I went a little too far and ended

Unfortunately, I went a little too far and ended

up in a part of the river where the water wasup in a part of the river where the water wasup in a part of the river where the water was

up in a part of the river where the water was

really really really 

really 

roughroughrough

rough

. And a few seconds later I got. And a few seconds later I got. And a few seconds later I got

. And a few seconds later I got

tossed from my inner tube.tossed from my inner tube.tossed from my inner tube.

tossed from my inner tube.

It was actually pretty It was actually pretty It was actually pretty 

It was actually pretty 

SCARSCARSCAR

SCAR

YYY

Y

. The water was. The water was. The water was

. The water was

moving fast, so I pointed my feet downstream tomoving fast, so I pointed my feet downstream tomoving fast, so I pointed my feet downstream to

moving fast, so I pointed my feet downstream to

mamama

ma

kekeke

ke

 sure I didn’t crack my head open on a rock. sure I didn’t crack my head open on a rock. sure I didn’t crack my head open on a rock.

 sure I didn’t crack my head open on a rock.

I called out for I called out for I called out for 

I called out for 

HELPHELPHELP

HELP

, but the people around me, but the people around me, but the people around me

, but the people around me

had their music up too loud to even notice.had their music up too loud to even notice.had their music up too loud to even notice.

had their music up too loud to even notice.
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My family tried to save me, but it turns outMy family tried to save me, but it turns outMy family tried to save me, but it turns out

My family tried to save me, but it turns out

they’re totally useless in an emergency.they’re totally useless in an emergency.they’re totally useless in an emergency.

they’re totally useless in an emergency.
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Up ahead, people were pulling their inner tubesUp ahead, people were pulling their inner tubesUp ahead, people were pulling their inner tubes

Up ahead, people were pulling their inner tubes

out of the river in the landing area, so I triedout of the river in the landing area, so I triedout of the river in the landing area, so I tried

out of the river in the landing area, so I tried

to paddle myself over there.to paddle myself over there.to paddle myself over there.

to paddle myself over there.

But the water was moving too fast, and I wasBut the water was moving too fast, and I wasBut the water was moving too fast, and I was

But the water was moving too fast, and I was

getting pulled downstream. My family got outgetting pulled downstream. My family got outgetting pulled downstream. My family got out

getting pulled downstream. My family got out

of the river, and Dad was yelling and pointingof the river, and Dad was yelling and pointingof the river, and Dad was yelling and pointing

of the river, and Dad was yelling and pointing

at something near me. That’s when I saw aat something near me. That’s when I saw aat something near me. That’s when I saw a

at something near me. That’s when I saw a

big branch hanging out over the water, and Ibig branch hanging out over the water, and Ibig branch hanging out over the water, and I

big branch hanging out over the water, and I

grabbed it.grabbed it.grabbed it.

grabbed it.
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For a second I thought everything was going to beFor a second I thought everything was going to beFor a second I thought everything was going to be

For a second I thought everything was going to be

OKOKOK

OK

. Then I noticed something drifting away from. Then I noticed something drifting away from. Then I noticed something drifting away from

. Then I noticed something drifting away from

me and realized it was my me and realized it was my me and realized it was my 

me and realized it was my 

swimming shortsswimming shortsswimming shorts

swimming shorts

...

.

A lifeguard from the adventure centre startedA lifeguard from the adventure centre startedA lifeguard from the adventure centre started

A lifeguard from the adventure centre started

wading out towards me with a float. And I knewwading out towards me with a float. And I knewwading out towards me with a float. And I knew

wading out towards me with a float. And I knew

if I just kept hanging on to that branch she’dif I just kept hanging on to that branch she’dif I just kept hanging on to that branch she’d

if I just kept hanging on to that branch she’d

RESCUERESCUERESCUE

RESCUE

 me. me. me.

 me.

But all I could think of were the people in theBut all I could think of were the people in theBut all I could think of were the people in the

But all I could think of were the people in the

landing area who were about to see me withoutlanding area who were about to see me withoutlanding area who were about to see me without

landing area who were about to see me without

my swimming shorts. And Rodrick was alreadymy swimming shorts. And Rodrick was alreadymy swimming shorts. And Rodrick was already

my swimming shorts. And Rodrick was already

recording me with his phone.recording me with his phone.recording me with his phone.

recording me with his phone.
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So I decided the best move was to let So I decided the best move was to let So I decided the best move was to let 

So I decided the best move was to let 

GOGOGO

GO

 and and and

 and

take my chances.take my chances.take my chances.

take my chances.

Luckily, the water wasn’t as rocky downstream,Luckily, the water wasn’t as rocky downstream,Luckily, the water wasn’t as rocky downstream,

Luckily, the water wasn’t as rocky downstream,

but it was still moving fast. By the time I wasbut it was still moving fast. By the time I wasbut it was still moving fast. By the time I was

but it was still moving fast. By the time I was

able to drag myself on to the shore, I must’veable to drag myself on to the shore, I must’veable to drag myself on to the shore, I must’ve

able to drag myself on to the shore, I must’ve

been a quarter of a mile from the landing area.been a quarter of a mile from the landing area.been a quarter of a mile from the landing area.

been a quarter of a mile from the landing area.

And I never did find my swimming shorts, butAnd I never did find my swimming shorts, butAnd I never did find my swimming shorts, but

And I never did find my swimming shorts, but

thankfully I found the thankfully I found the thankfully I found the 

thankfully I found the 

COOLERCOOLERCOOLER

COOLER

...

.
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FridayFridayFriday

Friday

Last night everyone in my family agreed that ourLast night everyone in my family agreed that ourLast night everyone in my family agreed that our

Last night everyone in my family agreed that our

trip was off to a pretty terrible start. But wetrip was off to a pretty terrible start. But wetrip was off to a pretty terrible start. But we

trip was off to a pretty terrible start. But we

couldn’t decide what to do couldn’t decide what to do couldn’t decide what to do 

couldn’t decide what to do 

NEXTNEXTNEXT

NEXT

...

.

I thought we should just admit this trip was aI thought we should just admit this trip was aI thought we should just admit this trip was a

I thought we should just admit this trip was a

MISMISMIS

MIS

TTT

T

AKEAKEAKE

AKE

 and go back to Gramma’s. But Dad and go back to Gramma’s. But Dad and go back to Gramma’s. But Dad

 and go back to Gramma’s. But Dad

said we couldn’t turn round now because we hadn’tsaid we couldn’t turn round now because we hadn’tsaid we couldn’t turn round now because we hadn’t

said we couldn’t turn round now because we hadn’t

done any actual done any actual done any actual 

done any actual 

CAMPINGCAMPINGCAMPING

CAMPING

 yet. yet. yet.

 yet.

Dad said there was a national forest a few hoursDad said there was a national forest a few hoursDad said there was a national forest a few hours

Dad said there was a national forest a few hours

away, and if we camped there we could stay in onaway, and if we camped there we could stay in onaway, and if we camped there we could stay in on

away, and if we camped there we could stay in on

eee

e

place for the rest of the trip and relax for aplace for the rest of the trip and relax for aplace for the rest of the trip and relax for a

place for the rest of the trip and relax for a

change.change.change.

change.
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I wasn’t crazy about going off on our own, but II wasn’t crazy about going off on our own, but II wasn’t crazy about going off on our own, but I

I wasn’t crazy about going off on our own, but I

knew how the rest of the summer was gonna playknew how the rest of the summer was gonna playknew how the rest of the summer was gonna play

knew how the rest of the summer was gonna play

out if we went back to Gramma’s basement now.out if we went back to Gramma’s basement now.out if we went back to Gramma’s basement now.

out if we went back to Gramma’s basement now.

I didn’t feel great about camping in the wiI didn’t feel great about camping in the wiI didn’t feel great about camping in the wi

I didn’t feel great about camping in the wi

ldldld

ld

ererer

er

nenene

ne

ssssss
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but Dad said, if we got into any trouble, therebut Dad said, if we got into any trouble, therebut Dad said, if we got into any trouble, there

but Dad said, if we got into any trouble, there

were rangers who could help us out. And that madewere rangers who could help us out. And that madewere rangers who could help us out. And that made

were rangers who could help us out. And that made

me feel a little better.me feel a little better.me feel a little better.

me feel a little better.

So we spent the night in the car park of theSo we spent the night in the car park of theSo we spent the night in the car park of the

So we spent the night in the car park of the

adventure centre, and first thing in the morningadventure centre, and first thing in the morningadventure centre, and first thing in the morning

adventure centre, and first thing in the morning

we headed for the national forest.we headed for the national forest.we headed for the national forest.

we headed for the national forest.
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The ranger at the entrance told us it hadn’tThe ranger at the entrance told us it hadn’tThe ranger at the entrance told us it hadn’t

The ranger at the entrance told us it hadn’t

rained in a few weeks, so the risk of fire was reallyrained in a few weeks, so the risk of fire was reallyrained in a few weeks, so the risk of fire was really

rained in a few weeks, so the risk of fire was really

highhighhigh

high

. . . 

. 

Then she gave Dad a map and a pamphletThen she gave Dad a map and a pamphletThen she gave Dad a map and a pamphlet

Then she gave Dad a map and a pamphlet

with tips on how to camp responsibly.with tips on how to camp responsibly.with tips on how to camp responsibly.

with tips on how to camp responsibly.

The forest was big, so it took a while for us toThe forest was big, so it took a while for us toThe forest was big, so it took a while for us to

The forest was big, so it took a while for us to

get to our pitch. And we didn’t see a single humanget to our pitch. And we didn’t see a single humanget to our pitch. And we didn’t see a single human

get to our pitch. And we didn’t see a single human

being on our way in.being on our way in.being on our way in.

being on our way in.

The pitch was actually really nice. There was aThe pitch was actually really nice. There was aThe pitch was actually really nice. There was a

The pitch was actually really nice. There was a

lot of space for the camper van, and we werelot of space for the camper van, and we werelot of space for the camper van, and we were

lot of space for the camper van, and we were

right next to a little stream. After we set up ourright next to a little stream. After we set up ourright next to a little stream. After we set up our

right next to a little stream. After we set up our

hahaha

ha

mmmmmm

mm

ocococ

oc
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ananan

an

d d d 

d 

chchch
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aiaiai
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, we kicked back and enjoyed, we kicked back and enjoyed, we kicked back and enjoyed

, we kicked back and enjoyed

being out in nabeing out in nabeing out in na

being out in na

turturtur

tur

e.e.e.

e.
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At least At least At least 

At least 

MOSMOSMOS

MOS

TTT

T

 of us did. After a few minutes, of us did. After a few minutes, of us did. After a few minutes,

 of us did. After a few minutes,

Mom asked what our “plan” was, and Dad said thisMom asked what our “plan” was, and Dad said thisMom asked what our “plan” was, and Dad said this

Mom asked what our “plan” was, and Dad said this

WAWAWA

WA

SSS

S

 the plan. the plan. the plan.

 the plan.

Mom said we couldn’t just sit around all day, andMom said we couldn’t just sit around all day, andMom said we couldn’t just sit around all day, and

Mom said we couldn’t just sit around all day, and

we needed to do something we needed to do something we needed to do something 

we needed to do something 

AAA

A

CCC

C

TIVETIVETIVE

TIVE

 like go on a like go on a like go on a

 like go on a

nature hike or something.nature hike or something.nature hike or something.

nature hike or something.

But that sounded like a lot of work to us guys,But that sounded like a lot of work to us guys,But that sounded like a lot of work to us guys,

But that sounded like a lot of work to us guys,

especially after a long drive. So Mom said if weespecially after a long drive. So Mom said if weespecially after a long drive. So Mom said if we

especially after a long drive. So Mom said if we

were all gonna laze around she was gonna put ourwere all gonna laze around she was gonna put ourwere all gonna laze around she was gonna put our

were all gonna laze around she was gonna put our

electronics in the Vault for the rest of the trip.electronics in the Vault for the rest of the trip.electronics in the Vault for the rest of the trip.

electronics in the Vault for the rest of the trip.

And that was enough to get us moving.And that was enough to get us moving.And that was enough to get us moving.

And that was enough to get us moving.
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Mom pulled out the map and found a trail thatMom pulled out the map and found a trail thatMom pulled out the map and found a trail that

Mom pulled out the map and found a trail that

was nearby. And before we headed off on thewas nearby. And before we headed off on thewas nearby. And before we headed off on the

was nearby. And before we headed off on the

hike, she told everyone to fill up our flasks andhike, she told everyone to fill up our flasks andhike, she told everyone to fill up our flasks and

hike, she told everyone to fill up our flasks and

put on bug spray. But I was a lot more worriedput on bug spray. But I was a lot more worriedput on bug spray. But I was a lot more worried

put on bug spray. But I was a lot more worried

about about about 

about 

BEARSBEARSBEARS

BEARS

 than bugs. than bugs. than bugs.

 than bugs.

I remembered that the guy at the camping storeI remembered that the guy at the camping storeI remembered that the guy at the camping store

I remembered that the guy at the camping store

said if you saw a bear out in nature the best thingsaid if you saw a bear out in nature the best thingsaid if you saw a bear out in nature the best thing

said if you saw a bear out in nature the best thing

you could do was make noise to scare it away.you could do was make noise to scare it away.you could do was make noise to scare it away.

you could do was make noise to scare it away.

Luckily, Uncle Gary left some pots and pansLuckily, Uncle Gary left some pots and pansLuckily, Uncle Gary left some pots and pans

Luckily, Uncle Gary left some pots and pans

under the sink in the camper van. But I wasn’tunder the sink in the camper van. But I wasn’tunder the sink in the camper van. But I wasn’t

under the sink in the camper van. But I wasn’t

gonna wait until we gonna wait until we gonna wait until we 

gonna wait until we 

SPOSPOSPO

SPO

TTEDTTEDTTED

TTED

 a bear to start a bear to start a bear to start

 a bear to start

making a racket.making a racket.making a racket.

making a racket.
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Everyone got annoyed with me pretty quick, andEveryone got annoyed with me pretty quick, andEveryone got annoyed with me pretty quick, and

Everyone got annoyed with me pretty quick, and

Mom told me I needed to take the cookware backMom told me I needed to take the cookware backMom told me I needed to take the cookware back

Mom told me I needed to take the cookware back

to the camper van.to the camper van.to the camper van.

to the camper van.

She said I could catch up with them further downShe said I could catch up with them further downShe said I could catch up with them further down

She said I could catch up with them further down

the the the 

the 

traitraitrai

trai

l, al, al, a

l, a

nd I was actually fine with tnd I was actually fine with tnd I was actually fine with t

nd I was actually fine with t

hahaha

ha

t,t,t,

t,

because that stuff was pretty heavy, anyway. Pbecause that stuff was pretty heavy, anyway. Pbecause that stuff was pretty heavy, anyway. P

because that stuff was pretty heavy, anyway. P

lululu

lu

s,s,s,

s,

I I I 

I 

wawawa

wa

s s s 

s 

starstarstar

star

tingtingting

ting

 to wonder if the noise might to wonder if the noise might to wonder if the noise might

 to wonder if the noise might

actually actually actually 

actually 

AAA

A

TTRATTRATTRA

TTRA

CCC

C

TTT

T

 bears, because whenever I bears, because whenever I bears, because whenever I

 bears, because whenever I

hear pots and pans I’m thinking hear pots and pans I’m thinking hear pots and pans I’m thinking 

hear pots and pans I’m thinking 

DINNERDINNERDINNER

DINNER

...

.

After I put the cookware back in the camperAfter I put the cookware back in the camperAfter I put the cookware back in the camper

After I put the cookware back in the camper

van, I turned round and got back on the trail.van, I turned round and got back on the trail.van, I turned round and got back on the trail.

van, I turned round and got back on the trail.

I thought if I hurried it might take me tenI thought if I hurried it might take me tenI thought if I hurried it might take me ten

I thought if I hurried it might take me ten

minutes to reconnect with everyone. But then Iminutes to reconnect with everyone. But then Iminutes to reconnect with everyone. But then I

minutes to reconnect with everyone. But then I

ran into a ran into a ran into a 

ran into a 

PRPRPR

PR

OBLEMOBLEMOBLEM

OBLEM

...

.
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The trail The trail The trail 

The trail 

SPLITSPLITSPLIT

SPLIT

, and I didn’t know which way, and I didn’t know which way, and I didn’t know which way

, and I didn’t know which way

my family went.my family went.my family went.

my family went.

I figured the odds were 50-50, so I headedI figured the odds were 50-50, so I headedI figured the odds were 50-50, so I headed

I figured the odds were 50-50, so I headed

LEFTLEFTLEFT

LEFT

. But I walked for a long time without. But I walked for a long time without. But I walked for a long time without

. But I walked for a long time without

finding them and figured I must’ve picked thefinding them and figured I must’ve picked thefinding them and figured I must’ve picked the

finding them and figured I must’ve picked the

wrong path. So I went back to the place wherewrong path. So I went back to the place wherewrong path. So I went back to the place where

wrong path. So I went back to the place where

the fork in the trail was, and that’s where I hitthe fork in the trail was, and that’s where I hitthe fork in the trail was, and that’s where I hit

the fork in the trail was, and that’s where I hit

ANOANOANO

ANO

TTT

T

HERHERHER

HER

 snag. snag. snag.

 snag.

I was all turned round and couldn’t rememberI was all turned round and couldn’t rememberI was all turned round and couldn’t remember

I was all turned round and couldn’t remember

which path was the one I hadn’t taken yet andwhich path was the one I hadn’t taken yet andwhich path was the one I hadn’t taken yet and

which path was the one I hadn’t taken yet and

which one led back to the camper van. And Iwhich one led back to the camper van. And Iwhich one led back to the camper van. And I

which one led back to the camper van. And I

couldn’t tell which was which because, to me, everycouldn’t tell which was which because, to me, everycouldn’t tell which was which because, to me, every

couldn’t tell which was which because, to me, every

tree and rock looked the tree and rock looked the tree and rock looked the 

tree and rock looked the 

SSS

S

AMEAMEAME

AME

...

.
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That’s when I started to get That’s when I started to get That’s when I started to get 

That’s when I started to get 

WWW

W

ORRIEDORRIEDORRIED

ORRIED

. I. I. I

. I

remembered the guy at the camping store sayingremembered the guy at the camping store sayingremembered the guy at the camping store saying

remembered the guy at the camping store saying

that sometimes bears will use human trails becausethat sometimes bears will use human trails becausethat sometimes bears will use human trails because

that sometimes bears will use human trails because

it’s easier than walking through the brush. So Iit’s easier than walking through the brush. So Iit’s easier than walking through the brush. So I

it’s easier than walking through the brush. So I

really didn’t feel good about hanging out in thereally didn’t feel good about hanging out in thereally didn’t feel good about hanging out in the

really didn’t feel good about hanging out in the

middle of an middle of an middle of an 

middle of an 

INTERSEINTERSEINTERSE

INTERSE

CCC

C

TIONTIONTION

TION

...

.

I’ve read that a bear’s sense of smell is a thousandI’ve read that a bear’s sense of smell is a thousandI’ve read that a bear’s sense of smell is a thousand

I’ve read that a bear’s sense of smell is a thousand

times better than a human’s. So, when I pulledtimes better than a human’s. So, when I pulledtimes better than a human’s. So, when I pulled

times better than a human’s. So, when I pulled

out the container of lout the container of lout the container of l

out the container of l

ip balm I had in my pocket,ip balm I had in my pocket,ip balm I had in my pocket,

ip balm I had in my pocket,

I practically started hyperventilating.I practically started hyperventilating.I practically started hyperventilating.

I practically started hyperventilating.

I decided to get off the trail, which turned outI decided to get off the trail, which turned outI decided to get off the trail, which turned out

I decided to get off the trail, which turned out

to be a dumb move. Because once I was off theto be a dumb move. Because once I was off theto be a dumb move. Because once I was off the

to be a dumb move. Because once I was off the

path I couldn’t find my way path I couldn’t find my way path I couldn’t find my way 

path I couldn’t find my way 

BABABA

BA

CKCKCK

CK

...

.

My mind started racing, and I thought abMy mind started racing, and I thought abMy mind started racing, and I thought ab

My mind started racing, and I thought ab

outoutout

out

what would happen if I was lost for what would happen if I was lost for what would happen if I was lost for 

what would happen if I was lost for 

GOODGOODGOOD

GOOD

...

.
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I’ve read stories about human beings who got cutI’ve read stories about human beings who got cutI’ve read stories about human beings who got cut

I’ve read stories about human beings who got cut

off from civilization and were raised by off from civilization and were raised by off from civilization and were raised by 

off from civilization and were raised by 

WWW

W

OLOLOL

OL

VESVESVES

VES

...

.

I didn’t know if there were any wolves in thisI didn’t know if there were any wolves in thisI didn’t know if there were any wolves in this

I didn’t know if there were any wolves in this

forest, but there were plenty of forest, but there were plenty of forest, but there were plenty of 

forest, but there were plenty of 

squirrelssquirrelssquirrels

squirrels

...

.

Luckily, my family found me before things couldLuckily, my family found me before things couldLuckily, my family found me before things could

Luckily, my family found me before things could

get too crazy. Because in another hour or two Iget too crazy. Because in another hour or two Iget too crazy. Because in another hour or two I

get too crazy. Because in another hour or two I

might’ve been too far gone.might’ve been too far gone.might’ve been too far gone.

might’ve been too far gone.
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When we got back to camp, Mom asked Rodrick toWhen we got back to camp, Mom asked Rodrick toWhen we got back to camp, Mom asked Rodrick to

When we got back to camp, Mom asked Rodrick to

check me for ticks, since I’d been off the trail.check me for ticks, since I’d been off the trail.check me for ticks, since I’d been off the trail.

check me for ticks, since I’d been off the trail.

He looked me over and told me I had a He looked me over and told me I had a He looked me over and told me I had a 

He looked me over and told me I had a 

HHH

H

UGEUGEUGE

UGE

tick right in the middle of my back.tick right in the middle of my back.tick right in the middle of my back.

tick right in the middle of my back.

Rodrick said the tick must’ve been on me forRodrick said the tick must’ve been on me forRodrick said the tick must’ve been on me for

Rodrick said the tick must’ve been on me for

a whilea whilea while

a while

,,,

,

 because it looked like it was about to because it looked like it was about to because it looked like it was about to

 because it looked like it was about to

BURSTBURSTBURST

BURST

. And I almost passed out when he. And I almost passed out when he. And I almost passed out when he

. And I almost passed out when he

showed me the picture he took on his phone.showed me the picture he took on his phone.showed me the picture he took on his phone.

showed me the picture he took on his phone.
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It turns out it was just a It turns out it was just a It turns out it was just a 

It turns out it was just a 

JOKEJOKEJOKE

JOKE

, and the, and the, and the

, and the

picture was something Rodrick found online. But,picture was something Rodrick found online. But,picture was something Rodrick found online. But,

picture was something Rodrick found online. But,

even after I even after I even after I 

even after I 

KNEWKNEWKNEW

KNEW

 it was a joke, I still felt it was a joke, I still felt it was a joke, I still felt

 it was a joke, I still felt

like something was in the middle of my back forlike something was in the middle of my back forlike something was in the middle of my back for

like something was in the middle of my back for

the rest of the day.the rest of the day.the rest of the day.

the rest of the day.

Mom said everyone should take a shower, since itMom said everyone should take a shower, since itMom said everyone should take a shower, since it

Mom said everyone should take a shower, since it

had been two days and we were starting to stink.had been two days and we were starting to stink.had been two days and we were starting to stink.

had been two days and we were starting to stink.

Rodrick went first, and he was in there for atRodrick went first, and he was in there for atRodrick went first, and he was in there for at

Rodrick went first, and he was in there for at

least half an hour. So, when it was my turn,least half an hour. So, when it was my turn,least half an hour. So, when it was my turn,

least half an hour. So, when it was my turn,

there was no hot water left.there was no hot water left.there was no hot water left.

there was no hot water left.

Dad checked the propane tank and said it wasDad checked the propane tank and said it wasDad checked the propane tank and said it was

Dad checked the propane tank and said it was

empty, which meant it was cold showers fromempty, which meant it was cold showers fromempty, which meant it was cold showers from

empty, which meant it was cold showers from

now on. No one was happy about that, especiallynow on. No one was happy about that, especiallynow on. No one was happy about that, especially

now on. No one was happy about that, especially

MOMMOMMOM

MOM

...

.
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I noticed it was really starting to I noticed it was really starting to I noticed it was really starting to 

I noticed it was really starting to 

SMELLSMELLSMELL

SMELL

 in in in

 in

the bathroom, so I told Dad. He said the reasthe bathroom, so I told Dad. He said the reasthe bathroom, so I told Dad. He said the reas

the bathroom, so I told Dad. He said the reas

ononon

on

it stank was because we hadn’t emptied out theit stank was because we hadn’t emptied out theit stank was because we hadn’t emptied out the

it stank was because we hadn’t emptied out the

sewage tank yet.sewage tank yet.sewage tank yet.

sewage tank yet.

To be honest with you, I didn’t even To be honest with you, I didn’t even To be honest with you, I didn’t even 

To be honest with you, I didn’t even 

THINKTHINKTHINK

THINK

about what happened to our waste in there.about what happened to our waste in there.about what happened to our waste in there.

about what happened to our waste in there.

Back home, when you fBack home, when you fBack home, when you f

Back home, when you f

lush the toilet, everythinglush the toilet, everythinglush the toilet, everything

lush the toilet, everything

gets magically whisked away to some farawaygets magically whisked away to some farawaygets magically whisked away to some faraway

gets magically whisked away to some faraway

plplpl

pl

acacac

ac
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 Bu Bu Bu

 Bu

t it it i

t i

n an an a

n a

 ca ca ca

 ca

mpmpmp

mp

ererer

er

 va va va

 va

n you’re actually n you’re actually n you’re actually 

n you’re actually 

carryingcarryingcarrying

carrying

that stuff around that stuff around that stuff around 

that stuff around 

WITHWITHWITH

WITH

 you. you. you.

 you.

If I had known that beforehand, I’m not sureIf I had known that beforehand, I’m not sureIf I had known that beforehand, I’m not sure

If I had known that beforehand, I’m not sure

I would’ve agreed to go on this trip.I would’ve agreed to go on this trip.I would’ve agreed to go on this trip.

I would’ve agreed to go on this trip.
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Now I was starting to worry about whatNow I was starting to worry about whatNow I was starting to worry about what

Now I was starting to worry about what

happened if the tank happened if the tank happened if the tank 

happened if the tank 

OOO

O

VERFLVERFLVERFL

VERFL

OWEDOWEDOWED

OWED

. So today,. So today,. So today,

. So today,

whenever someone looked like they needed to gowhenever someone looked like they needed to gowhenever someone looked like they needed to go

whenever someone looked like they needed to go

number two, I’d try to talk them into taking itnumber two, I’d try to talk them into taking itnumber two, I’d try to talk them into taking it

number two, I’d try to talk them into taking it

somewhere somewhere somewhere 

somewhere 

ELSEELSEELSE

ELSE

...

.
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I guess I should be grateful we live in a timeI guess I should be grateful we live in a timeI guess I should be grateful we live in a time

I guess I should be grateful we live in a time

when toilets even when toilets even when toilets even 

when toilets even 

EXISEXISEXIS

EXIS

TTT

T

. Rodrick told me that. Rodrick told me that. Rodrick told me that

. Rodrick told me that

the guy who invented the fthe guy who invented the fthe guy who invented the f

the guy who invented the f

lushing toilet waslushing toilet waslushing toilet was

lushing toilet was

named Thomas Crapper. And I don’t know ifnamed Thomas Crapper. And I don’t know ifnamed Thomas Crapper. And I don’t know if

named Thomas Crapper. And I don’t know if

that’s true or if it’s another one of his jokes.that’s true or if it’s another one of his jokes.that’s true or if it’s another one of his jokes.

that’s true or if it’s another one of his jokes.

If it’s If it’s If it’s 

If it’s 

TRTRTR

TR

UEUEUE

UE

, I hope that guy made a ton o, I hope that guy made a ton o, I hope that guy made a ton o

, I hope that guy made a ton o

fff

f

money. Because I wouldn’t want a body funcmoney. Because I wouldn’t want a body funcmoney. Because I wouldn’t want a body func

money. Because I wouldn’t want a body func

tiontiontion

tion

named after named after named after 

named after 

MEMEME

ME

...

.

Dad got a fire going and cooked some beef stew.Dad got a fire going and cooked some beef stew.Dad got a fire going and cooked some beef stew.

Dad got a fire going and cooked some beef stew.

He was gonna serve baked beans to go with it,He was gonna serve baked beans to go with it,He was gonna serve baked beans to go with it,

He was gonna serve baked beans to go with it,

but Rodrick left the can too close to the fire,but Rodrick left the can too close to the fire,but Rodrick left the can too close to the fire,

but Rodrick left the can too close to the fire,

and that was the end of and that was the end of and that was the end of 

and that was the end of 

THATHATHA

THA

TTT

T

...

.
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After dinner, we tied up our trash and hoisted itAfter dinner, we tied up our trash and hoisted itAfter dinner, we tied up our trash and hoisted it

After dinner, we tied up our trash and hoisted it

in a tree with a rope, like the guy at the campingin a tree with a rope, like the guy at the campingin a tree with a rope, like the guy at the camping

in a tree with a rope, like the guy at the camping

store told us to. I figured if any bear was smartstore told us to. I figured if any bear was smartstore told us to. I figured if any bear was smart

store told us to. I figured if any bear was smart

enough to get at our trash, then they deservedenough to get at our trash, then they deservedenough to get at our trash, then they deserved

enough to get at our trash, then they deserved

to have it.to have it.to have it.

to have it.
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By now it was dark out, and Mom said we shouldBy now it was dark out, and Mom said we shouldBy now it was dark out, and Mom said we should

By now it was dark out, and Mom said we should

turnturnturn

turn

 in fo in fo in fo

 in fo

r ther ther the

r the

 nigh nigh nigh

 nigh

t. But Dad said the best partt. But Dad said the best partt. But Dad said the best part

t. But Dad said the best part

of camping was sitting round the campfire underof camping was sitting round the campfire underof camping was sitting round the campfire under

of camping was sitting round the campfire under

the stars.the stars.the stars.

the stars.

That got Mom all That got Mom all That got Mom all 

That got Mom all 

EXCITEDEXCITEDEXCITED

EXCITED

 and she tried to get and she tried to get and she tried to get

 and she tried to get

us to join in on a song that she said she learnedus to join in on a song that she said she learnedus to join in on a song that she said she learned

us to join in on a song that she said she learned

at summer camp when she was a kid. But the restat summer camp when she was a kid. But the restat summer camp when she was a kid. But the rest

at summer camp when she was a kid. But the rest

of us aren’t real big on sing-alongs, so we justof us aren’t real big on sing-alongs, so we justof us aren’t real big on sing-alongs, so we just

of us aren’t real big on sing-alongs, so we just

waited for Mom to wrap it up.waited for Mom to wrap it up.waited for Mom to wrap it up.

waited for Mom to wrap it up.

After that, Dad brought out some marshmallows,After that, Dad brought out some marshmallows,After that, Dad brought out some marshmallows,

After that, Dad brought out some marshmallows,

and we found some long sticks.and we found some long sticks.and we found some long sticks.

and we found some long sticks.
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While we were roasting our marshmallows over theWhile we were roasting our marshmallows over theWhile we were roasting our marshmallows over the

While we were roasting our marshmallows over the

fire, Dad got all serious. He told us that a longfire, Dad got all serious. He told us that a longfire, Dad got all serious. He told us that a long

fire, Dad got all serious. He told us that a long

time ago he went camping with his dad, andtime ago he went camping with his dad, andtime ago he went camping with his dad, and

time ago he went camping with his dad, and

they’d met a crusty old ranger who told them athey’d met a crusty old ranger who told them athey’d met a crusty old ranger who told them a

they’d met a crusty old ranger who told them a

crazy story.crazy story.crazy story.

crazy story.

The ranger said he used to have a beagle namedThe ranger said he used to have a beagle namedThe ranger said he used to have a beagle named

The ranger said he used to have a beagle named

Matilda, and she’d follow him wherever he’d go.Matilda, and she’d follow him wherever he’d go.Matilda, and she’d follow him wherever he’d go.

Matilda, and she’d follow him wherever he’d go.

But then this one night the ranger made aBut then this one night the ranger made aBut then this one night the ranger made a

But then this one night the ranger made a

FIREFIREFIRE

FIRE

, and he saw a weird creature with glowing, and he saw a weird creature with glowing, and he saw a weird creature with glowing

, and he saw a weird creature with glowing

red eyes prowling around the edge of the camp.red eyes prowling around the edge of the camp.red eyes prowling around the edge of the camp.

red eyes prowling around the edge of the camp.
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Matilda chased after the creature, and the rangerMatilda chased after the creature, and the rangerMatilda chased after the creature, and the ranger

Matilda chased after the creature, and the ranger

tracked her deep into the woods. But the tracked her deep into the woods. But the tracked her deep into the woods. But the 

tracked her deep into the woods. But the 

onlyonlyonly

only

trtrtr

tr

acacac

ac

e e e 
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ofofof

of

 t t t

 t

hehehe

he

 d d d

 d

ogogog

og

 was her broken collar lying on the was her broken collar lying on the was her broken collar lying on the

 was her broken collar lying on the

ground.ground.ground.

ground.

Dad said that every night the ranger would sleepDad said that every night the ranger would sleepDad said that every night the ranger would sleep

Dad said that every night the ranger would sleep

in his cabin alone, hoping Matilda would find herin his cabin alone, hoping Matilda would find herin his cabin alone, hoping Matilda would find her

in his cabin alone, hoping Matilda would find her

way back to him. And on nights just like tonight,way back to him. And on nights just like tonight,way back to him. And on nights just like tonight,

way back to him. And on nights just like tonight,

when there was a crescent moon, he’d hear thewhen there was a crescent moon, he’d hear thewhen there was a crescent moon, he’d hear the

when there was a crescent moon, he’d hear the

howl of a beagle deep in the woods.howl of a beagle deep in the woods.howl of a beagle deep in the woods.

howl of a beagle deep in the woods.
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Mom wasn’t happy with Dad for telling that storyMom wasn’t happy with Dad for telling that storyMom wasn’t happy with Dad for telling that story

Mom wasn’t happy with Dad for telling that story

because Manny seemed really shook up. And,because Manny seemed really shook up. And,because Manny seemed really shook up. And,

because Manny seemed really shook up. And,

 to  to  to 

 to 

bebebe

be

honest, I was a little spooked, too.honest, I was a little spooked, too.honest, I was a little spooked, too.

honest, I was a little spooked, too.

Then I heard a sound coming from deep in theThen I heard a sound coming from deep in theThen I heard a sound coming from deep in the

Then I heard a sound coming from deep in the

woods that made my heart woods that made my heart woods that made my heart 

woods that made my heart 

STSTST

ST

OOO

O

PPP

P

...

.

For a split second I thought it was the ghost ofFor a split second I thought it was the ghost ofFor a split second I thought it was the ghost of

For a split second I thought it was the ghost of

Matilda. But then I realized Rodrick was missing,Matilda. But then I realized Rodrick was missing,Matilda. But then I realized Rodrick was missing,

Matilda. But then I realized Rodrick was missing,

and the whole thing was one big joke Dad andand the whole thing was one big joke Dad andand the whole thing was one big joke Dad and

and the whole thing was one big joke Dad and

Rodrick were playing on the rest of us.Rodrick were playing on the rest of us.Rodrick were playing on the rest of us.

Rodrick were playing on the rest of us.
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But it kind of But it kind of But it kind of 

But it kind of 

BABABA

BA

CKFIREDCKFIREDCKFIRED

CKFIRED

. Because, when. Because, when. Because, when

. Because, when

Rodrick howled, Manny Rodrick howled, Manny Rodrick howled, Manny 

Rodrick howled, Manny 

JUMPEDJUMPEDJUMPED

JUMPED

. And that’s. And that’s. And that’s

. And that’s

how Dad ended up with a fhow Dad ended up with a fhow Dad ended up with a f

how Dad ended up with a f

lamlamlam

lam

ing marshmallowing marshmallowing marshmallow

ing marshmallow

stuck to his knee.stuck to his knee.stuck to his knee.

stuck to his knee.

I think Dad was about to dive in the stream toI think Dad was about to dive in the stream toI think Dad was about to dive in the stream to

I think Dad was about to dive in the stream to

put put put 

put 

out out out 

out 

the the the 

the 

firefirefire

fire

, but luckily Rodrick remembered, but luckily Rodrick remembered, but luckily Rodrick remembered

, but luckily Rodrick remembered

wherwherwher

wher

e we kept the fire extinguisher.e we kept the fire extinguisher.e we kept the fire extinguisher.

e we kept the fire extinguisher.
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Mom started giving Dad a lecture about why youMom started giving Dad a lecture about why youMom started giving Dad a lecture about why you

Mom started giving Dad a lecture about why you

should never scare people, but she got cut off byshould never scare people, but she got cut off byshould never scare people, but she got cut off by

should never scare people, but she got cut off by

weird noises coming from the forest. At first Iweird noises coming from the forest. At first Iweird noises coming from the forest. At first I

weird noises coming from the forest. At first I

thought it might be another thought it might be another thought it might be another 

thought it might be another 

JOKEJOKEJOKE

JOKE

, but the look, but the look, but the look

, but the look

in Dad’s and Rodrick’s eyes told me it in Dad’s and Rodrick’s eyes told me it in Dad’s and Rodrick’s eyes told me it 

in Dad’s and Rodrick’s eyes told me it 

WWW

W

ASNASNASN

ASN

’’’

’

TTT

T

...

.

Whatever was out there sounded Whatever was out there sounded Whatever was out there sounded 

Whatever was out there sounded 

BIGBIGBIG

BIG

 and was and was and was

 and was

coming our way. So we piled into the camper vancoming our way. So we piled into the camper vancoming our way. So we piled into the camper van

coming our way. So we piled into the camper van

and locked the door behind us.and locked the door behind us.and locked the door behind us.

and locked the door behind us.
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Sure enough, it was a Sure enough, it was a Sure enough, it was a 

Sure enough, it was a 

BEARBEARBEAR

BEAR

. But it wasn’t after. But it wasn’t after. But it wasn’t after

. But it wasn’t after

our trash, it was after the our trash, it was after the our trash, it was after the 

our trash, it was after the 

BABABA

BA

KEDKEDKED

KED

 BEANS BEANS BEANS

 BEANS

...

.

Once the bear was done licking the beans off theOnce the bear was done licking the beans off theOnce the bear was done licking the beans off the

Once the bear was done licking the beans off the

camper van, it wanted camper van, it wanted camper van, it wanted 

camper van, it wanted 

MOREMOREMORE

MORE

. And I wish I. And I wish I. And I wish I

. And I wish I

could say we stayed calm, but I’d be lying.could say we stayed calm, but I’d be lying.could say we stayed calm, but I’d be lying.

could say we stayed calm, but I’d be lying.
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Dad climbed into the driver’s seat to get us Dad climbed into the driver’s seat to get us Dad climbed into the driver’s seat to get us 

Dad climbed into the driver’s seat to get us 

OUTOUTOUT

OUT

of there, but the keys were by the fire. Anof there, but the keys were by the fire. Anof there, but the keys were by the fire. An

of there, but the keys were by the fire. An

ddd

d

when the bear started rocking the camper van, Iwhen the bear started rocking the camper van, Iwhen the bear started rocking the camper van, I

when the bear started rocking the camper van, I

thought it was thought it was thought it was 

thought it was 

OOO

O

VERVERVER

VER

 for us. for us. for us.

 for us.

I guess Manny did, too, because he managed toI guess Manny did, too, because he managed toI guess Manny did, too, because he managed to

I guess Manny did, too, because he managed to

sss

s

ccc

c

rrr

r

aaa

a

mmm

m

bbb

b

lll

l

eee

e

   

 

out of a window and get up on the out of a window and get up on the out of a window and get up on the 

out of a window and get up on the 

RRR

R

OOFOOFOOF

OOF

...

.

And he took the fAnd he took the fAnd he took the f

And he took the f

lare gun lare gun lare gun 

lare gun 

WITHWITHWITH

WITH

 him. him. him.

 him.
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SaturdaySaturdaySaturday

Saturday

Last night, the lLast night, the lLast night, the l

Last night, the l

ight from the fight from the fight from the f

ight from the f

lare scared offlare scared offlare scared off

lare scared off

the bear, so when the ranger arrived at ourthe bear, so when the ranger arrived at ourthe bear, so when the ranger arrived at our

the bear, so when the ranger arrived at our

pitch, we didn’t really need to be pitch, we didn’t really need to be pitch, we didn’t really need to be 

pitch, we didn’t really need to be 

RESCUEDRESCUEDRESCUED

RESCUED

any many many m

any m

ore.ore.ore.

ore.

 By th By th By th

 By th

en, oen, oen, o

en, o

ur biggest problem was theur biggest problem was theur biggest problem was the

ur biggest problem was the

marshmallow burn on Dad’s knee.marshmallow burn on Dad’s knee.marshmallow burn on Dad’s knee.

marshmallow burn on Dad’s knee.

The ranger said it was totally reckless for us toThe ranger said it was totally reckless for us toThe ranger said it was totally reckless for us to

The ranger said it was totally reckless for us to

shooshooshoo

shoo

t oft oft of

t of

f that ff that ff that f

f that f

lare, because it could’ve started alare, because it could’ve started alare, because it could’ve started a

lare, because it could’ve started a

fofofo

fo

rerere

re

ststst

st

 f f f

 f

iririr

ir

e.e.e.

e.

 Then she said we were gonna have to Then she said we were gonna have to Then she said we were gonna have to

 Then she said we were gonna have to

leave the park first thing in the morning.leave the park first thing in the morning.leave the park first thing in the morning.

leave the park first thing in the morning.

Well, that was fine with Well, that was fine with Well, that was fine with 

Well, that was fine with 

MEMEME

ME

. We lasted one night. We lasted one night. We lasted one night

. We lasted one night

in the wilderness, and I didn’t think we couldin the wilderness, and I didn’t think we couldin the wilderness, and I didn’t think we could

in the wilderness, and I didn’t think we could

survive survive survive 

survive 

ANOANOANO

ANO

THERTHERTHER

THER

...

.
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When we left the park this morning, I was reallyWhen we left the park this morning, I was reallyWhen we left the park this morning, I was really

When we left the park this morning, I was really

looking forward to getting back to Gramma’slooking forward to getting back to Gramma’slooking forward to getting back to Gramma’s

looking forward to getting back to Gramma’s

bababa

ba

sesese

se

mememe

me

ntntnt

nt

. . . 

. 

I I I 

I 

knknkn

kn

ewewew

ew

 we’d have plenty of hot water we’d have plenty of hot water we’d have plenty of hot water

 we’d have plenty of hot water

and no and no and no 

and no 

BEARSBEARSBEARS

BEARS

...

.

But Mom wasn’t ready to go back home just yet.But Mom wasn’t ready to go back home just yet.But Mom wasn’t ready to go back home just yet.

But Mom wasn’t ready to go back home just yet.

She said the reason we had a bad time campingShe said the reason we had a bad time campingShe said the reason we had a bad time camping

She said the reason we had a bad time camping

was because we were too was because we were too was because we were too 

was because we were too 

ISOLAISOLAISOLA

ISOLA

TEDTEDTED

TED

, and if we, and if we, and if we

, and if we

went to a place where there were other went to a place where there were other went to a place where there were other 

went to a place where there were other 

PEPEPE

PE

OPLEOPLEOPLE

OPLE

we’d have more fun.we’d have more fun.we’d have more fun.

we’d have more fun.

Mom told us she’d heard of these campsites whereMom told us she’d heard of these campsites whereMom told us she’d heard of these campsites where

Mom told us she’d heard of these campsites where

they have all sorts of activities for families, andthey have all sorts of activities for families, andthey have all sorts of activities for families, and

they have all sorts of activities for families, and

everything you need is in one place.everything you need is in one place.everything you need is in one place.

everything you need is in one place.
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 started looking up nearby campsites and started looking up nearby campsites and started looking up nearby campsites and

 started looking up nearby campsites and

found one that had potential.found one that had potential.found one that had potential.

found one that had potential.

What caught my eye was the word “luxury”. AfteWhat caught my eye was the word “luxury”. AfteWhat caught my eye was the word “luxury”. Afte

What caught my eye was the word “luxury”. Afte

rrr

r

getting a taste of “real” camping, I wagetting a taste of “real” camping, I wagetting a taste of “real” camping, I wa

getting a taste of “real” camping, I wa

s res res re

s re

ady forady forady for

ady for

something a little more something a little more something a little more 

something a little more 

UPmarketUPmarketUPmarket

UPmarket

...

.
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I knew from Sunday school that “Eden” wasI knew from Sunday school that “Eden” wasI knew from Sunday school that “Eden” was

I knew from Sunday school that “Eden” was

ananan

an

ototot

ot

hehehe

he
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wowowo

wo

rdrdrd

rd
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ororor
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 paradise, so that sounded paradise, so that sounded paradise, so that sounded

 paradise, so that sounded

promising.promising.promising.

promising.

The way I remember it, Adam and Eve got kickedThe way I remember it, Adam and Eve got kickedThe way I remember it, Adam and Eve got kicked

The way I remember it, Adam and Eve got kicked

out of the Garden of Eout of the Garden of Eout of the Garden of E

out of the Garden of E

den because one of themden because one of themden because one of them

den because one of them

was tempted to eat an apple from a forbidden tree.was tempted to eat an apple from a forbidden tree.was tempted to eat an apple from a forbidden tree.

was tempted to eat an apple from a forbidden tree.

If it was If it was If it was 

If it was 

MEMEME

ME

, I wouldn’t have given up paradise, I wouldn’t have given up paradise, I wouldn’t have given up paradise

, I wouldn’t have given up paradise

for a piece of fruit. It would’ve had to have beenfor a piece of fruit. It would’ve had to have beenfor a piece of fruit. It would’ve had to have been

for a piece of fruit. It would’ve had to have been

for something for something for something 

for something 

GOODGOODGOOD

GOOD

, like , like , like 

, like 

cakecakecake

cake

...

.
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It took us most of the day to get to Campers’It took us most of the day to get to Campers’It took us most of the day to get to Campers’

It took us most of the day to get to Campers’

Eden. But, when we crossed the bridge and gotEden. But, when we crossed the bridge and gotEden. But, when we crossed the bridge and got

Eden. But, when we crossed the bridge and got

our first look at the place, I could see why theyour first look at the place, I could see why theyour first look at the place, I could see why they

our first look at the place, I could see why they

named it the way they did.named it the way they did.named it the way they did.

named it the way they did.
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We pulled up to the lodge and went inside, whereWe pulled up to the lodge and went inside, whereWe pulled up to the lodge and went inside, where

We pulled up to the lodge and went inside, where

a member of staff told us about all the awesomea member of staff told us about all the awesomea member of staff told us about all the awesome

a member of staff told us about all the awesome

stuff they had at the campsite, like a games roomstuff they had at the campsite, like a games roomstuff they had at the campsite, like a games room

stuff they had at the campsite, like a games room

and a pool and sandpits, plus a lake with canoesand a pool and sandpits, plus a lake with canoesand a pool and sandpits, plus a lake with canoes

and a pool and sandpits, plus a lake with canoes

and kayaks.and kayaks.and kayaks.

and kayaks.

There was also a shower block where you couldThere was also a shower block where you couldThere was also a shower block where you could

There was also a shower block where you could

take a hot shower, which was the thing take a hot shower, which was the thing take a hot shower, which was the thing 

take a hot shower, which was the thing 

MOMMOMMOM

MOM

was most excited about.was most excited about.was most excited about.

was most excited about.

What I liked was that each pitch had its ownWhat I liked was that each pitch had its ownWhat I liked was that each pitch had its own

What I liked was that each pitch had its own

sewer hook-up. The inside of our camper van wassewer hook-up. The inside of our camper van wassewer hook-up. The inside of our camper van was

sewer hook-up. The inside of our camper van was

starting to smell like a monkey house, and I wasstarting to smell like a monkey house, and I wasstarting to smell like a monkey house, and I was

starting to smell like a monkey house, and I was

really looking forward to our sewage tank gettingreally looking forward to our sewage tank gettingreally looking forward to our sewage tank getting

really looking forward to our sewage tank getting

fff

f

lushed out.lushed out.lushed out.

lushed out.
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Mom told the member of staff we’d like a pitchMom told the member of staff we’d like a pitchMom told the member of staff we’d like a pitch

Mom told the member of staff we’d like a pitch

with a lake view. But the woman told Mom thatwith a lake view. But the woman told Mom thatwith a lake view. But the woman told Mom that

with a lake view. But the woman told Mom that

people booked those people booked those people booked those 

people booked those 

WWW

W

AYAYAY

AY

 ahead of time, and that ahead of time, and that ahead of time, and that

 ahead of time, and that

the only spots left were in the economy lot.the only spots left were in the economy lot.the only spots left were in the economy lot.

the only spots left were in the economy lot.

I guess Mom was focused on that hot shower,I guess Mom was focused on that hot shower,I guess Mom was focused on that hot shower,

I guess Mom was focused on that hot shower,

so she said we’d take whatever they so she said we’d take whatever they so she said we’d take whatever they 

so she said we’d take whatever they 

HHH

H

ADADAD

AD

. And,. And,. And,

. And,

after we paid up for the week, we drove ourafter we paid up for the week, we drove ourafter we paid up for the week, we drove our

after we paid up for the week, we drove our

camper van down the hill to find our pitch.camper van down the hill to find our pitch.camper van down the hill to find our pitch.

camper van down the hill to find our pitch.

The further down the hill we went, the smallerThe further down the hill we went, the smallerThe further down the hill we went, the smaller

The further down the hill we went, the smaller

the pitches got. And when we found our spotthe pitches got. And when we found our spotthe pitches got. And when we found our spot

the pitches got. And when we found our spot

Dad could barely fit the camper van on to theDad could barely fit the camper van on to theDad could barely fit the camper van on to the

Dad could barely fit the camper van on to the

concrete pad.concrete pad.concrete pad.

concrete pad.
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After we parked, Mom unloaded the campingAfter we parked, Mom unloaded the campingAfter we parked, Mom unloaded the camping

After we parked, Mom unloaded the camping

chairs while Dad tried to figure out how to fchairs while Dad tried to figure out how to fchairs while Dad tried to figure out how to f

chairs while Dad tried to figure out how to f

lushlushlush

lush

the sewage tank. I wanted to be as far away asthe sewage tank. I wanted to be as far away asthe sewage tank. I wanted to be as far away as

the sewage tank. I wanted to be as far away as

possible when he got possible when he got possible when he got 

possible when he got 

THATHATHA

THA

TTT
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 process started process started process started

 process started

,,,

,

 so so so

 so

I told Mom and Dad I was gonna go off andI told Mom and Dad I was gonna go off andI told Mom and Dad I was gonna go off and

I told Mom and Dad I was gonna go off and

explore the campsite.explore the campsite.explore the campsite.

explore the campsite.
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I wanted to check out the games room, so that’sI wanted to check out the games room, so that’sI wanted to check out the games room, so that’s

I wanted to check out the games room, so that’s

where I went first. There were a few arcadewhere I went first. There were a few arcadewhere I went first. There were a few arcade

where I went first. There were a few arcade

machines in there, but nothing I was reallymachines in there, but nothing I was reallymachines in there, but nothing I was really

machines in there, but nothing I was really

interested in playing.interested in playing.interested in playing.

interested in playing.

They had a pool table, but from what I could tellThey had a pool table, but from what I could tellThey had a pool table, but from what I could tell

They had a pool table, but from what I could tell

it didn’t have any actual it didn’t have any actual it didn’t have any actual 

it didn’t have any actual 

BABABA

BA

LLSLLSLLS

LLS

...

.
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I checked out the swimming pool next, and thatI checked out the swimming pool next, and thatI checked out the swimming pool next, and that

I checked out the swimming pool next, and that

was kind of a disappointment, too. It was full ofwas kind of a disappointment, too. It was full ofwas kind of a disappointment, too. It was full of

was kind of a disappointment, too. It was full of

little kids, and their parents weren’t even keepinglittle kids, and their parents weren’t even keepinglittle kids, and their parents weren’t even keeping

little kids, and their parents weren’t even keeping

an eye on them.an eye on them.an eye on them.

an eye on them.

Nowadays, kids wear these fNowadays, kids wear these fNowadays, kids wear these f

Nowadays, kids wear these f

loaty vests, so theyloaty vests, so theyloaty vests, so they

loaty vests, so they

don’t even have to learn how to swim. It’s notdon’t even have to learn how to swim. It’s notdon’t even have to learn how to swim. It’s not

don’t even have to learn how to swim. It’s not

like when I was growing up, when you had tolike when I was growing up, when you had tolike when I was growing up, when you had to

like when I was growing up, when you had to

learn the learn the learn the 

learn the 

HARDHARDHARD

HARD

 way. way. way.

 way.
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Some of the little kids drifted out into the deepSome of the little kids drifted out into the deepSome of the little kids drifted out into the deep

Some of the little kids drifted out into the deep

end, which was a problem because people were doingend, which was a problem because people were doingend, which was a problem because people were doing

end, which was a problem because people were doing

cannonballs off the high board.cannonballs off the high board.cannonballs off the high board.

cannonballs off the high board.
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There was no lifeguard on duty, so everyone wasThere was no lifeguard on duty, so everyone wasThere was no lifeguard on duty, so everyone was

There was no lifeguard on duty, so everyone was

pretty much doing whatever they pretty much doing whatever they pretty much doing whatever they 

pretty much doing whatever they 

WWW

W

ANTEDANTEDANTED

ANTED

...

.

I didn’t really feel safe going in the pool, so II didn’t really feel safe going in the pool, so II didn’t really feel safe going in the pool, so I

I didn’t really feel safe going in the pool, so I

decided to relax in the hot tub instead. But that’sdecided to relax in the hot tub instead. But that’sdecided to relax in the hot tub instead. But that’s

decided to relax in the hot tub instead. But that’s

when I found out that this place wasn’t jokingwhen I found out that this place wasn’t jokingwhen I found out that this place wasn’t joking

when I found out that this place wasn’t joking

around about the “pet-friendly” thing.around about the “pet-friendly” thing.around about the “pet-friendly” thing.

around about the “pet-friendly” thing.
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There was a snack shack in the pool area, and theThere was a snack shack in the pool area, and theThere was a snack shack in the pool area, and the

There was a snack shack in the pool area, and the

laundrette and shower block were close by.laundrette and shower block were close by.laundrette and shower block were close by.

laundrette and shower block were close by.

I wanted to kill a little more time before I wentI wanted to kill a little more time before I wentI wanted to kill a little more time before I went

I wanted to kill a little more time before I went

back to our camper van in case Dad wasn’t doneback to our camper van in case Dad wasn’t doneback to our camper van in case Dad wasn’t done

back to our camper van in case Dad wasn’t done

emptying out the sewage tank. So I explored someemptying out the sewage tank. So I explored someemptying out the sewage tank. So I explored some

emptying out the sewage tank. So I explored some

of the other pitches to see what they were like.of the other pitches to see what they were like.of the other pitches to see what they were like.

of the other pitches to see what they were like.

The nicest ones were the deluxe pitches thatThe nicest ones were the deluxe pitches thatThe nicest ones were the deluxe pitches that

The nicest ones were the deluxe pitches that

overlooked the stream. Those people had satelliteoverlooked the stream. Those people had satelliteoverlooked the stream. Those people had satellite

overlooked the stream. Those people had satellite

dishes and fancy dishes and fancy dishes and fancy 

dishes and fancy 

BBQ BBQ BBQ 

BBQ 

s, and they had actuals, and they had actuals, and they had actual

s, and they had actual

LALALA

LA

WWW

W

NSNSNS

NS

 that they took care of. that they took care of. that they took care of.

 that they took care of.
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I could tell the deluxe campsite people didn’t likeI could tell the deluxe campsite people didn’t likeI could tell the deluxe campsite people didn’t like

I could tell the deluxe campsite people didn’t like

us eus eus e

us e

conoconocono

cono

my guys hanging around their properties,my guys hanging around their properties,my guys hanging around their properties,

my guys hanging around their properties,

thouthouthou

thou

gh, gh, gh, 

gh, 

so Iso Iso I

so I

 didn’t stick around long. didn’t stick around long. didn’t stick around long.

 didn’t stick around long.

The spots further down the hill weren’t asThe spots further down the hill weren’t asThe spots further down the hill weren’t as

The spots further down the hill weren’t as

nice, but each row was kind of like its own littlenice, but each row was kind of like its own littlenice, but each row was kind of like its own little

nice, but each row was kind of like its own little

neighbourhood.neighbourhood.neighbourhood.

neighbourhood.

One of the rows had a bunch of older peopleOne of the rows had a bunch of older peopleOne of the rows had a bunch of older people

One of the rows had a bunch of older people

in it, so I’m guessing that was the area forin it, so I’m guessing that was the area forin it, so I’m guessing that was the area for

in it, so I’m guessing that was the area for

retirees. A few rows down were families withretirees. A few rows down were families withretirees. A few rows down were families with

retirees. A few rows down were families with

little kids.little kids.little kids.

little kids.
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Some of the rows had Some of the rows had Some of the rows had 

Some of the rows had 

THEMESTHEMESTHEMES

THEMES

, and people went, and people went, and people went

, and people went

kind of crazy with the decorations.kind of crazy with the decorations.kind of crazy with the decorations.

kind of crazy with the decorations.

A few people didn’t have full-sized camper vans,A few people didn’t have full-sized camper vans,A few people didn’t have full-sized camper vans,

A few people didn’t have full-sized camper vans,

and I felt grateful that Uncle Gary hadn’t leftand I felt grateful that Uncle Gary hadn’t leftand I felt grateful that Uncle Gary hadn’t left

and I felt grateful that Uncle Gary hadn’t left

us one of us one of us one of 

us one of 

THOSETHOSETHOSE

THOSE

 instead. instead. instead.

 instead.
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Some other people didn’t have camper vans atSome other people didn’t have camper vans atSome other people didn’t have camper vans at

Some other people didn’t have camper vans at

ALLALLALL

ALL

. There was one area that looked like it had. There was one area that looked like it had. There was one area that looked like it had

. There was one area that looked like it had

a full motorcycle gang in it, and I was glad wea full motorcycle gang in it, and I was glad wea full motorcycle gang in it, and I was glad we

a full motorcycle gang in it, and I was glad we

didn’t end up as neighbours with didn’t end up as neighbours with didn’t end up as neighbours with 

didn’t end up as neighbours with 

THOSETHOSETHOSE

THOSE

 guys. guys. guys.

 guys.

But it might’ve been even But it might’ve been even But it might’ve been even 

But it might’ve been even 

WORSEWORSEWORSE

WORSE

 if we’d ended if we’d ended if we’d ended

 if we’d ended

up in the pet-friendly row. Because that area wasup in the pet-friendly row. Because that area wasup in the pet-friendly row. Because that area was

up in the pet-friendly row. Because that area was

a total a total a total 

a total 

ZOOZOOZOO

ZOO

...

.
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I could tell when I was getting closer to theI could tell when I was getting closer to theI could tell when I was getting closer to the

I could tell when I was getting closer to the

econeconecon

econ

omy omy omy 

omy 

row row row 

row 

becabecabeca

beca

use use use 

use 

the pitches were packed athe pitches were packed athe pitches were packed a

the pitches were packed a

whole lot whole lot whole lot 

whole lot 

TIGHTER,TIGHTER,TIGHTER,

TIGHTER,

 and and and

 and

 people had to make the people had to make the people had to make the

 people had to make the

most of their space.most of their space.most of their space.

most of their space.

When I got back to our pitch, Dad was cookingWhen I got back to our pitch, Dad was cookingWhen I got back to our pitch, Dad was cooking

When I got back to our pitch, Dad was cooking

hot dogs on the hot dogs on the hot dogs on the 

hot dogs on the 

BBQBBQBBQ

BBQ

. I wanted to ask him if he. I wanted to ask him if he. I wanted to ask him if he

. I wanted to ask him if he

washed his hands after doing the sewage hook-up,washed his hands after doing the sewage hook-up,washed his hands after doing the sewage hook-up,

washed his hands after doing the sewage hook-up,

bububu

bu

t t t 

t 

I thought he might get annoyed with meI thought he might get annoyed with meI thought he might get annoyed with me

I thought he might get annoyed with me

...

.
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Mom was trying to get to know some of ourMom was trying to get to know some of ourMom was trying to get to know some of our

Mom was trying to get to know some of our

neighbours, but they seemed like the type ofneighbours, but they seemed like the type ofneighbours, but they seemed like the type of

neighbours, but they seemed like the type of

people who liked to keep to themselves.people who liked to keep to themselves.people who liked to keep to themselves.

people who liked to keep to themselves.

Once Dad was done cooking, we sat down at ourOnce Dad was done cooking, we sat down at ourOnce Dad was done cooking, we sat down at our

Once Dad was done cooking, we sat down at our

picnic table to eat. But the people on the otherpicnic table to eat. But the people on the otherpicnic table to eat. But the people on the other

picnic table to eat. But the people on the other

side of us were playing beanbag toss on their roof,side of us were playing beanbag toss on their roof,side of us were playing beanbag toss on their roof,

side of us were playing beanbag toss on their roof,

and somebody up there had a lousy aim.and somebody up there had a lousy aim.and somebody up there had a lousy aim.

and somebody up there had a lousy aim.
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While we were cleaning up the mess, I toWhile we were cleaning up the mess, I toWhile we were cleaning up the mess, I to

While we were cleaning up the mess, I to

ldldld

ld

 M M M

 M

omomom

om

and Dad I thought coming here might’ve been aand Dad I thought coming here might’ve been aand Dad I thought coming here might’ve been a

and Dad I thought coming here might’ve been a

MISMISMIS

MIS

TTT

T

AKEAKEAKE

AKE

...

.

 But Mom said sometimes it’s hard But Mom said sometimes it’s hard But Mom said sometimes it’s hard

 But Mom said sometimes it’s hard

getting used to a new place, and I just neededgetting used to a new place, and I just neededgetting used to a new place, and I just needed

getting used to a new place, and I just needed

to give it a chance.to give it a chance.to give it a chance.

to give it a chance.

Then she reminded me that we hadn’t even visitedThen she reminded me that we hadn’t even visitedThen she reminded me that we hadn’t even visited

Then she reminded me that we hadn’t even visited

the lake yet, which should be the best part. Ithe lake yet, which should be the best part. Ithe lake yet, which should be the best part. I

the lake yet, which should be the best part. I

was about to say something else, when I gotwas about to say something else, when I gotwas about to say something else, when I got

was about to say something else, when I got

interrupted by a noise coming from the directioninterrupted by a noise coming from the directioninterrupted by a noise coming from the direction

interrupted by a noise coming from the direction

of the main lodge.of the main lodge.of the main lodge.

of the main lodge.

It sounded like one of those air-raid sirens youIt sounded like one of those air-raid sirens youIt sounded like one of those air-raid sirens you

It sounded like one of those air-raid sirens you

hear in a war movie when enemy bombers arehear in a war movie when enemy bombers arehear in a war movie when enemy bombers are

hear in a war movie when enemy bombers are

approaching, and it put me totally on edge.approaching, and it put me totally on edge.approaching, and it put me totally on edge.

approaching, and it put me totally on edge.
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Our next-door neighbours seemed nervous, too,Our next-door neighbours seemed nervous, too,Our next-door neighbours seemed nervous, too,

Our next-door neighbours seemed nervous, too,

and they gathered up their stuff to take insideand they gathered up their stuff to take insideand they gathered up their stuff to take inside

and they gathered up their stuff to take inside

their camper van.their camper van.their camper van.

their camper van.

When Dad asked what the siren was for, ourWhen Dad asked what the siren was for, ourWhen Dad asked what the siren was for, our

When Dad asked what the siren was for, our

neighbour said it meant there was a neighbour said it meant there was a neighbour said it meant there was a 

neighbour said it meant there was a 

SKSKSK

SK

UNKUNKUNK

UNK

 on on on

 on

the property, and everyone needed to get insidethe property, and everyone needed to get insidethe property, and everyone needed to get inside

the property, and everyone needed to get inside

in a hurry.in a hurry.in a hurry.

in a hurry.
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Well, that was enough to get Well, that was enough to get Well, that was enough to get 

Well, that was enough to get 

USUSUS

US

 moving. We moving. We moving. We

 moving. We

shshsh

sh

ututut

ut

 o o o

 o

ururur

ur

 d d d

 d

oooooo

oo

r and peeked out of the window whiler and peeked out of the window whiler and peeked out of the window while

r and peeked out of the window while

we waited. Sure enough, a few minutes later awe waited. Sure enough, a few minutes later awe waited. Sure enough, a few minutes later a

we waited. Sure enough, a few minutes later a

skunk came sniffing around our pitch.skunk came sniffing around our pitch.skunk came sniffing around our pitch.

skunk came sniffing around our pitch.

It got up on the picnic table, and when itIt got up on the picnic table, and when itIt got up on the picnic table, and when it

It got up on the picnic table, and when it

started eating our hot dogs there was nothing westarted eating our hot dogs there was nothing westarted eating our hot dogs there was nothing we

started eating our hot dogs there was nothing we

could do but could do but could do but 

could do but 

WATCHWATCHWATCH

WATCH

...

.
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Once the skunk was done eating, it Once the skunk was done eating, it Once the skunk was done eating, it 

Once the skunk was done eating, it 

LEFTLEFTLEFT

LEFT

. After. After. After

. After

a while, the siren stopped and everyone camea while, the siren stopped and everyone camea while, the siren stopped and everyone came

a while, the siren stopped and everyone came

back outside. And, even though the skunk wasback outside. And, even though the skunk wasback outside. And, even though the skunk was

back outside. And, even though the skunk was

GONEGONEGONE

GONE

, the whole pitch smelled , the whole pitch smelled , the whole pitch smelled 

, the whole pitch smelled 

TERRIBLETERRIBLETERRIBLE

TERRIBLE

...

.

Dad said the reason it smelled so bad was becauseDad said the reason it smelled so bad was becauseDad said the reason it smelled so bad was because

Dad said the reason it smelled so bad was because

there’s some sort of chemical in a skunk’s glandsthere’s some sort of chemical in a skunk’s glandsthere’s some sort of chemical in a skunk’s glands

there’s some sort of chemical in a skunk’s glands

that people can smell from a mile away. And he sathat people can smell from a mile away. And he sathat people can smell from a mile away. And he sa

that people can smell from a mile away. And he sa

ididid

id

if you got if you got if you got 

if you got 

SPSPSP

SP

RARARA

RA

YEDYEDYED

YED

 by a skunk it would be a by a skunk it would be a by a skunk it would be a

 by a skunk it would be a

thousand times thousand times thousand times 

thousand times 

WWW

W

ORSEORSEORSE

ORSE

...

.

He said the best thing you could do if you ran intoHe said the best thing you could do if you ran intoHe said the best thing you could do if you ran into

He said the best thing you could do if you ran into

a skunk was to back away slowly, because a skunka skunk was to back away slowly, because a skunka skunk was to back away slowly, because a skunk

a skunk was to back away slowly, because a skunk

will only spray a person if it feels like it’s corneredwill only spray a person if it feels like it’s corneredwill only spray a person if it feels like it’s cornered

will only spray a person if it feels like it’s cornered

or threatened.or threatened.or threatened.

or threatened.
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Then he said you know you’re about to be sprayedThen he said you know you’re about to be sprayedThen he said you know you’re about to be sprayed

Then he said you know you’re about to be sprayed

if a skunk stands on its front legs and wiggles itsif a skunk stands on its front legs and wiggles itsif a skunk stands on its front legs and wiggles its

if a skunk stands on its front legs and wiggles its

butt. But by then it’s probably too butt. But by then it’s probably too butt. But by then it’s probably too 

butt. But by then it’s probably too 

LALALA

LA

TETETE

TE

...

.

Rodrick said that a skunk’s spray doesn’t justRodrick said that a skunk’s spray doesn’t justRodrick said that a skunk’s spray doesn’t just

Rodrick said that a skunk’s spray doesn’t just

smell bad, it’s smell bad, it’s smell bad, it’s 

smell bad, it’s 

FLAMFLAMFLAM

FLAM

MMM

M

ABLEABLEABLE

ABLE

, too. I don’t know, too. I don’t know, too. I don’t know

, too. I don’t know

if that’s true or if it’s just another one of his lies.if that’s true or if it’s just another one of his lies.if that’s true or if it’s just another one of his lies.

if that’s true or if it’s just another one of his lies.

If it If it If it 

If it 

ISISIS

IS

 true, then once skunks figure out how to true, then once skunks figure out how to true, then once skunks figure out how to

 true, then once skunks figure out how to

light matches, us human beings are in light matches, us human beings are in light matches, us human beings are in 

light matches, us human beings are in 

BIGBIGBIG

BIG

 trouble. trouble. trouble.

 trouble.
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When God created the animals, he gave them allWhen God created the animals, he gave them allWhen God created the animals, he gave them all

When God created the animals, he gave them all

cool stuff to defend themselves with, like shells andcool stuff to defend themselves with, like shells andcool stuff to defend themselves with, like shells and

cool stuff to defend themselves with, like shells and

talons and claws.talons and claws.talons and claws.

talons and claws.

But then when the time came to create But then when the time came to create But then when the time came to create 

But then when the time came to create 

PEPEPE

PE

OPLEOPLEOPLE

OPLE

,,,

,

all the all the all the 

all the 

GOODGOODGOOD

GOOD

 ideas were used up. ideas were used up. ideas were used up.

 ideas were used up.
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I guess God made up for it by giving us bigI guess God made up for it by giving us bigI guess God made up for it by giving us big

I guess God made up for it by giving us big

BRAINSBRAINSBRAINS

BRAINS

. But, if it was up to me, I probably. But, if it was up to me, I probably. But, if it was up to me, I probably

. But, if it was up to me, I probably

would’ve gone with would’ve gone with would’ve gone with 

would’ve gone with 

QUILLSQUILLSQUILLS

QUILLS

...

.

I figure if something as small as a skunk couldI figure if something as small as a skunk couldI figure if something as small as a skunk could

I figure if something as small as a skunk could

scarscarscar

scar

e ofe ofe of

e of

f predators by smelling bad, then maybe itf predators by smelling bad, then maybe itf predators by smelling bad, then maybe it

f predators by smelling bad, then maybe it

could work for could work for could work for 

could work for 

MEMEME

ME

. And that’s when I decided. And that’s when I decided. And that’s when I decided

. And that’s when I decided

I’m not gonna shower until I finish high school.I’m not gonna shower until I finish high school.I’m not gonna shower until I finish high school.

I’m not gonna shower until I finish high school.
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I probably shouldn’t have told I probably shouldn’t have told I probably shouldn’t have told 

I probably shouldn’t have told 

MOMMOMMOM

MOM

 my plan, my plan, my plan,

 my plan,

though, because all it did was remind her thatthough, because all it did was remind her thatthough, because all it did was remind her that

though, because all it did was remind her that

I skipped taking a shower today. So now she’sI skipped taking a shower today. So now she’sI skipped taking a shower today. So now she’s

I skipped taking a shower today. So now she’s

making me take one first thing tomorrow morning.making me take one first thing tomorrow morning.making me take one first thing tomorrow morning.

making me take one first thing tomorrow morning.

Luckily, we had a few extra hot dogs in theLuckily, we had a few extra hot dogs in theLuckily, we had a few extra hot dogs in the

Luckily, we had a few extra hot dogs in the

camper van, and Dad cooked them over the fire.camper van, and Dad cooked them over the fire.camper van, and Dad cooked them over the fire.

camper van, and Dad cooked them over the fire.

But I kept thinking about that skunk. So IBut I kept thinking about that skunk. So IBut I kept thinking about that skunk. So I

But I kept thinking about that skunk. So I

was already a little jumpy when all of a sudden wewas already a little jumpy when all of a sudden wewas already a little jumpy when all of a sudden we

was already a little jumpy when all of a sudden we

got got got 

got 

SSS

S

PPP

P

RRR

R

AYAYAY

AY

EEE

E

DDD

D

...

.
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But it wasn’t a But it wasn’t a But it wasn’t a 

But it wasn’t a 

SSS

S

KUKUKU

KU

NNN

N

KKK

K

 that sprayed us. It was that sprayed us. It was that sprayed us. It was

 that sprayed us. It was

one of our one of our one of our 

one of our 

NEIGHNEIGHNEIGH

NEIGH

BOuRSBOuRSBOuRS

BOuRS

. Apparently, 9:00 is. Apparently, 9:00 is. Apparently, 9:00 is

. Apparently, 9:00 is

“lights out” at camp, and I guess people around“lights out” at camp, and I guess people around“lights out” at camp, and I guess people around

“lights out” at camp, and I guess people around

here take that pretty seriously.here take that pretty seriously.here take that pretty seriously.

here take that pretty seriously.

So we turned in for the night, buSo we turned in for the night, buSo we turned in for the night, bu

So we turned in for the night, bu

t t t 

t 

I I I 

I 

dididi

di

dndndn

dn

’t’t’t

’t

really really really 

really 

SLEEPSLEEPSLEEP

SLEEP

. Because, like I said before, th. Because, like I said before, th. Because, like I said before, th

. Because, like I said before, th

ososos

os

eee

e

economy pitches were packed together economy pitches were packed together economy pitches were packed together 

economy pitches were packed together 

TIGHTTIGHTTIGHT

TIGHT

...

.
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SundaySundaySunday

Sunday

It turned out the whole camp was early to bed,It turned out the whole camp was early to bed,It turned out the whole camp was early to bed,

It turned out the whole camp was early to bed,

early to rise. We didn’t even need to set ourearly to rise. We didn’t even need to set ourearly to rise. We didn’t even need to set our

early to rise. We didn’t even need to set our

alarm clocks because our neighbours let us knowalarm clocks because our neighbours let us knowalarm clocks because our neighbours let us know

alarm clocks because our neighbours let us know

when it was time to get up.when it was time to get up.when it was time to get up.

when it was time to get up.

Believe it or not, some guy was doing Believe it or not, some guy was doing Believe it or not, some guy was doing 

Believe it or not, some guy was doing 

WOODWOODWOOD

WOOD

CACACA

CA

RRR

R

VINGSVINGSVINGS

VINGS

 on his pitch. I wanted to give him a on his pitch. I wanted to give him a on his pitch. I wanted to give him a

 on his pitch. I wanted to give him a

piece of my mind, but when I saw the chainsaw Ipiece of my mind, but when I saw the chainsaw Ipiece of my mind, but when I saw the chainsaw I

piece of my mind, but when I saw the chainsaw I

figured maybe I could let it slide this one time.figured maybe I could let it slide this one time.figured maybe I could let it slide this one time.

figured maybe I could let it slide this one time.
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After Dad got out of bed, he started cookingAfter Dad got out of bed, he started cookingAfter Dad got out of bed, he started cooking

After Dad got out of bed, he started cooking

pancakes and eggs on the griddle. Mom was justpancakes and eggs on the griddle. Mom was justpancakes and eggs on the griddle. Mom was just

pancakes and eggs on the griddle. Mom was just

getting back from the shower block and she gavegetting back from the shower block and she gavegetting back from the shower block and she gave

getting back from the shower block and she gave

me the scoop on how things worked up there.me the scoop on how things worked up there.me the scoop on how things worked up there.

me the scoop on how things worked up there.

She said you had to pay for the shower withShe said you had to pay for the shower withShe said you had to pay for the shower with

She said you had to pay for the shower with

coins, and gave me a few. Then she told coins, and gave me a few. Then she told coins, and gave me a few. Then she told 

coins, and gave me a few. Then she told 

me thatme thatme that

me that

I I I 

I 

nenene

ne

ededed

ed

ededed

ed

 t t t

 t

o o o 

o 

stop by the laundrette and move ourstop by the laundrette and move ourstop by the laundrette and move our

stop by the laundrette and move our

clothes from the washer to the dryer.clothes from the washer to the dryer.clothes from the washer to the dryer.

clothes from the washer to the dryer.

I really didn’t like the idea of taking a showerI really didn’t like the idea of taking a showerI really didn’t like the idea of taking a shower

I really didn’t like the idea of taking a shower

in a public building. When you live in a hoin a public building. When you live in a hoin a public building. When you live in a ho

in a public building. When you live in a ho

use use use 

use 

withwithwith

with

your family, the bathroom is the only place youyour family, the bathroom is the only place youyour family, the bathroom is the only place you

your family, the bathroom is the only place you

can get any can get any can get any 

can get any 

PRIVPRIVPRIV

PRIV

ACYACYACY

ACY

. So, when I’m in there,. So, when I’m in there,. So, when I’m in there,

. So, when I’m in there,

I’m in my own little world.I’m in my own little world.I’m in my own little world.

I’m in my own little world.
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And, once that door’s locked, I can do anythingAnd, once that door’s locked, I can do anythingAnd, once that door’s locked, I can do anything

And, once that door’s locked, I can do anything

I I I 

I 

WWW

W

ANTANTANT

ANT

...

.

But sometimes I get myself in But sometimes I get myself in But sometimes I get myself in 

But sometimes I get myself in 

TRTRTR

TR

OUOUOU

OU

BLE BLE BLE 

BLE 

in thein thein the

in the

bathroom. Once, I almost broke my ribs when Ibathroom. Once, I almost broke my ribs when Ibathroom. Once, I almost broke my ribs when I

bathroom. Once, I almost broke my ribs when I

was pretending to be Spider-Man in the shower.was pretending to be Spider-Man in the shower.was pretending to be Spider-Man in the shower.

was pretending to be Spider-Man in the shower.
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When I arrived at the shower block, the lWhen I arrived at the shower block, the lWhen I arrived at the shower block, the l

When I arrived at the shower block, the l

ine wasine wasine was

ine was

already wrapped round the building. And I gotalready wrapped round the building. And I gotalready wrapped round the building. And I got

already wrapped round the building. And I got

to know my fellow campers a little better than Ito know my fellow campers a little better than Ito know my fellow campers a little better than I

to know my fellow campers a little better than I

WWW

W

ANTEDANTEDANTED

ANTED

 to. to. to.

 to.

I figured the line would split at the entrance,I figured the line would split at the entrance,I figured the line would split at the entrance,

I figured the line would split at the entrance,

and guys would go one way and girls would go theand guys would go one way and girls would go theand guys would go one way and girls would go the

and guys would go one way and girls would go the

other. But it turns out this place didn’t have thoseother. But it turns out this place didn’t have thoseother. But it turns out this place didn’t have those

other. But it turns out this place didn’t have those

kinds of boundaries.kinds of boundaries.kinds of boundaries.

kinds of boundaries.
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I found out the reason the wait was so long wasI found out the reason the wait was so long wasI found out the reason the wait was so long was

I found out the reason the wait was so long was

because there were only three shower stalls inside. because there were only three shower stalls inside. because there were only three shower stalls inside. 

because there were only three shower stalls inside. 

When it was finally my turn, I put twenty-fiveWhen it was finally my turn, I put twenty-fiveWhen it was finally my turn, I put twenty-five

When it was finally my turn, I put twenty-five

cecece

ce

ntntnt

nt

s s s 

s 

ininin

in

 the coin slot on the stall door, and that the coin slot on the stall door, and that the coin slot on the stall door, and that

 the coin slot on the stall door, and that

gogogo

go

t t t 

t 

ththth

th

e shower going.e shower going.e shower going.

e shower going.

The hot water felt The hot water felt The hot water felt 

The hot water felt 

GOODGOODGOOD

GOOD

, especially since I, especially since I, especially since I

, especially since I

hadn’t had a hot shower in a few days.hadn’t had a hot shower in a few days.hadn’t had a hot shower in a few days.

hadn’t had a hot shower in a few days.

But I couldn’t really enjoy it since the stalls onlyBut I couldn’t really enjoy it since the stalls onlyBut I couldn’t really enjoy it since the stalls only

But I couldn’t really enjoy it since the stalls only

went so high.went so high.went so high.

went so high.
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I closed my eyes and tried to pretend I was byI closed my eyes and tried to pretend I was byI closed my eyes and tried to pretend I was by

I closed my eyes and tried to pretend I was by

myself. But that was kind of hard to do when themyself. But that was kind of hard to do when themyself. But that was kind of hard to do when the

myself. But that was kind of hard to do when the

person in the next stall started getting person in the next stall started getting person in the next stall started getting 

person in the next stall started getting 

CHACHACHA

CHA

TTYTTYTTY

TTY

...

.

I decided to wrap things up and get out ofI decided to wrap things up and get out ofI decided to wrap things up and get out of

I decided to wrap things up and get out of

there. But the shower stopped before I had athere. But the shower stopped before I had athere. But the shower stopped before I had a

there. But the shower stopped before I had a

chance to rinse the shampoo out of my hair.chance to rinse the shampoo out of my hair.chance to rinse the shampoo out of my hair.

chance to rinse the shampoo out of my hair.
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It turns out twenty-five cents only paIt turns out twenty-five cents only paIt turns out twenty-five cents only pa

It turns out twenty-five cents only pa

ididid

id

 f f f

 f

ororor

or

three minutes of hot water. I three minutes of hot water. I three minutes of hot water. I 

three minutes of hot water. I 

ttt

t
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ie
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tototo
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ththth
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eee

e

next person in line a coin to put in the slot, but Inext person in line a coin to put in the slot, but Inext person in line a coin to put in the slot, but I

next person in line a coin to put in the slot, but I

couldn’t get his attention.couldn’t get his attention.couldn’t get his attention.

couldn’t get his attention.

So I stepped out of the shower to put the coinSo I stepped out of the shower to put the coinSo I stepped out of the shower to put the coin

So I stepped out of the shower to put the coin

in in in 

in 

MYSELFMYSELFMYSELF

MYSELF

. But I guess that was just the. But I guess that was just the. But I guess that was just the

. But I guess that was just the

opportunity this guy was opportunity this guy was opportunity this guy was 

opportunity this guy was 

WWW

W

AITINGAITINGAITING

AITING

 for. for. for.

 for.
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And what And what And what 

And what 

REALLREALLREALL

REALL

YYY

Y

 stunk was when he started stunk was when he started stunk was when he started

 stunk was when he started

using my using my using my 

using my 

SHAMSHAMSHAM

SHAM

POOPOOPOO

POO

...

.

I didn’t feel like getting into an argument withI didn’t feel like getting into an argument withI didn’t feel like getting into an argument with

I didn’t feel like getting into an argument with

a naked guy, so I a naked guy, so I a naked guy, so I 

a naked guy, so I 

LEFTLEFTLEFT

LEFT

. But some soapsuds got. But some soapsuds got. But some soapsuds got

. But some soapsuds got

in my eye, and I could barely see where I wasin my eye, and I could barely see where I wasin my eye, and I could barely see where I was

in my eye, and I could barely see where I was

going.going.going.

going.
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Luckily, I found my way to the laundrette,Luckily, I found my way to the laundrette,Luckily, I found my way to the laundrette,

Luckily, I found my way to the laundrette,

whwhwh

wh

ererer

er

e e e 

e 

there was a sink. And that water wasthere was a sink. And that water wasthere was a sink. And that water was

there was a sink. And that water was

FREEFREEFREE

FREE

...

.

Once I finished rinsing the shampoo out of myOnce I finished rinsing the shampoo out of myOnce I finished rinsing the shampoo out of my

Once I finished rinsing the shampoo out of my

hair, I started looking for our clothes. Buthair, I started looking for our clothes. Buthair, I started looking for our clothes. But

hair, I started looking for our clothes. But

someone had taken them out of the washingsomeone had taken them out of the washingsomeone had taken them out of the washing

someone had taken them out of the washing

machine and dumped them on the fmachine and dumped them on the fmachine and dumped them on the f

machine and dumped them on the f

loor so theyloor so theyloor so they

loor so they

could put could put could put 

could put 

THEIRTHEIRTHEIR

THEIR

 clothes in. clothes in. clothes in.

 clothes in.
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After I put our clothes in the dryerAfter I put our clothes in the dryerAfter I put our clothes in the dryer

After I put our clothes in the dryer

, I decided, I decided, I decided

, I decided

I was gonna stick around the washing machinesI was gonna stick around the washing machinesI was gonna stick around the washing machines

I was gonna stick around the washing machines

and and and 

and 

findfindfind

find

 out out out

 out

 who who who

 who

 dumped our stuff on the f dumped our stuff on the f dumped our stuff on the f

 dumped our stuff on the f

loorloorloor

loor

when they came back to get when they came back to get when they came back to get 

when they came back to get 

THEIRSTHEIRSTHEIRS

THEIRS

...

.

But, when I saw who it But, when I saw who it But, when I saw who it 

But, when I saw who it 

WAWAWA

WA

SSS

S

,,,

,

 I thought maybe I thought maybe I thought maybe

 I thought maybe

I could let things slide one more time.I could let things slide one more time.I could let things slide one more time.

I could let things slide one more time.
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When I got back to our pitch, all I wanted toWhen I got back to our pitch, all I wanted toWhen I got back to our pitch, all I wanted to

When I got back to our pitch, all I wanted to

do was crawl back into bed. But Mom said we weredo was crawl back into bed. But Mom said we weredo was crawl back into bed. But Mom said we were

do was crawl back into bed. But Mom said we were

all going down to the lake and I needed to putall going down to the lake and I needed to putall going down to the lake and I needed to put

all going down to the lake and I needed to put

on my swimming shorts.on my swimming shorts.on my swimming shorts.

on my swimming shorts.

I reminded her that I didn’t I reminded her that I didn’t I reminded her that I didn’t 

I reminded her that I didn’t 

HHH

H

AVAVAV

AV

EEE

E

 swimming swimming swimming

 swimming

shorts any more, and I was hoping that wouldshorts any more, and I was hoping that wouldshorts any more, and I was hoping that would

shorts any more, and I was hoping that would

get me off the hook. But Mom said Rodrick had aget me off the hook. But Mom said Rodrick had aget me off the hook. But Mom said Rodrick had a

get me off the hook. But Mom said Rodrick had a

SPSPSP

SP

ARE ARE ARE 

ARE 

pair, apair, apair, a

pair, a

nd, even though I’m not a fan ofnd, even though I’m not a fan ofnd, even though I’m not a fan of

nd, even though I’m not a fan of

wearing someone else’s clothes, I knew there waswearing someone else’s clothes, I knew there waswearing someone else’s clothes, I knew there was

wearing someone else’s clothes, I knew there was

no point in debating her about it.no point in debating her about it.no point in debating her about it.

no point in debating her about it.

I figured if we splashed around the lake for aI figured if we splashed around the lake for aI figured if we splashed around the lake for a

I figured if we splashed around the lake for a

few minutes and acted like we were having a goodfew minutes and acted like we were having a goodfew minutes and acted like we were having a good

few minutes and acted like we were having a good

time, Mom would be satisfied and let us go backtime, Mom would be satisfied and let us go backtime, Mom would be satisfied and let us go back

time, Mom would be satisfied and let us go back

to camp. But she took her camera with her, andto camp. But she took her camera with her, andto camp. But she took her camera with her, and

to camp. But she took her camera with her, and

that always complicates things.that always complicates things.that always complicates things.

that always complicates things.
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This summer Mom’s been spending a lot of time onThis summer Mom’s been spending a lot of time onThis summer Mom’s been spending a lot of time on

This summer Mom’s been spending a lot of time on

social media. And, whenever she sees how perfectsocial media. And, whenever she sees how perfectsocial media. And, whenever she sees how perfect

social media. And, whenever she sees how perfect

hehehe

he

r r r 

r 

friends’ families look, it makes her friends’ families look, it makes her friends’ families look, it makes her 

friends’ families look, it makes her 

JEALJEALJEAL

JEAL

OUSOUSOUS

OUS

...

.

So Mom always puts us in these awkward posesSo Mom always puts us in these awkward posesSo Mom always puts us in these awkward poses

So Mom always puts us in these awkward poses

to make it look like to make it look like to make it look like 

to make it look like 

WEWEWE

WE

’’’

’

RERERE

RE

 having a good time, having a good time, having a good time,

 having a good time,

too. But there must be something wrong with mytoo. But there must be something wrong with mytoo. But there must be something wrong with my

too. But there must be something wrong with my

family, because we can never get our act together.family, because we can never get our act together.family, because we can never get our act together.

family, because we can never get our act together.
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The lake looked calm and peaceful when we firstThe lake looked calm and peaceful when we firstThe lake looked calm and peaceful when we first

The lake looked calm and peaceful when we first

saw it from the bridge. But today it was a wholesaw it from the bridge. But today it was a wholesaw it from the bridge. But today it was a whole

saw it from the bridge. But today it was a whole

different scene.different scene.different scene.

different scene.

I was expecting the lake to be clear, like the oneI was expecting the lake to be clear, like the oneI was expecting the lake to be clear, like the one

I was expecting the lake to be clear, like the one

at the fish hatchery, but it looked at the fish hatchery, but it looked at the fish hatchery, but it looked 

at the fish hatchery, but it looked 

DIRDIRDIR

DIR

TYTYTY

TY

 to me. to me. to me.

 to me.

And that’s probably because people weren’t justAnd that’s probably because people weren’t justAnd that’s probably because people weren’t just

And that’s probably because people weren’t just

using it for using it for using it for 

using it for 

SWIMMINGSWIMMINGSWIMMING

SWIMMING

...

.
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I thought people were acting kind of nuts at theI thought people were acting kind of nuts at theI thought people were acting kind of nuts at the

I thought people were acting kind of nuts at the

POOL POOL POOL 

POOL 

yesterday, but at the lake it was at ayesterday, but at the lake it was at ayesterday, but at the lake it was at a

yesterday, but at the lake it was at a

whole different whole different whole different 

whole different 

LELELE

LE

VELVELVEL

VEL

...

.

There was a rope swing attached to a big treeThere was a rope swing attached to a big treeThere was a rope swing attached to a big tree

There was a rope swing attached to a big tree

that went out over the water. But I wasn’tthat went out over the water. But I wasn’tthat went out over the water. But I wasn’t

that went out over the water. But I wasn’t

planning on using that thing unless it planning on using that thing unless it planning on using that thing unless it 

planning on using that thing unless it 

RAINedRAINedRAINed

RAINed

for a few days first.for a few days first.for a few days first.

for a few days first.

There were some rafts fThere were some rafts fThere were some rafts f

There were some rafts f

loating in the middle ofloating in the middle ofloating in the middle of

loating in the middle of

the lake, and I thought about grabbing one. Butthe lake, and I thought about grabbing one. Butthe lake, and I thought about grabbing one. But

the lake, and I thought about grabbing one. But

I changed my mind when I saw how people wereI changed my mind when I saw how people wereI changed my mind when I saw how people were

I changed my mind when I saw how people were

using them.using them.using them.

using them.
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There was a ramp at the bottom of a big hill byThere was a ramp at the bottom of a big hill byThere was a ramp at the bottom of a big hill by

There was a ramp at the bottom of a big hill by

the lake, and I couldn’t tell what it was for. Butthe lake, and I couldn’t tell what it was for. Butthe lake, and I couldn’t tell what it was for. But

the lake, and I couldn’t tell what it was for. But

my question got answered when some kid launchedmy question got answered when some kid launchedmy question got answered when some kid launched

my question got answered when some kid launched

himself into the water inside a tractor tyre.himself into the water inside a tractor tyre.himself into the water inside a tractor tyre.

himself into the water inside a tractor tyre.
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Mom wanted us all to swim, but I was still prettyMom wanted us all to swim, but I was still prettyMom wanted us all to swim, but I was still pretty

Mom wanted us all to swim, but I was still pretty

scarred from my scarred from my scarred from my 

scarred from my 

LLL

L

AAA

A

STSTST

ST

 experience in a lake. Plus, I experience in a lake. Plus, I experience in a lake. Plus, I

 experience in a lake. Plus, I

don’t trust any water I can’t see through.don’t trust any water I can’t see through.don’t trust any water I can’t see through.

don’t trust any water I can’t see through.

There was something weird sticking up in the middleThere was something weird sticking up in the middleThere was something weird sticking up in the middle

There was something weird sticking up in the middle

of the lake, and I pointed it out to Dad. He saidof the lake, and I pointed it out to Dad. He saidof the lake, and I pointed it out to Dad. He said

of the lake, and I pointed it out to Dad. He said

it was probably just a branch, but it didn’t lookit was probably just a branch, but it didn’t lookit was probably just a branch, but it didn’t look

it was probably just a branch, but it didn’t look

like a branch to like a branch to like a branch to 

like a branch to 

MEMEME

ME

. And, when you can only see. And, when you can only see. And, when you can only see

. And, when you can only see

a part of something, it could be a part of something, it could be a part of something, it could be 

a part of something, it could be 

ANYTHINGANYTHINGANYTHING

ANYTHING

...

.
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Nobody else was in the mood to swim, either, so weNobody else was in the mood to swim, either, so weNobody else was in the mood to swim, either, so we

Nobody else was in the mood to swim, either, so we

put our stuff down on the ground. But it turned output our stuff down on the ground. But it turned output our stuff down on the ground. But it turned out

put our stuff down on the ground. But it turned out

a lake shore isn’t the same as a a lake shore isn’t the same as a a lake shore isn’t the same as a 

a lake shore isn’t the same as a 

BEABEABEA

BEA

CHCHCH

CH

 shore, and shore, and shore, and

 shore, and

within a few seconds we were sinking in the muck.within a few seconds we were sinking in the muck.within a few seconds we were sinking in the muck.

within a few seconds we were sinking in the muck.

Mom said we weren’t going back to our pitchMom said we weren’t going back to our pitchMom said we weren’t going back to our pitch

Mom said we weren’t going back to our pitch

until we did something until we did something until we did something 

until we did something 

FUFUFU

FU

NNN

N

. There was a canoe. There was a canoe. There was a canoe

. There was a canoe

tied up to the dock, and she said we should taketied up to the dock, and she said we should taketied up to the dock, and she said we should take

tied up to the dock, and she said we should take

it out on the water. I was fineit out on the water. I was fineit out on the water. I was fine

it out on the water. I was fine

 wit wit wit

 wit

h beh beh be

h be

ing ing ing 

ing 

ononon

on

top of the water, so long as we didn’t have totop of the water, so long as we didn’t have totop of the water, so long as we didn’t have to

top of the water, so long as we didn’t have to

go go go 

go 

INININ

IN

 it. it. it.

 it.

We took turns getting into the canoe, which wasn’tWe took turns getting into the canoe, which wasn’tWe took turns getting into the canoe, which wasn’t

We took turns getting into the canoe, which wasn’t

as easy as I thought it would be.as easy as I thought it would be.as easy as I thought it would be.

as easy as I thought it would be.
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I stayed low, just like Dad tI stayed low, just like Dad tI stayed low, just like Dad t

I stayed low, just like Dad t
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ost capsized ost capsized ost capsized 

ost capsized 

while while while 

while 

wewewe

we

were still tied to the dock.were still tied to the dock.were still tied to the dock.

were still tied to the dock.

After we were all in the canoe, we put on lifeAfter we were all in the canoe, we put on lifeAfter we were all in the canoe, we put on life

After we were all in the canoe, we put on life

jackets and paddled out on the water. But somejackets and paddled out on the water. But somejackets and paddled out on the water. But some

jackets and paddled out on the water. But some

people swimming nearby seemed like they were in apeople swimming nearby seemed like they were in apeople swimming nearby seemed like they were in a

people swimming nearby seemed like they were in a

hurry to get out of our hurry to get out of our hurry to get out of our 

hurry to get out of our 

WWW

W

AYAYAY

AY

...

.
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Then we found out Then we found out Then we found out 

Then we found out 

WHWHWH

WH

YYY

Y

. As soon as we got to. As soon as we got to. As soon as we got to

. As soon as we got to

the middle of the lake, something the middle of the lake, something the middle of the lake, something 

the middle of the lake, something 

BIGBIGBIG

BIG

 landed landed landed

 landed

right next to our canoe. And a second later thereright next to our canoe. And a second later thereright next to our canoe. And a second later there

right next to our canoe. And a second later there

was was was 

was 

ANOANOANO

ANO

THERTHERTHER

THER

 splash. splash. splash.

 splash.

Some teenagers up on the hill had turned aSome teenagers up on the hill had turned aSome teenagers up on the hill had turned a

Some teenagers up on the hill had turned a

hammock into a giant hammock into a giant hammock into a giant 

hammock into a giant 

SLINGSHOSLINGSHOSLINGSHO

SLINGSHO

TTT
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 and they were and they were and they were

 and they were

using us for using us for using us for 

using us for 

TTT

T
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ARGET

 practice. practice. practice.

 practice.
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I guess that explained why no one was using theI guess that explained why no one was using theI guess that explained why no one was using the

I guess that explained why no one was using the

canoe. We tried to paddle back to the dock, butcanoe. We tried to paddle back to the dock, butcanoe. We tried to paddle back to the dock, but

canoe. We tried to paddle back to the dock, but

the guys on the hill were getting more and morethe guys on the hill were getting more and morethe guys on the hill were getting more and more

the guys on the hill were getting more and more

accurate with each shot.accurate with each shot.accurate with each shot.

accurate with each shot.

I guess Rodrick didn’t wanna get hit, so he decidedI guess Rodrick didn’t wanna get hit, so he decidedI guess Rodrick didn’t wanna get hit, so he decided

I guess Rodrick didn’t wanna get hit, so he decided

to abandon ship. And that was a problem for theto abandon ship. And that was a problem for theto abandon ship. And that was a problem for the

to abandon ship. And that was a problem for the

RRR
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EEE
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 of us, because now we were unbalanced. of us, because now we were unbalanced. of us, because now we were unbalanced.

 of us, because now we were unbalanced.
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Our canoe capsized, and somehow me and DadOur canoe capsized, and somehow me and DadOur canoe capsized, and somehow me and Dad

Our canoe capsized, and somehow me and Dad

ended up ended up ended up 

ended up 

UNDERNEAUNDERNEAUNDERNEA

UNDERNEA

THTHTH

TH

 it. At first I thought it. At first I thought it. At first I thought

 it. At first I thought

it was a it was a it was a 

it was a 

GOODGOODGOOD

GOOD

 thing, since we were protected thing, since we were protected thing, since we were protected

 thing, since we were protected

from those watermelons.from those watermelons.from those watermelons.

from those watermelons.

But I changed my mind when we took a directBut I changed my mind when we took a directBut I changed my mind when we took a direct

But I changed my mind when we took a direct

hit, because it was like being on the inside of ahit, because it was like being on the inside of ahit, because it was like being on the inside of a

hit, because it was like being on the inside of a

DDD
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MMM
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.
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Me and Dad ditched the canoe and swam for theMe and Dad ditched the canoe and swam for theMe and Dad ditched the canoe and swam for the

Me and Dad ditched the canoe and swam for the

dock. And we had to move dock. And we had to move dock. And we had to move 

dock. And we had to move 

FAFAFA

FA

STSTST

ST

, because now we, because now we, because now we

, because now we

were out of range, so the guys on the hill werewere out of range, so the guys on the hill werewere out of range, so the guys on the hill were

were out of range, so the guys on the hill were

SKIPPINGSKIPPINGSKIPPING

SKIPPING

 their shots. their shots. their shots.

 their shots.

We pulled ourselves on to the dock, where weWe pulled ourselves on to the dock, where weWe pulled ourselves on to the dock, where we

We pulled ourselves on to the dock, where we

werewerewere

were

 saf saf saf

 saf

e. Mom was upset because her camera wase. Mom was upset because her camera wase. Mom was upset because her camera was

e. Mom was upset because her camera was

ruined, but I didn’t really want my picture takenruined, but I didn’t really want my picture takenruined, but I didn’t really want my picture taken

ruined, but I didn’t really want my picture taken

right at that moment, anyway.right at that moment, anyway.right at that moment, anyway.

right at that moment, anyway.
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MondayMondayMonday

Monday

I think Mom realized we’d had a little too muchI think Mom realized we’d had a little too muchI think Mom realized we’d had a little too much

I think Mom realized we’d had a little too much

family time yesterday, because this morning shefamily time yesterday, because this morning shefamily time yesterday, because this morning she

family time yesterday, because this morning she

saidsaidsaid

said

 eve eve eve

 eve

ryonryonryon

ryon

e coe coe co

e co

uld go do their own thing. Iuld go do their own thing. Iuld go do their own thing. I

uld go do their own thing. I

was was was 

was 

planplanplan

plan

ningningning

ning

 on relaxing for once, but Mom had on relaxing for once, but Mom had on relaxing for once, but Mom had

 on relaxing for once, but Mom had

OOO

O

THERTHERTHER

THER

 ideas. ideas. ideas.

 ideas.

She said this camp was full of kids my age, andShe said this camp was full of kids my age, andShe said this camp was full of kids my age, and

She said this camp was full of kids my age, and

this was the perfect opportunity to branch outthis was the perfect opportunity to branch outthis was the perfect opportunity to branch out

this was the perfect opportunity to branch out

and make new and make new and make new 

and make new 

FRIENDSFRIENDSFRIENDS

FRIENDS

...

.

I told Mom I wasn’t really in the mood forI told Mom I wasn’t really in the mood forI told Mom I wasn’t really in the mood for

I told Mom I wasn’t really in the mood for

socializing, and there wasn’t any point insocializing, and there wasn’t any point insocializing, and there wasn’t any point in

socializing, and there wasn’t any point in

 trying trying trying

 trying

to make new friends since I’d never even to make new friends since I’d never even to make new friends since I’d never even 

to make new friends since I’d never even 

SEESEESEE

SEE

any any any 

any 

of these people again.of these people again.of these people again.

of these people again.
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MoMoMo

Mo

m m m 

m 

said some of her best friends to thissaid some of her best friends to thissaid some of her best friends to this

said some of her best friends to this

day are people she met at summer camp when sheday are people she met at summer camp when sheday are people she met at summer camp when she

day are people she met at summer camp when she

was was was 

was 

MYMYMY

MY

 age. age. age.

 age.

I told Mom it’s I told Mom it’s I told Mom it’s 

I told Mom it’s 

DIFFERENTDIFFERENTDIFFERENT

DIFFERENT

 from when she was from when she was from when she was

 from when she was

growing up, and it’s a lot harder to make friendsgrowing up, and it’s a lot harder to make friendsgrowing up, and it’s a lot harder to make friends

growing up, and it’s a lot harder to make friends

with strangers nowadays. But Mom said she couldwith strangers nowadays. But Mom said she couldwith strangers nowadays. But Mom said she could

with strangers nowadays. But Mom said she could

help me with that.help me with that.help me with that.

help me with that.

I was hoping Mom would just drop it. But tenI was hoping Mom would just drop it. But tenI was hoping Mom would just drop it. But ten

I was hoping Mom would just drop it. But ten

minutes later a group of boys passed by our camperminutes later a group of boys passed by our camperminutes later a group of boys passed by our camper

minutes later a group of boys passed by our camper

van van van 

van 

carrying fishing rods. And, before I couldcarrying fishing rods. And, before I couldcarrying fishing rods. And, before I could

carrying fishing rods. And, before I could

SSS

S

TOTOTO

TO

PPP

P

 her, Mom started with the introductions. her, Mom started with the introductions. her, Mom started with the introductions.

 her, Mom started with the introductions.
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Luckily, these kids didn’t beat me up the secondLuckily, these kids didn’t beat me up the secondLuckily, these kids didn’t beat me up the second

Luckily, these kids didn’t beat me up the second

MoMoMo

Mo

m m m 

m 

stepped away. They said they were goingstepped away. They said they were goingstepped away. They said they were going

stepped away. They said they were going

dododo

do

wnwnwn

wn

 t t t

 t

o o o 

o 

their fishing spot, and I could come withtheir fishing spot, and I could come withtheir fishing spot, and I could come with

their fishing spot, and I could come with

them if I wanted.them if I wanted.them if I wanted.

them if I wanted.

I’m not really big on fishing, but I figured I’dI’m not really big on fishing, but I figured I’dI’m not really big on fishing, but I figured I’d

I’m not really big on fishing, but I figured I’d

just go along with these guys to make Mom happy.just go along with these guys to make Mom happy.just go along with these guys to make Mom happy.

just go along with these guys to make Mom happy.

I recognized a few of them from the pool, andI recognized a few of them from the pool, andI recognized a few of them from the pool, and

I recognized a few of them from the pool, and

on our way down to the stream I learned theiron our way down to the stream I learned theiron our way down to the stream I learned their

on our way down to the stream I learned their

names.names.names.

names.
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Everyone was calling the smallest kid Everyone was calling the smallest kid Everyone was calling the smallest kid 

Everyone was calling the smallest kid 

JJJ

J

uuu

u

iii

i

cebox, andcebox, andcebox, and

cebox, and

he seemed to be the one in charge. The kid withhe seemed to be the one in charge. The kid withhe seemed to be the one in charge. The kid with

he seemed to be the one in charge. The kid with

the inner tube was Big Marcus, and I couldn’tthe inner tube was Big Marcus, and I couldn’tthe inner tube was Big Marcus, and I couldn’t

the inner tube was Big Marcus, and I couldn’t

tell if he was wearing that thing for fun or if hetell if he was wearing that thing for fun or if hetell if he was wearing that thing for fun or if he

tell if he was wearing that thing for fun or if he

couldn’t actually get couldn’t actually get couldn’t actually get 

couldn’t actually get 

OOO

O

UTUTUT

UT

 of it. of it. of it.

 of it.

The tall skinny kid was Weevil, and the boy The tall skinny kid was Weevil, and the boy The tall skinny kid was Weevil, and the boy 

The tall skinny kid was Weevil, and the boy 

withwithwith

with

the shaved head was called DooDoo. Ithe shaved head was called DooDoo. Ithe shaved head was called DooDoo. I

the shaved head was called DooDoo. I

 d d d

 d

ononon

on

’t’t’t

’t

wanna be mean or anything, buwanna be mean or anything, buwanna be mean or anything, bu

wanna be mean or anything, bu

t t t 

t 

ththth

th

atatat

at

 b b b

 b

oyoyoy

oy

 r r r

 r

eaeaea

ea

llllll

ll

yyy

y

lived up to his nickname.lived up to his nickname.lived up to his nickname.

lived up to his nickname.
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A few other kids joined us, and A few other kids joined us, and A few other kids joined us, and 

A few other kids joined us, and 

THEYTHEYTHEY

THEY

 all had all had all had

 all had

nicknames, too. So I guess that’s a thing aroundnicknames, too. So I guess that’s a thing aroundnicknames, too. So I guess that’s a thing around

nicknames, too. So I guess that’s a thing around

here.here.here.

here.
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J
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cebocebocebo

cebo

x asked me x asked me x asked me 

x asked me 

MYMYMY

MY

 name, and I figured since name, and I figured since name, and I figured since

 name, and I figured since

everyone everyone everyone 

everyone 

ELSEELSEELSE

ELSE

 was using made-up names, I might was using made-up names, I might was using made-up names, I might

 was using made-up names, I might

as well, too.as well, too.as well, too.

as well, too.
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am

 was pretty shallow in this spot, so I was pretty shallow in this spot, so I was pretty shallow in this spot, so I

 was pretty shallow in this spot, so I

didn’t see how these guys were gonna catch anydidn’t see how these guys were gonna catch anydidn’t see how these guys were gonna catch any

didn’t see how these guys were gonna catch any

fish. But I found out the real reason they camefish. But I found out the real reason they camefish. But I found out the real reason they came

fish. But I found out the real reason they came

here wasn’t to fish, it was to here wasn’t to fish, it was to here wasn’t to fish, it was to 

here wasn’t to fish, it was to 

TTT

T

ALKALKALK

ALK

. And they. And they. And they

. And they

argued about argued about argued about 

argued about 

EEE

E

VERVERVER

VER

YTHINGYTHINGYTHING

YTHING

...

.

The first topic was which superhero would win in aThe first topic was which superhero would win in aThe first topic was which superhero would win in a

The first topic was which superhero would win in a

fight, and that turned into a conversation aboutfight, and that turned into a conversation aboutfight, and that turned into a conversation about

fight, and that turned into a conversation about

which superpower was best. And somehow thatwhich superpower was best. And somehow thatwhich superpower was best. And somehow that

which superpower was best. And somehow that

turned into a debate about what kind of animalturned into a debate about what kind of animalturned into a debate about what kind of animal

turned into a debate about what kind of animal

you’d choose to fight if you were sentenced toyou’d choose to fight if you were sentenced toyou’d choose to fight if you were sentenced to

you’d choose to fight if you were sentenced to

death.death.death.

death.
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Then they got into an argument about whether itThen they got into an argument about whether itThen they got into an argument about whether it

Then they got into an argument about whether it

would be better to fight a person with the headwould be better to fight a person with the headwould be better to fight a person with the head

would be better to fight a person with the head

ofofof

of

 a a a

 a

 shark or a shark with the head of a person. shark or a shark with the head of a person. shark or a shark with the head of a person.

 shark or a shark with the head of a person.

And the guys were split down the middle on thatAnd the guys were split down the middle on thatAnd the guys were split down the middle on that

And the guys were split down the middle on that

one.one.one.

one.

The conversation got pretty heated, and then itThe conversation got pretty heated, and then itThe conversation got pretty heated, and then it

The conversation got pretty heated, and then it

got got got 

got 

PHYSICALPHYSICALPHYSICAL

PHYSICAL

. I didn’t wanna get hurt, so I. I didn’t wanna get hurt, so I. I didn’t wanna get hurt, so I

. I didn’t wanna get hurt, so I

tried to stay out of the way.tried to stay out of the way.tried to stay out of the way.

tried to stay out of the way.
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But just like that it was But just like that it was But just like that it was 

But just like that it was 

OOO

O

VERVERVER

VER

, and everyone, and everyone, and everyone

, and everyone

acted like nothing happened.acted like nothing happened.acted like nothing happened.

acted like nothing happened.

I was starting to get nervous hanging aroundI was starting to get nervous hanging aroundI was starting to get nervous hanging around

I was starting to get nervous hanging around

a bunch of guys who liked to settle things witha bunch of guys who liked to settle things witha bunch of guys who liked to settle things with

a bunch of guys who liked to settle things with

their their their 

their 

FISTFISTFIST

FIST

SSS

S

, and I told them maybe I should, and I told them maybe I should, and I told them maybe I should

, and I told them maybe I should

be heading back. Bube heading back. Bube heading back. Bu

be heading back. Bu

t t t 

t 

JJJ
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uuu
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iii

i

cebox said that, since Icebox said that, since Icebox said that, since I

cebox said that, since I

was the was the was the 

was the 

NEWNEWNEW

NEW

 k k k

 k

id id id 

id 

around here, it was their jobaround here, it was their jobaround here, it was their job

around here, it was their job

to shto shto sh

to sh

ow me thow me thow me th

ow me th

e ropes.e ropes.e ropes.

e ropes.

 And  And  And 

 And 

I decided to go alongI decided to go alongI decided to go along

I decided to go along

with it, mostly because I didn’t want DooDoowith it, mostly because I didn’t want DooDoowith it, mostly because I didn’t want DooDoo

with it, mostly because I didn’t want DooDoo

putting me in a headlock.putting me in a headlock.putting me in a headlock.

putting me in a headlock.

It turns out these guys have been coming hereIt turns out these guys have been coming hereIt turns out these guys have been coming here

It turns out these guys have been coming here

for years, so they knew all the ins and outs offor years, so they knew all the ins and outs offor years, so they knew all the ins and outs of

for years, so they knew all the ins and outs of

the place. They knew how to get a free bag ofthe place. They knew how to get a free bag ofthe place. They knew how to get a free bag of

the place. They knew how to get a free bag of

pretzels from the vending machine at the lodge,pretzels from the vending machine at the lodge,pretzels from the vending machine at the lodge,

pretzels from the vending machine at the lodge,

the exact time the delivery truck came to resupplythe exact time the delivery truck came to resupplythe exact time the delivery truck came to resupply

the exact time the delivery truck came to resupply

the camp store, and where you needed to be whenthe camp store, and where you needed to be whenthe camp store, and where you needed to be when

the camp store, and where you needed to be when

they threw out the day-old doughnuts.they threw out the day-old doughnuts.they threw out the day-old doughnuts.

they threw out the day-old doughnuts.
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Plus, they knew where all the cute girls in campPlus, they knew where all the cute girls in campPlus, they knew where all the cute girls in camp

Plus, they knew where all the cute girls in camp

were staying and when they each ate lunch.were staying and when they each ate lunch.were staying and when they each ate lunch.

were staying and when they each ate lunch.
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These guys were big pranksters, too.These guys were big pranksters, too.These guys were big pranksters, too.

These guys were big pranksters, too.
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ddd

d

a half-filled bottle of shampoo on ta half-filled bottle of shampoo on ta half-filled bottle of shampoo on t

a half-filled bottle of shampoo on t
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that gave that gave that gave 

that gave 

JJJ
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uuu
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cebox ancebox ancebox an

cebox an

   

 

IDEAIDEAIDEA

IDEA

. He took us round the. He took us round the. He took us round the

. He took us round the

back of the shower block to the wall on the otherback of the shower block to the wall on the otherback of the shower block to the wall on the other

back of the shower block to the wall on the other

side of the shower stalls.side of the shower stalls.side of the shower stalls.

side of the shower stalls.

As soon as the person near the window finiAs soon as the person near the window finiAs soon as the person near the window fini

As soon as the person near the window fini

shedshedshed

shed

rinsing the soapsuds out of his hair, rinsing the soapsuds out of his hair, rinsing the soapsuds out of his hair, 

rinsing the soapsuds out of his hair, 

JJJ

J

uuu

u
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i

ceboxceboxcebox

cebox

squirted more shampoo on his scalp.squirted more shampoo on his scalp.squirted more shampoo on his scalp.

squirted more shampoo on his scalp.

The guy lathered up his hair The guy lathered up his hair The guy lathered up his hair 

The guy lathered up his hair 

AGAINAGAINAGAIN

AGAIN

, and once, and once, and once

, and once

he finished rinsing it he finished rinsing it he finished rinsing it 

he finished rinsing it 

JJJ

J

uuu
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cebcebceb

ceb

ox was there withox was there withox was there with

ox was there with

ananan
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he
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sqsqsq
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After a couple more rounds of this,After a couple more rounds of this,After a couple more rounds of this,

After a couple more rounds of this,

the guy started gethe guy started gethe guy started ge

the guy started ge

tttttt

tt

ininin

in

g g g 

g 

angryangryangry

angry

...

.
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But when he heard Cutter laugh we wereBut when he heard Cutter laugh we wereBut when he heard Cutter laugh we were

But when he heard Cutter laugh we were

BUSBUSBUS

BUS

TEDTEDTED

TED

. And it was the . And it was the . And it was the 

. And it was the 

LASTLASTLAST

LAST

 guy we should’ve guy we should’ve guy we should’ve

 guy we should’ve

been messing with, too.been messing with, too.been messing with, too.

been messing with, too.
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Luckily, Juicebox and his gang knew all the goodLuckily, Juicebox and his gang knew all the goodLuckily, Juicebox and his gang knew all the good

Luckily, Juicebox and his gang knew all the good

hiding spots on the campsite, so we lay low behindhiding spots on the campsite, so we lay low behindhiding spots on the campsite, so we lay low behind

hiding spots on the campsite, so we lay low behind

the snack shack until the coast was clear.the snack shack until the coast was clear.the snack shack until the coast was clear.

the snack shack until the coast was clear.

I’d never really had a group of friends before,I’d never really had a group of friends before,I’d never really had a group of friends before,

I’d never really had a group of friends before,

and I was starting to have and I was starting to have and I was starting to have 

and I was starting to have 

FUNFUNFUN

FUN

...

.

The guys wanted to go down to the field by theThe guys wanted to go down to the field by theThe guys wanted to go down to the field by the

The guys wanted to go down to the field by the

lake and play some games. I figured they wantedlake and play some games. I figured they wantedlake and play some games. I figured they wanted

lake and play some games. I figured they wanted

to play something normal like football or tag, so Ito play something normal like football or tag, so Ito play something normal like football or tag, so I

to play something normal like football or tag, so I

went along with them.went along with them.went along with them.

went along with them.

But these guys had their But these guys had their But these guys had their 

But these guys had their 

OWNOWNOWN

OWN

 idea of fun. idea of fun. idea of fun.

 idea of fun.
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And most of their games involved someone gettingAnd most of their games involved someone gettingAnd most of their games involved someone getting

And most of their games involved someone getting

hit by a ball or getting tackled, and sometimeshit by a ball or getting tackled, and sometimeshit by a ball or getting tackled, and sometimes

hit by a ball or getting tackled, and sometimes

both at the same time.both at the same time.both at the same time.

both at the same time.
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The last game we played was Red Rover, whereThe last game we played was Red Rover, whereThe last game we played was Red Rover, where

The last game we played was Red Rover, where

everyone makes a human chain and tries to keepeveryone makes a human chain and tries to keepeveryone makes a human chain and tries to keep

everyone makes a human chain and tries to keep

one person from getting through. But Big Marcusone person from getting through. But Big Marcusone person from getting through. But Big Marcus

one person from getting through. But Big Marcus

was unstoppable, and we got pretty banged up.was unstoppable, and we got pretty banged up.was unstoppable, and we got pretty banged up.

was unstoppable, and we got pretty banged up.

It seemed like everyone was ready to wrap thingsIt seemed like everyone was ready to wrap thingsIt seemed like everyone was ready to wrap things

It seemed like everyone was ready to wrap things

up for the day, but that’s when something fellup for the day, but that’s when something fellup for the day, but that’s when something fell

up for the day, but that’s when something fell

from the from the from the 

from the 

SSS

S

KYKYKY

KY

...

.
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It was those teenagers on the hill, launchingIt was those teenagers on the hill, launchingIt was those teenagers on the hill, launching

It was those teenagers on the hill, launching

watermelons from their hammock. We rwatermelons from their hammock. We rwatermelons from their hammock. We r

watermelons from their hammock. We r

an fan fan f

an f

ororor

or

cover underneath the shed where they keptcover underneath the shed where they keptcover underneath the shed where they kept

cover underneath the shed where they kept

 the the the

 the

kayaks. And that’s where kayaks. And that’s where kayaks. And that’s where 

kayaks. And that’s where 

JJJ
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cebox told me wcebox told me wcebox told me w

cebox told me w

hathathat

hat

was going on.was going on.was going on.

was going on.

He said that every time him and his gang playedHe said that every time him and his gang playedHe said that every time him and his gang played

He said that every time him and his gang played

in that field the teenagers bombarded them within that field the teenagers bombarded them within that field the teenagers bombarded them with

in that field the teenagers bombarded them with

watermelons. And I really wished someone hadwatermelons. And I really wished someone hadwatermelons. And I really wished someone had

watermelons. And I really wished someone had

mentioned that to me mentioned that to me mentioned that to me 

mentioned that to me 

BEFOBEFOBEFO

BEFO

RERERE

RE

 I agreed to go I agreed to go I agreed to go

 I agreed to go

down there.down there.down there.

down there.

But But But 

But 

JJJ
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cebox said that today him and his guyscebox said that today him and his guyscebox said that today him and his guys

cebox said that today him and his guys

were ready to strike were ready to strike were ready to strike 

were ready to strike 

BABABA

BA

CKCKCK

CK

...

.
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They’d stashed a bunch of water guns in oneThey’d stashed a bunch of water guns in oneThey’d stashed a bunch of water guns in one

They’d stashed a bunch of water guns in one

of the kayaks, and they had some seriousof the kayaks, and they had some seriousof the kayaks, and they had some serious

of the kayaks, and they had some serious

firefirefire

fire

powepowepowe

powe

r in there. Everyone chose a weapon forr in there. Everyone chose a weapon forr in there. Everyone chose a weapon for

r in there. Everyone chose a weapon for

themthemthem

them

selvselvselv

selv

es, es, es, 

es, 

but but but 

but 

since I was the new guy I pickedsince I was the new guy I pickedsince I was the new guy I picked

since I was the new guy I picked

LASLASLAS

LAS

TTT

T

...

.

I wasn’t crazy about picking a fight with a bunchI wasn’t crazy about picking a fight with a bunchI wasn’t crazy about picking a fight with a bunch

I wasn’t crazy about picking a fight with a bunch

of tof tof t

of t

eenaeenaeena

eena

gersgersgers

gers

 any any any

 any

way, so I told the guys I reallyway, so I told the guys I reallyway, so I told the guys I really

way, so I told the guys I really

needneedneed

need

ed ted ted t

ed t

o beo beo be

o be

 getting back to my family. getting back to my family. getting back to my family.

 getting back to my family.
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But But But 

But 

JJJ
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cebox said I was one of cebox said I was one of cebox said I was one of 

cebox said I was one of 

THEMTHEMTHEM

THEM

 now, and now, and now, and

 now, and

we were all in this fight we were all in this fight we were all in this fight 

we were all in this fight 

TTT

T

OOO

O

GETHGETHGETH

GETH

ER.ER.ER.

ER.

   

 

I probablyI probablyI probably

I probably

should’ve walked away then, but I didn’t washould’ve walked away then, but I didn’t washould’ve walked away then, but I didn’t wa

should’ve walked away then, but I didn’t wa

nnnnnn

nn

a a a 
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lelele

le

ttt

t

these guys down.these guys down.these guys down.

these guys down.

We gathered around We gathered around We gathered around 

We gathered around 

JJJ
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cebox, and he showed uscebox, and he showed uscebox, and he showed us

cebox, and he showed us

his plan. He said somebody needed to vohis plan. He said somebody needed to vohis plan. He said somebody needed to vo

his plan. He said somebody needed to vo

lululu
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ntntnt

nt

eeeeee

ee
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tototo

to

be the decoy on the lake so the rest of us couldbe the decoy on the lake so the rest of us couldbe the decoy on the lake so the rest of us could

be the decoy on the lake so the rest of us could

sneak up on the teenagers from behind.sneak up on the teenagers from behind.sneak up on the teenagers from behind.

sneak up on the teenagers from behind.

Nobody wanted to volunteer, so we took a vote,Nobody wanted to volunteer, so we took a vote,Nobody wanted to volunteer, so we took a vote,

Nobody wanted to volunteer, so we took a vote,

and that’s how Big Marcus got chosen. And thatand that’s how Big Marcus got chosen. And thatand that’s how Big Marcus got chosen. And that

and that’s how Big Marcus got chosen. And that

was good news for me, because I got his waterwas good news for me, because I got his waterwas good news for me, because I got his water

was good news for me, because I got his water

gun.gun.gun.

gun.
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Big Marcus paddled out to the middle of the lakeBig Marcus paddled out to the middle of the lakeBig Marcus paddled out to the middle of the lake

Big Marcus paddled out to the middle of the lake

and, sure enough, the teenagers opened fire asand, sure enough, the teenagers opened fire asand, sure enough, the teenagers opened fire as

and, sure enough, the teenagers opened fire as

soon as they saw him.soon as they saw him.soon as they saw him.

soon as they saw him.

And that’s when the rest of us made our And that’s when the rest of us made our And that’s when the rest of us made our 

And that’s when the rest of us made our 

MOMOMO

MO

VEVEVE

VE

...

.
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We let loose with everything we had, and by theWe let loose with everything we had, and by theWe let loose with everything we had, and by the

We let loose with everything we had, and by the

time our water guns were empty those teenagerstime our water guns were empty those teenagerstime our water guns were empty those teenagers

time our water guns were empty those teenagers

were totally were totally were totally 

were totally 

DRENCHEDDRENCHEDDRENCHED

DRENCHED

...

.

But I wish But I wish But I wish 

But I wish 

JJJ

J

uuu

u

iii

i

cebocebocebo

cebo

x had put a little more thoughtx had put a little more thoughtx had put a little more thought

x had put a little more thought

into the into the into the 

into the 

NEXTNEXTNEXT

NEXT

 step of his plan, because all we step of his plan, because all we step of his plan, because all we

 step of his plan, because all we

really did was make those guys really did was make those guys really did was make those guys 

really did was make those guys 

MMM

M

ADADAD

AD

...

.
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They chased us past the main lodge, and we turnedThey chased us past the main lodge, and we turnedThey chased us past the main lodge, and we turned

They chased us past the main lodge, and we turned

the corner at the laundrette. I thought they werethe corner at the laundrette. I thought they werethe corner at the laundrette. I thought they were

the corner at the laundrette. I thought they were

gonna catch us for sure, but Big Marcus picked thegonna catch us for sure, but Big Marcus picked thegonna catch us for sure, but Big Marcus picked the

gonna catch us for sure, but Big Marcus picked the

PERPERPER

PER

FEFEFE

FE

CTCTCT

CT

 time to rejoin the team. time to rejoin the team. time to rejoin the team.

 time to rejoin the team.

That bought the rest of us extra That bought the rest of us extra That bought the rest of us extra 

That bought the rest of us extra 

TIMETIMETIME

TIME

, and we, and we, and we

, and we

used it to reload our water guns from the sodaused it to reload our water guns from the sodaused it to reload our water guns from the soda

used it to reload our water guns from the soda

dispenser at the snack shack.dispenser at the snack shack.dispenser at the snack shack.

dispenser at the snack shack.
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Cutter grabbed a few squeezy bottles of ketchupCutter grabbed a few squeezy bottles of ketchupCutter grabbed a few squeezy bottles of ketchup

Cutter grabbed a few squeezy bottles of ketchup

and mustard for some extra firepower. So, whenand mustard for some extra firepower. So, whenand mustard for some extra firepower. So, when

and mustard for some extra firepower. So, when

the teenagers arrived, we were the teenagers arrived, we were the teenagers arrived, we were 

the teenagers arrived, we were 

READREADREAD

READ

YYY

Y

 for them. for them. for them.

 for them.

And I don’t know if it was the soda or theAnd I don’t know if it was the soda or theAnd I don’t know if it was the soda or the

And I don’t know if it was the soda or the

ketchup that did it, but a few seconds later theketchup that did it, but a few seconds later theketchup that did it, but a few seconds later the

ketchup that did it, but a few seconds later the

snack shack was full of snack shack was full of snack shack was full of 

snack shack was full of 

BEESBEESBEES

BEES

...

.
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We ran to the hiding spot we used earlier in theWe ran to the hiding spot we used earlier in theWe ran to the hiding spot we used earlier in the

We ran to the hiding spot we used earlier in the

day and took a minute to catch our breath.day and took a minute to catch our breath.day and took a minute to catch our breath.

day and took a minute to catch our breath.

Everyone was in the mood to celebrate, but Everyone was in the mood to celebrate, but Everyone was in the mood to celebrate, but 

Everyone was in the mood to celebrate, but 

JJJ

J

uuu

u

iii
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ceboxceboxcebox

cebox

seemed seemed seemed 

seemed 

WOWOWO

WO

RRIEDRRIEDRRIED

RRIED

. He said those teenagers would. He said those teenagers would. He said those teenagers would

. He said those teenagers would

be coming for us, and that the camp director wasbe coming for us, and that the camp director wasbe coming for us, and that the camp director was

be coming for us, and that the camp director was

gonna be mad we made a mess at the snack shack.gonna be mad we made a mess at the snack shack.gonna be mad we made a mess at the snack shack.

gonna be mad we made a mess at the snack shack.

Cutter said we should make a Cutter said we should make a Cutter said we should make a 

Cutter said we should make a 

PACPACPAC

PAC

TTT

T

 that if one of that if one of that if one of

 that if one of

us got caught, nobody would rat anyone else out.us got caught, nobody would rat anyone else out.us got caught, nobody would rat anyone else out.

us got caught, nobody would rat anyone else out.

AnAnAn

An

d d d 

d 

everyone seemed to like that idea.everyone seemed to like that idea.everyone seemed to like that idea.

everyone seemed to like that idea.

But it got complicated when we started talkingBut it got complicated when we started talkingBut it got complicated when we started talking

But it got complicated when we started talking

about what the penalty was for about what the penalty was for about what the penalty was for 

about what the penalty was for 

BREAKINGBREAKINGBREAKING

BREAKING

 the the the

 the

pact, because everyone had a diffpact, because everyone had a diffpact, because everyone had a diff

pact, because everyone had a diff

erenereneren

eren

t idt idt id

t id

ea oea oea o

ea o

fff

f

what that should be.what that should be.what that should be.

what that should be.
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Big Marcus said that if you broke the pact, thenBig Marcus said that if you broke the pact, thenBig Marcus said that if you broke the pact, then

Big Marcus said that if you broke the pact, then

you had to go through the Pool Noodle Gauntlet,you had to go through the Pool Noodle Gauntlet,you had to go through the Pool Noodle Gauntlet,

you had to go through the Pool Noodle Gauntlet,

which sounded pretty which sounded pretty which sounded pretty 

which sounded pretty 

HARSHHARSHHARSH

HARSH

 to me. to me. to me.

 to me.

Regular Marcus said that if one of us snitched,Regular Marcus said that if one of us snitched,Regular Marcus said that if one of us snitched,

Regular Marcus said that if one of us snitched,

that person needed to wear his underwear on histhat person needed to wear his underwear on histhat person needed to wear his underwear on his

that person needed to wear his underwear on his

head for a whole day.head for a whole day.head for a whole day.

head for a whole day.
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Some people wanted to take it even Some people wanted to take it even Some people wanted to take it even 

Some people wanted to take it even 

FUFUFU

FU

RRR

R

THERTHERTHER

THER

...

.

Fivehead said it had to be your Fivehead said it had to be your Fivehead said it had to be your 

Fivehead said it had to be your 

DDD

D

ADADAD

AD

’’’

’

SSS

S

 underwear, underwear, underwear,

 underwear,

and and and 

and 

you you you 

you 

had had had 

had 

to walk past the pretty girls’ pitchesto walk past the pretty girls’ pitchesto walk past the pretty girls’ pitches

to walk past the pretty girls’ pitches

at lunchtime.at lunchtime.at lunchtime.

at lunchtime.

Then the guys got into an argument aboutThen the guys got into an argument aboutThen the guys got into an argument about

Then the guys got into an argument about

whether the underwear should be clean or dirty,whether the underwear should be clean or dirty,whether the underwear should be clean or dirty,

whether the underwear should be clean or dirty,

ananan

an

d d d 

d 

things got physical again. But I was actuallythings got physical again. But I was actuallythings got physical again. But I was actually

things got physical again. But I was actually

GLADGLADGLAD

GLAD

, because it gave me the opportunity I, because it gave me the opportunity I, because it gave me the opportunity I

, because it gave me the opportunity I

needed to slip away.needed to slip away.needed to slip away.

needed to slip away.
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TuesdayTuesdayTuesday

Tuesday

Thankfully, Mom didn’t have any big plans for usThankfully, Mom didn’t have any big plans for usThankfully, Mom didn’t have any big plans for us

Thankfully, Mom didn’t have any big plans for us

today. Because after everything that happenedtoday. Because after everything that happenedtoday. Because after everything that happened

today. Because after everything that happened

yesterday, I really just wanted to lie low for theyesterday, I really just wanted to lie low for theyesterday, I really just wanted to lie low for the

yesterday, I really just wanted to lie low for the

rest of the trip.rest of the trip.rest of the trip.

rest of the trip.

Mom went to the camp store to pick up someMom went to the camp store to pick up someMom went to the camp store to pick up some

Mom went to the camp store to pick up some

groceries for dinner, and when she came back shegroceries for dinner, and when she came back shegroceries for dinner, and when she came back she

groceries for dinner, and when she came back she

was all excited about a fwas all excited about a fwas all excited about a f

was all excited about a f

lyer she’d picked up at thelyer she’d picked up at thelyer she’d picked up at the

lyer she’d picked up at the

main lodge.main lodge.main lodge.

main lodge.
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Nobody else was crazy about going to a poolNobody else was crazy about going to a poolNobody else was crazy about going to a pool

Nobody else was crazy about going to a pool

party, but Mom said this could be just the thingparty, but Mom said this could be just the thingparty, but Mom said this could be just the thing

party, but Mom said this could be just the thing

to turn our trip around.to turn our trip around.to turn our trip around.

to turn our trip around.

We all knew that once Mom gets an idea in herWe all knew that once Mom gets an idea in herWe all knew that once Mom gets an idea in her

We all knew that once Mom gets an idea in her

head there’s no talking her out of it. Plus, it hadhead there’s no talking her out of it. Plus, it hadhead there’s no talking her out of it. Plus, it had

head there’s no talking her out of it. Plus, it had

been really sticky and hot all day, so I figured itbeen really sticky and hot all day, so I figured itbeen really sticky and hot all day, so I figured it

been really sticky and hot all day, so I figured it

would be nice to cool off for a few hours.would be nice to cool off for a few hours.would be nice to cool off for a few hours.

would be nice to cool off for a few hours.

Mom forgot to get plastic utensils at the store,Mom forgot to get plastic utensils at the store,Mom forgot to get plastic utensils at the store,

Mom forgot to get plastic utensils at the store,

so she sent me up there with some money. I wasso she sent me up there with some money. I wasso she sent me up there with some money. I was

so she sent me up there with some money. I was

a little nervous one of those teenagers might spota little nervous one of those teenagers might spota little nervous one of those teenagers might spot

a little nervous one of those teenagers might spot

me on the way, so I wanted to get there andme on the way, so I wanted to get there andme on the way, so I wanted to get there and

me on the way, so I wanted to get there and

back as quick as I could.back as quick as I could.back as quick as I could.

back as quick as I could.

But I stopped when Regular Marcus called out toBut I stopped when Regular Marcus called out toBut I stopped when Regular Marcus called out to

But I stopped when Regular Marcus called out to

me when I passed by the place we hid yesterday.me when I passed by the place we hid yesterday.me when I passed by the place we hid yesterday.

me when I passed by the place we hid yesterday.
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Regular Marcus told me that this morning theseRegular Marcus told me that this morning theseRegular Marcus told me that this morning these

Regular Marcus told me that this morning these

posters started appearing all over camp, and heposters started appearing all over camp, and heposters started appearing all over camp, and he

posters started appearing all over camp, and he

showed me one he took from the laundrette.showed me one he took from the laundrette.showed me one he took from the laundrette.

showed me one he took from the laundrette.
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The second I saw the poster, I knew it was aThe second I saw the poster, I knew it was aThe second I saw the poster, I knew it was a

The second I saw the poster, I knew it was a

tricktricktrick

trick

. I told Regular Marcus that the people. I told Regular Marcus that the people. I told Regular Marcus that the people

. I told Regular Marcus that the people

who run this place were just trying to catch thewho run this place were just trying to catch thewho run this place were just trying to catch the

who run this place were just trying to catch the

kids who trashed the snack shack, and theykids who trashed the snack shack, and theykids who trashed the snack shack, and they

kids who trashed the snack shack, and they

were using ice cream as were using ice cream as were using ice cream as 

were using ice cream as 

BAITBAITBAIT

BAIT

. I told him not to. I told him not to. I told him not to

. I told him not to

fall for it, and to tell the fall for it, and to tell the fall for it, and to tell the 

fall for it, and to tell the 

OOO

O

THTHTH

TH

ERERER

ER

 guys not to, guys not to, guys not to,

 guys not to,

either.either.either.

either.

But he said it was already too But he said it was already too But he said it was already too 

But he said it was already too 

LALALA

LA

TETETE

TE

. Because, when. Because, when. Because, when

. Because, when

the first posters went up, the first posters went up, the first posters went up, 

the first posters went up, 

JJJ

J

uuu

u

iii

i

cebox and the othercebox and the othercebox and the other

cebox and the other

guys had headed straight for the lodge with theirguys had headed straight for the lodge with theirguys had headed straight for the lodge with their

guys had headed straight for the lodge with their

water guns.water guns.water guns.

water guns.
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Regular Marcus said he would’ve been Regular Marcus said he would’ve been Regular Marcus said he would’ve been 

Regular Marcus said he would’ve been 

WITHWITHWITH

WITH

 them, them, them,

 them,

but he had to go back to his camper van to grabbut he had to go back to his camper van to grabbut he had to go back to his camper van to grab

but he had to go back to his camper van to grab

his squirt gun. And by the time he got to thehis squirt gun. And by the time he got to thehis squirt gun. And by the time he got to the

his squirt gun. And by the time he got to the

lodge the doors were already lodge the doors were already lodge the doors were already 

lodge the doors were already 

lll

l

ockedockedocked

ocked

...

.

So Regular Marcus climbed up on to a recyclingSo Regular Marcus climbed up on to a recyclingSo Regular Marcus climbed up on to a recycling

So Regular Marcus climbed up on to a recycling

bin to look through the window and see what wasbin to look through the window and see what wasbin to look through the window and see what was

bin to look through the window and see what was

going on. And what he saw wasn’t going on. And what he saw wasn’t going on. And what he saw wasn’t 

going on. And what he saw wasn’t 

preprepre

pre

ttyttytty

tty

...

.
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It turns out there was no ice cream at It turns out there was no ice cream at It turns out there was no ice cream at 

It turns out there was no ice cream at 

ALLALLALL

ALL

. The. The. The

. The

cacaca

ca

mpmpmp

mp

 d d d

 d

iririr

ir

ececec

ec

tototo

to

r r r 

r 

told the guys they were gonna havetold the guys they were gonna havetold the guys they were gonna have

told the guys they were gonna have

tototo

to

 scrub every inch of the snack shack tomorrow scrub every inch of the snack shack tomorrow scrub every inch of the snack shack tomorrow

 scrub every inch of the snack shack tomorrow

morning, and use morning, and use morning, and use 

morning, and use 

TTT

T

OOOOOO

OO

THTHTH

TH

BRBRBR

BR

USHUSHUSH

USH

ESESES

ES

 to do it. to do it. to do it.

 to do it.

I guess I guess I guess 

I guess 

JJJ

J

uuu

u
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cebox didn’t like the sound of that, socebox didn’t like the sound of that, socebox didn’t like the sound of that, so

cebox didn’t like the sound of that, so

he told the camp director the whole thing was ahe told the camp director the whole thing was ahe told the camp director the whole thing was a

he told the camp director the whole thing was a

big big big 

big 

MISUNDERSMISUNDERSMISUNDERS

MISUNDERS

TTT

T

ANDANDAND

AND

INGINGING

ING

...

.
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He said him and the other guys got roped into theHe said him and the other guys got roped into theHe said him and the other guys got roped into the

He said him and the other guys got roped into the

fight, and the guy that started it all was still onfight, and the guy that started it all was still onfight, and the guy that started it all was still on

fight, and the guy that started it all was still on

the loose. And when the camp director asked himthe loose. And when the camp director asked himthe loose. And when the camp director asked him

the loose. And when the camp director asked him

the name of the “ringleader”, the name of the “ringleader”, the name of the “ringleader”, 

the name of the “ringleader”, 

JJJ

J

uuu

u
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i

ceboxceboxcebox

cebox

 threw the threw the threw the

 threw the

new guy under the bus.new guy under the bus.new guy under the bus.

new guy under the bus.

But I guess the camp director wasn’t convinced.But I guess the camp director wasn’t convinced.But I guess the camp director wasn’t convinced.

But I guess the camp director wasn’t convinced.

Because after he let the other guys go, Because after he let the other guys go, Because after he let the other guys go, 

Because after he let the other guys go, 

he madehe madehe made

he made

JJJ

J

uuu

u

icebox walk door to door with him to find thisicebox walk door to door with him to find thisicebox walk door to door with him to find this

icebox walk door to door with him to find this

Jimmy Dogfish character.Jimmy Dogfish character.Jimmy Dogfish character.

Jimmy Dogfish character.

I really didn’t wanna be there when they reachedI really didn’t wanna be there when they reachedI really didn’t wanna be there when they reached

I really didn’t wanna be there when they reached

MYMYMY

MY

 camper van. So, when I got back to our camper van. So, when I got back to our camper van. So, when I got back to our

 camper van. So, when I got back to our

pitch, I told everyone we needed to eat quick sopitch, I told everyone we needed to eat quick sopitch, I told everyone we needed to eat quick so

pitch, I told everyone we needed to eat quick so

we could get to that pool party.we could get to that pool party.we could get to that pool party.

we could get to that pool party.
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I figured the pool might be the one place on theI figured the pool might be the one place on theI figured the pool might be the one place on the

I figured the pool might be the one place on the

campsite where I was actually campsite where I was actually campsite where I was actually 

campsite where I was actually 

SAFESAFESAFE

SAFE

. But once we. But once we. But once we

. But once we

got there I realized I was wrong about that.got there I realized I was wrong about that.got there I realized I was wrong about that.

got there I realized I was wrong about that.

It seemed like the combination of loud music andIt seemed like the combination of loud music andIt seemed like the combination of loud music and

It seemed like the combination of loud music and

night-time was making people a little extra crazy.night-time was making people a little extra crazy.night-time was making people a little extra crazy.

night-time was making people a little extra crazy.

And it wasn’t just the kids this time, it was theAnd it wasn’t just the kids this time, it was theAnd it wasn’t just the kids this time, it was the

And it wasn’t just the kids this time, it was the

grown-ups, too.grown-ups, too.grown-ups, too.

grown-ups, too.

A bunch of dads had turned the shallow end intoA bunch of dads had turned the shallow end intoA bunch of dads had turned the shallow end into

A bunch of dads had turned the shallow end into

a giant a giant a giant 

a giant 

WHIRLPOOLWHIRLPOOLWHIRLPOOL

WHIRLPOOL

...

.
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And somebody had greased the slide, so peopleAnd somebody had greased the slide, so peopleAnd somebody had greased the slide, so people

And somebody had greased the slide, so people

were coming off that thing at a hundred miles anwere coming off that thing at a hundred miles anwere coming off that thing at a hundred miles an

were coming off that thing at a hundred miles an

hour.hour.hour.

hour.
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There was a movie playing on a screen at theThere was a movie playing on a screen at theThere was a movie playing on a screen at the

There was a movie playing on a screen at the

deep end of the pool, and whoever chose the filmdeep end of the pool, and whoever chose the filmdeep end of the pool, and whoever chose the film

deep end of the pool, and whoever chose the film

probably should’ve picked something that was aprobably should’ve picked something that was aprobably should’ve picked something that was a

probably should’ve picked something that was a

little more family-friendly.little more family-friendly.little more family-friendly.

little more family-friendly.

Mom wasn’t even paying attention to what wasMom wasn’t even paying attention to what wasMom wasn’t even paying attention to what was

Mom wasn’t even paying attention to what was

going on in the pool. There were a bunch ofgoing on in the pool. There were a bunch ofgoing on in the pool. There were a bunch of

going on in the pool. There were a bunch of

activities in the grassy area, and she wanted us toactivities in the grassy area, and she wanted us toactivities in the grassy area, and she wanted us to

activities in the grassy area, and she wanted us to

participate in participate in participate in 

participate in 

EEE

E

VERVERVER

VER

YTHINGYTHINGYTHING

YTHING

...

.
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We entered the balloon-popping relay as a family,We entered the balloon-popping relay as a family,We entered the balloon-popping relay as a family,

We entered the balloon-popping relay as a family,

but we came in last place since Manny didn’t havebut we came in last place since Manny didn’t havebut we came in last place since Manny didn’t have

but we came in last place since Manny didn’t have

enough body weight to burst the first balloon.enough body weight to burst the first balloon.enough body weight to burst the first balloon.

enough body weight to burst the first balloon.

Mom made Dad enter the beer belly contest, butMom made Dad enter the beer belly contest, butMom made Dad enter the beer belly contest, but

Mom made Dad enter the beer belly contest, but

he didn’t even make it past the first round.he didn’t even make it past the first round.he didn’t even make it past the first round.

he didn’t even make it past the first round.
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Manny entered a hot dog eating contest on hisManny entered a hot dog eating contest on hisManny entered a hot dog eating contest on his

Manny entered a hot dog eating contest on his

own, and I had no own, and I had no own, and I had no 

own, and I had no 

IDEAIDEAIDEA

IDEA

 that boy could pack so that boy could pack so that boy could pack so

 that boy could pack so

much food away.much food away.much food away.

much food away.

Me and Rodrick competed in a dizzy stick relay race,Me and Rodrick competed in a dizzy stick relay race,Me and Rodrick competed in a dizzy stick relay race,

Me and Rodrick competed in a dizzy stick relay race,

where you had to spin round a baseball bat fivewhere you had to spin round a baseball bat fivewhere you had to spin round a baseball bat five

where you had to spin round a baseball bat five

times, then tag the next person on your team.times, then tag the next person on your team.times, then tag the next person on your team.

times, then tag the next person on your team.

But we were playing against two guys who had justBut we were playing against two guys who had justBut we were playing against two guys who had just

But we were playing against two guys who had just

finifinifini

fini

shedshedshed

shed

 the the the

 the

 hot hot hot

 hot

 dog dog dog

 dog

 eating contest, so things got eating contest, so things got eating contest, so things got

 eating contest, so things got

a little a little a little 

a little 

MMM

M

ESSESSESS

ESS

YYY

Y

...

.
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Mom tried to get me to enter a mother-son danceMom tried to get me to enter a mother-son danceMom tried to get me to enter a mother-son dance

Mom tried to get me to enter a mother-son dance

contest with her, but there wasn’t enough moneycontest with her, but there wasn’t enough moneycontest with her, but there wasn’t enough money

contest with her, but there wasn’t enough money

in the world to get me to agree to in the world to get me to agree to in the world to get me to agree to 

in the world to get me to agree to 

THATHATHA

THA

TTT

T

...

.

I entered the pie eating contest, because II entered the pie eating contest, because II entered the pie eating contest, because I

I entered the pie eating contest, because I

thought I might actually thought I might actually thought I might actually 

thought I might actually 

WINWINWIN

WIN

. But they held it. But they held it. But they held it

. But they held it

at the same time as the belly fat the same time as the belly fat the same time as the belly f

at the same time as the belly f

lololo

lo

p p p 

p 

cococo

co

ntntnt

nt

eseses

es

t,t,t,

t,

 a a a

 a

ndndnd

nd

mymymy

my

 seat was the one closest to the pool. seat was the one closest to the pool. seat was the one closest to the pool.

 seat was the one closest to the pool.
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Speaking of the belly fSpeaking of the belly fSpeaking of the belly f

Speaking of the belly f

lop contest, too manylop contest, too manylop contest, too many

lop contest, too many

contestants got on the diving board at the samecontestants got on the diving board at the samecontestants got on the diving board at the same

contestants got on the diving board at the same

time, and it wasn’t built to carry that much weight.time, and it wasn’t built to carry that much weight.time, and it wasn’t built to carry that much weight.

time, and it wasn’t built to carry that much weight.

After the party activities wrapped up, MomAfter the party activities wrapped up, MomAfter the party activities wrapped up, Mom

After the party activities wrapped up, Mom

talked us all into getting in the water for a quicktalked us all into getting in the water for a quicktalked us all into getting in the water for a quick

talked us all into getting in the water for a quick

family swim.family swim.family swim.

family swim.
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The pool was crowded and nobody was really doingThe pool was crowded and nobody was really doingThe pool was crowded and nobody was really doing

The pool was crowded and nobody was really doing

any swimming, anyway. It seemed like the onlyany swimming, anyway. It seemed like the onlyany swimming, anyway. It seemed like the only

any swimming, anyway. It seemed like the only

people having any fun were the ones on people having any fun were the ones on people having any fun were the ones on 

people having any fun were the ones on 

RAFRAFRAF

RAF

TSTSTS

TS

...

.

But the rafts were all taken, and it didn’t lookBut the rafts were all taken, and it didn’t lookBut the rafts were all taken, and it didn’t look

But the rafts were all taken, and it didn’t look

like anybody was willing to give one up.like anybody was willing to give one up.like anybody was willing to give one up.

like anybody was willing to give one up.

Then Mom spotted a giant empty inner tube inThen Mom spotted a giant empty inner tube inThen Mom spotted a giant empty inner tube in

Then Mom spotted a giant empty inner tube in

the middle of the pool. That thing was so big itthe middle of the pool. That thing was so big itthe middle of the pool. That thing was so big it

the middle of the pool. That thing was so big it

must’ve been an must’ve been an must’ve been an 

must’ve been an 

AeroPLANEAeroPLANEAeroPLANE

AeroPLANE

 tyre or something. tyre or something. tyre or something.

 tyre or something.

So we all swam out to it before someone else tookSo we all swam out to it before someone else tookSo we all swam out to it before someone else took

So we all swam out to it before someone else took

it for themselves.it for themselves.it for themselves.

it for themselves.
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The tyre was so huge it was almost impossible toThe tyre was so huge it was almost impossible toThe tyre was so huge it was almost impossible to

The tyre was so huge it was almost impossible to

get into. But, with a little teamwork, we finallyget into. But, with a little teamwork, we finallyget into. But, with a little teamwork, we finally

get into. But, with a little teamwork, we finally

did it.did it.did it.

did it.

Once we all got on, we found out why that thingOnce we all got on, we found out why that thingOnce we all got on, we found out why that thing

Once we all got on, we found out why that thing

was empty to was empty to was empty to 

was empty to 

BEBEBE

BE

GINGINGIN

GIN

 with. with. with.

 with.
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After we got tossed from the giant inner tube,After we got tossed from the giant inner tube,After we got tossed from the giant inner tube,

After we got tossed from the giant inner tube,

Mom was done with the pool party. AnMom was done with the pool party. AnMom was done with the pool party. An

Mom was done with the pool party. An

d I feltd I feltd I felt

d I felt

bad because I knew how much she wanted tonightbad because I knew how much she wanted tonightbad because I knew how much she wanted tonight

bad because I knew how much she wanted tonight

to be special.to be special.to be special.

to be special.

A lot of other people were starting to clearA lot of other people were starting to clearA lot of other people were starting to clear

A lot of other people were starting to clear

ououou

ou

t,t,t,

t,

 t t t

 t

oooooo

oo

, , , 

, 

but there were still a few stragglersbut there were still a few stragglersbut there were still a few stragglers

but there were still a few stragglers

coming into the party. And some of them lookedcoming into the party. And some of them lookedcoming into the party. And some of them looked

coming into the party. And some of them looked

FFF

F

AMILIARAMILIARAMILIAR

AMILIAR

...

.

The rest of my family got out of the pool, butThe rest of my family got out of the pool, butThe rest of my family got out of the pool, but

The rest of my family got out of the pool, but

I decided to stay put. I didn’t know if thoseI decided to stay put. I didn’t know if thoseI decided to stay put. I didn’t know if those

I decided to stay put. I didn’t know if those

teenagers would recognize me or not, but I wasn’tteenagers would recognize me or not, but I wasn’tteenagers would recognize me or not, but I wasn’t

teenagers would recognize me or not, but I wasn’t

willing to take any willing to take any willing to take any 

willing to take any 

CHANCESCHANCESCHANCES

CHANCES

...

.
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There were still a lot of people in the pool, so itThere were still a lot of people in the pool, so itThere were still a lot of people in the pool, so it

There were still a lot of people in the pool, so it

wasn’t that hard to stay hidden. But when thosewasn’t that hard to stay hidden. But when thosewasn’t that hard to stay hidden. But when those

wasn’t that hard to stay hidden. But when those

guys stepped in the water, it got harder for meguys stepped in the water, it got harder for meguys stepped in the water, it got harder for me

guys stepped in the water, it got harder for me

to stay out of sight.to stay out of sight.to stay out of sight.

to stay out of sight.

And my situation got a whole lot And my situation got a whole lot And my situation got a whole lot 

And my situation got a whole lot 

WOWOWO

WO

RSRSRS

RS

EEE

E

 when when when

 when

the next two people showed up at the party.the next two people showed up at the party.the next two people showed up at the party.

the next two people showed up at the party.
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I knew the camp director was looking for I knew the camp director was looking for I knew the camp director was looking for 

I knew the camp director was looking for 

MEMEME

ME

...

.

So I decided to go in the only direction I could,So I decided to go in the only direction I could,So I decided to go in the only direction I could,

So I decided to go in the only direction I could,

which was which was which was 

which was 

DOWNDOWNDOWN

DOWN

...

.

I went to the bottom of the pool and sat there.I went to the bottom of the pool and sat there.I went to the bottom of the pool and sat there.

I went to the bottom of the pool and sat there.

And I planned on And I planned on And I planned on 

And I planned on 

SSS

S

TTT

T

AAA

A

YINGYINGYING

YING

 down there as long down there as long down there as long

 down there as long

as it took.as it took.as it took.

as it took.
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I was actually starting to run out of oxygenI was actually starting to run out of oxygenI was actually starting to run out of oxygen

I was actually starting to run out of oxygen

when something when something when something 

when something 

WEIRDWEIRDWEIRD

WEIRD

 happened. There was happened. There was happened. There was

 happened. There was

a fa fa f

a f

lash of light, like someone taking a picturelash of light, like someone taking a picturelash of light, like someone taking a picture

lash of light, like someone taking a picture

underwater. And then everyone started gettingunderwater. And then everyone started gettingunderwater. And then everyone started getting

underwater. And then everyone started getting

out of the pool.out of the pool.out of the pool.

out of the pool.

Ten seconds later it was empty except for Ten seconds later it was empty except for Ten seconds later it was empty except for 

Ten seconds later it was empty except for 

MEMEME

ME

...

.

And that’s when I came to the surface.And that’s when I came to the surface.And that’s when I came to the surface.

And that’s when I came to the surface.
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The first thing I noticed was the The first thing I noticed was the The first thing I noticed was the 

The first thing I noticed was the 

RAINRAINRAIN

RAIN

, which, which, which

, which

was really coming down. Then was really coming down. Then was really coming down. Then 

was really coming down. Then 

LIGHTNINGLIGHTNINGLIGHTNING

LIGHTNING

fff

f

lashed across the sky, and that explained whylashed across the sky, and that explained whylashed across the sky, and that explained why

lashed across the sky, and that explained why

everyone was in such a hurry to get out of the pool.everyone was in such a hurry to get out of the pool.everyone was in such a hurry to get out of the pool.

everyone was in such a hurry to get out of the pool.

The teenagers and The teenagers and The teenagers and 

The teenagers and 

JJJ

J

uicebox were long gone, anduicebox were long gone, anduicebox were long gone, and

uicebox were long gone, and

so was my so was my so was my 

so was my 

FAMILFAMILFAMIL

FAMIL

YYY

Y

. I really didn’t wanna get. I really didn’t wanna get. I really didn’t wanna get

. I really didn’t wanna get

electrocuted, so I figured I’d better get out ofelectrocuted, so I figured I’d better get out ofelectrocuted, so I figured I’d better get out of

electrocuted, so I figured I’d better get out of

there, too.there, too.there, too.

there, too.

I left the pool area and headed for the camperI left the pool area and headed for the camperI left the pool area and headed for the camper

I left the pool area and headed for the camper

van. But in the dark and the rain it was hard tovan. But in the dark and the rain it was hard tovan. But in the dark and the rain it was hard to

van. But in the dark and the rain it was hard to

see where I was going.see where I was going.see where I was going.

see where I was going.
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There was a There was a There was a 

There was a 

HHH

H

UUU

U

GEGEGE

GE

 crash of lightning, and it crash of lightning, and it crash of lightning, and it

 crash of lightning, and it

sounded like it might’ve hit something nearby.sounded like it might’ve hit something nearby.sounded like it might’ve hit something nearby.

sounded like it might’ve hit something nearby.

Then the air-raid siren at the lodge cranked up,Then the air-raid siren at the lodge cranked up,Then the air-raid siren at the lodge cranked up,

Then the air-raid siren at the lodge cranked up,

which made everything even more which made everything even more which made everything even more 

which made everything even more 

SSS

S

TRESSFULTRESSFULTRESSFUL

TRESSFUL

...

.
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I realized that if I stayed outside much longer II realized that if I stayed outside much longer II realized that if I stayed outside much longer I

I realized that if I stayed outside much longer I

was gonna get burned to a was gonna get burned to a was gonna get burned to a 

was gonna get burned to a 

CRISCRISCRIS

CRIS

PPP

P

. But nobody in. But nobody in. But nobody in

. But nobody in

any of the deluxe camper vans would let me inside.any of the deluxe camper vans would let me inside.any of the deluxe camper vans would let me inside.

any of the deluxe camper vans would let me inside.

I finally made it to our camper van. And whenI finally made it to our camper van. And whenI finally made it to our camper van. And when

I finally made it to our camper van. And when

 I I I

 I

opened the door my whole family was already there.opened the door my whole family was already there.opened the door my whole family was already there.

opened the door my whole family was already there.
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MoMoMo

Mo

m m m 

m 

said she thought I’d run ahead to thesaid she thought I’d run ahead to thesaid she thought I’d run ahead to the

said she thought I’d run ahead to the

camper van when the rain started, and it was acamper van when the rain started, and it was acamper van when the rain started, and it was a

camper van when the rain started, and it was a

MIRAMIRAMIRA

MIRA

CLECLECLE

CLE

 I was  I was  I was 

 I was 

OKOKOK

OK

...

.

To be honest with you, I felt the same way.To be honest with you, I felt the same way.To be honest with you, I felt the same way.

To be honest with you, I felt the same way.

That storm came at the perfect moment, and IThat storm came at the perfect moment, and IThat storm came at the perfect moment, and I

That storm came at the perfect moment, and I

almost felt like it was the work of a higher power.almost felt like it was the work of a higher power.almost felt like it was the work of a higher power.

almost felt like it was the work of a higher power.

Or maybe it was just one big cosmic Or maybe it was just one big cosmic Or maybe it was just one big cosmic 

Or maybe it was just one big cosmic 

JOKEJOKEJOKE

JOKE

...

.

Because if there’s one thing I learned tonight,Because if there’s one thing I learned tonight,Because if there’s one thing I learned tonight,

Because if there’s one thing I learned tonight,

it’s that God has a sense of it’s that God has a sense of it’s that God has a sense of 

it’s that God has a sense of 

HHH

H

UUU

U

MMM

M

OuROuROuR

OuR

...

.
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WednesdayWednesdayWednesday

Wednesday

If you’ve ever wondered what it’s like to beIf you’ve ever wondered what it’s like to beIf you’ve ever wondered what it’s like to be

If you’ve ever wondered what it’s like to be

sprayed by a skunk, I can tell you from first-sprayed by a skunk, I can tell you from first-sprayed by a skunk, I can tell you from first-

sprayed by a skunk, I can tell you from first-

hand experience. It feels like you’ve gone hand experience. It feels like you’ve gone hand experience. It feels like you’ve gone 

hand experience. It feels like you’ve gone 

BLINDBLINDBLIND

BLIND

,,,

,

and your eyes sting like and your eyes sting like and your eyes sting like 

and your eyes sting like 

CRAZYCRAZYCRAZY

CRAZY

...

.

So you have to fSo you have to fSo you have to f

So you have to f

lush them with water, if you’relush them with water, if you’relush them with water, if you’re

lush them with water, if you’re

lucky enough to have any nearby.lucky enough to have any nearby.lucky enough to have any nearby.

lucky enough to have any nearby.
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Once your vision improves, you start to noticeOnce your vision improves, you start to noticeOnce your vision improves, you start to notice

Once your vision improves, you start to notice

the the the 

the 

SMELLSMELLSMELL

SMELL

, which is like a mix of rotten eggs, which is like a mix of rotten eggs, which is like a mix of rotten eggs

, which is like a mix of rotten eggs

ananan

an

d d d 

d 

rororo

ro

adadad

ad

kikiki

ki

llllll

ll

. And you don’t just . And you don’t just . And you don’t just 

. And you don’t just 

SSS

S

MMM

M

ELLELLELL

ELL

 it, you it, you it, you

 it, you

TATATA

TA

SSS

S

TTT

T

EEE

E

 it. But, trust me, the best thing is to it. But, trust me, the best thing is to it. But, trust me, the best thing is to

 it. But, trust me, the best thing is to

not get sprayed in the not get sprayed in the not get sprayed in the 

not get sprayed in the 

FIRSFIRSFIRS

FIRS

TTT

T

 place. place. place.

 place.

One of the books we bought at the caOne of the books we bought at the caOne of the books we bought at the ca

One of the books we bought at the ca

mpmpmp

mp

ininin

in

g g g 

g 

ststst

st

ororor

or

eee

e

had a chapter on what you should do if you gohad a chapter on what you should do if you gohad a chapter on what you should do if you go

had a chapter on what you should do if you go

ttt

t

sprayed by a skunk. But it wasn’t that helpful,sprayed by a skunk. But it wasn’t that helpful,sprayed by a skunk. But it wasn’t that helpful,

sprayed by a skunk. But it wasn’t that helpful,

since we couldn’t get any of the ingredients untilsince we couldn’t get any of the ingredients untilsince we couldn’t get any of the ingredients until

since we couldn’t get any of the ingredients until

the store opened in the morning.the store opened in the morning.the store opened in the morning.

the store opened in the morning.
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We knew we couldn’t go to sleep smelling likeWe knew we couldn’t go to sleep smelling likeWe knew we couldn’t go to sleep smelling like

We knew we couldn’t go to sleep smelling like

skunk, so we tried to find something to cover upskunk, so we tried to find something to cover upskunk, so we tried to find something to cover up

skunk, so we tried to find something to cover up

the odour.the odour.the odour.

the odour.

Luckily, there were a bunch of ketchup andLuckily, there were a bunch of ketchup andLuckily, there were a bunch of ketchup and

Luckily, there were a bunch of ketchup and

mustard packets in one of the drawers, and wemustard packets in one of the drawers, and wemustard packets in one of the drawers, and we

mustard packets in one of the drawers, and we

rubbed the condiments all over ourselves. Mannyrubbed the condiments all over ourselves. Mannyrubbed the condiments all over ourselves. Manny

rubbed the condiments all over ourselves. Manny

found a bottle of Uncle Gary’s cologne betweenfound a bottle of Uncle Gary’s cologne betweenfound a bottle of Uncle Gary’s cologne between

found a bottle of Uncle Gary’s cologne between

the seat cushions, but that stuff smelled almost asthe seat cushions, but that stuff smelled almost asthe seat cushions, but that stuff smelled almost as

the seat cushions, but that stuff smelled almost as

bad as the bad as the bad as the 

bad as the 

SKSKSK

SK

UNKUNKUNK

UNK

...

.

We all had a terrible night’s sleep, and when weWe all had a terrible night’s sleep, and when weWe all had a terrible night’s sleep, and when we

We all had a terrible night’s sleep, and when we

woke in the morning we realized it wasn’t justwoke in the morning we realized it wasn’t justwoke in the morning we realized it wasn’t just

woke in the morning we realized it wasn’t just

USUSUS

US

 that stank. It was everything inside the that stank. It was everything inside the that stank. It was everything inside the

 that stank. It was everything inside the

camper van, too.camper van, too.camper van, too.

camper van, too.
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So we emptied the whole thing out. And it wasSo we emptied the whole thing out. And it wasSo we emptied the whole thing out. And it was

So we emptied the whole thing out. And it was

pretty clear we were gonna have to throw almostpretty clear we were gonna have to throw almostpretty clear we were gonna have to throw almost

pretty clear we were gonna have to throw almost

everything away, especially our everything away, especially our everything away, especially our 

everything away, especially our 

FOODFOODFOOD

FOOD

...

.

Mom gave me money and sent me up to the campMom gave me money and sent me up to the campMom gave me money and sent me up to the camp

Mom gave me money and sent me up to the camp

store to get the deskunking supplies and somestore to get the deskunking supplies and somestore to get the deskunking supplies and some

store to get the deskunking supplies and some

groceries. But on my way up there I could tellgroceries. But on my way up there I could tellgroceries. But on my way up there I could tell

groceries. But on my way up there I could tell

something wasn’t something wasn’t something wasn’t 

something wasn’t 

RIGHTRIGHTRIGHT

RIGHT

...

.
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By the time I got to the store, all the food wasBy the time I got to the store, all the food wasBy the time I got to the store, all the food was

By the time I got to the store, all the food was

GONEGONEGONE

GONE

, and the shelves were practically bare. I, and the shelves were practically bare. I, and the shelves were practically bare. I

, and the shelves were practically bare. I

was lucky there was still some hydrogen peroxidewas lucky there was still some hydrogen peroxidewas lucky there was still some hydrogen peroxide

was lucky there was still some hydrogen peroxide

and baking soda left, because if I’d got thereand baking soda left, because if I’d got thereand baking soda left, because if I’d got there

and baking soda left, because if I’d got there

a few minutes later somebody probably would’vea few minutes later somebody probably would’vea few minutes later somebody probably would’ve

a few minutes later somebody probably would’ve

scooped them up, too.scooped them up, too.scooped them up, too.

scooped them up, too.

I tried to ask someone what was happening, but II tried to ask someone what was happening, but II tried to ask someone what was happening, but I

I tried to ask someone what was happening, but I

guess the ketchup and mustard weren’t doing theirguess the ketchup and mustard weren’t doing theirguess the ketchup and mustard weren’t doing their

guess the ketchup and mustard weren’t doing their

job of covering up the skunk smell.job of covering up the skunk smell.job of covering up the skunk smell.

job of covering up the skunk smell.
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After I paid for my stuff and left, I ran intoAfter I paid for my stuff and left, I ran intoAfter I paid for my stuff and left, I ran into

After I paid for my stuff and left, I ran into

DooDoo, who didn’t seem to even DooDoo, who didn’t seem to even DooDoo, who didn’t seem to even 

DooDoo, who didn’t seem to even 

NONONO

NO

TTT

T

ICEICEICE

ICE

 the the the

 the

way I smelled.way I smelled.way I smelled.

way I smelled.

He told me the reason people were acting crazyHe told me the reason people were acting crazyHe told me the reason people were acting crazy

He told me the reason people were acting crazy

was because last night a bolt of lightning struckwas because last night a bolt of lightning struckwas because last night a bolt of lightning struck

was because last night a bolt of lightning struck

the bridge leading to the campsite, and onthe bridge leading to the campsite, and onthe bridge leading to the campsite, and on

the bridge leading to the campsite, and on

eee

e

section of the bridge was totally section of the bridge was totally section of the bridge was totally 

section of the bridge was totally 

DESDESDES

DES

TRTRTR

TR

OOO

O

YEDYEDYED

YED

...

.

He said the truck that brings supplies couldn’t getHe said the truck that brings supplies couldn’t getHe said the truck that brings supplies couldn’t get

He said the truck that brings supplies couldn’t get

on to the property, which explained why everyoneon to the property, which explained why everyoneon to the property, which explained why everyone

on to the property, which explained why everyone

was snapping up everything at the store.was snapping up everything at the store.was snapping up everything at the store.

was snapping up everything at the store.
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But now I was the one who was panicking. BecauseBut now I was the one who was panicking. BecauseBut now I was the one who was panicking. Because

But now I was the one who was panicking. Because

if nobody could get if nobody could get if nobody could get 

if nobody could get 

INtoINtoINto

INto

 camp, that meant camp, that meant camp, that meant

 camp, that meant

nobody could get nobody could get nobody could get 

nobody could get 

OOO

O

UTUTUT

UT

, either., either., either.

, either.

I ran back to tell Mom and Dad what was goingI ran back to tell Mom and Dad what was goingI ran back to tell Mom and Dad what was going

I ran back to tell Mom and Dad what was going

on. But by then our neighbours had woken up,on. But by then our neighbours had woken up,on. But by then our neighbours had woken up,

on. But by then our neighbours had woken up,

and apparently they weren’t crazy about theand apparently they weren’t crazy about theand apparently they weren’t crazy about the

and apparently they weren’t crazy about the

skunk smell.skunk smell.skunk smell.

skunk smell.

I filled Mom and Dad in on the bridge situation.I filled Mom and Dad in on the bridge situation.I filled Mom and Dad in on the bridge situation.

I filled Mom and Dad in on the bridge situation.

Mom said the most important thing was that weMom said the most important thing was that weMom said the most important thing was that we

Mom said the most important thing was that we

didn’t didn’t didn’t 

didn’t 

PPP

P

ANICANICANIC

ANIC

, because that never helps. And she, because that never helps. And she, because that never helps. And she

, because that never helps. And she

said that what we should be focused on right nowsaid that what we should be focused on right nowsaid that what we should be focused on right now

said that what we should be focused on right now

was getting rid of this was getting rid of this was getting rid of this 

was getting rid of this 

odoUrodoUrodoUr

odoUr

...

.
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The deskunking instructions said to pour the bakingThe deskunking instructions said to pour the bakingThe deskunking instructions said to pour the baking

The deskunking instructions said to pour the baking

soda and hydrogen peroxide in a hot bath, but it’ssoda and hydrogen peroxide in a hot bath, but it’ssoda and hydrogen peroxide in a hot bath, but it’s

soda and hydrogen peroxide in a hot bath, but it’s

not like there were a bunch of bathtubs on thenot like there were a bunch of bathtubs on thenot like there were a bunch of bathtubs on the

not like there were a bunch of bathtubs on the

campsite. So we used the next best thing. And itcampsite. So we used the next best thing. And itcampsite. So we used the next best thing. And it

campsite. So we used the next best thing. And it

turns out dogs don’t like the smell of skunk, either.turns out dogs don’t like the smell of skunk, either.turns out dogs don’t like the smell of skunk, either.

turns out dogs don’t like the smell of skunk, either.

We must’ve soaked in the hot tub for an hour. ButWe must’ve soaked in the hot tub for an hour. ButWe must’ve soaked in the hot tub for an hour. But

We must’ve soaked in the hot tub for an hour. But

in the time it took to scrub our bodies and ourin the time it took to scrub our bodies and ourin the time it took to scrub our bodies and our

in the time it took to scrub our bodies and our

clothes clean, things at camp had gone clothes clean, things at camp had gone clothes clean, things at camp had gone 

clothes clean, things at camp had gone 

TTT

T

OOO

O

TTT

T

ALLALLALL

ALL

YYY

Y

off the rails.off the rails.off the rails.

off the rails.

It started with the It started with the It started with the 

It started with the 

WWW

W

AAA

A

TERTERTER

TER

. When the camp. When the camp. When the camp

. When the camp

store ran out of water bottles, people used thestore ran out of water bottles, people used thestore ran out of water bottles, people used the

store ran out of water bottles, people used the

tap by the main lodge to fill up their containers.tap by the main lodge to fill up their containers.tap by the main lodge to fill up their containers.

tap by the main lodge to fill up their containers.
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SoSoSo

So

mememe

me
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took more than they needed, though,took more than they needed, though,took more than they needed, though,

took more than they needed, though,

and the well ran and the well ran and the well ran 

and the well ran 

DDD

D

RYRYRY

RY

...

.

So then people got water from wherever theySo then people got water from wherever theySo then people got water from wherever they

So then people got water from wherever they

could could could 

could 

FINDFINDFIND

FIND

 it. it. it.

 it.

Things got Things got Things got 

Things got 

REALLREALLREALL

REALL

YYY

Y

 ugly when people ran out of ugly when people ran out of ugly when people ran out of

 ugly when people ran out of

the coins they needed to operate the showers.the coins they needed to operate the showers.the coins they needed to operate the showers.

the coins they needed to operate the showers.
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So now quarters were like So now quarters were like So now quarters were like 

So now quarters were like 

GOLDGOLDGOLD

GOLD

, and I heard, and I heard, and I heard

, and I heard

about a woman who sold her wedding ring forabout a woman who sold her wedding ring forabout a woman who sold her wedding ring for

about a woman who sold her wedding ring for

seventy-five cents.seventy-five cents.seventy-five cents.

seventy-five cents.

Some people got frustrated they couldn’t get theirSome people got frustrated they couldn’t get theirSome people got frustrated they couldn’t get their

Some people got frustrated they couldn’t get their

hands on any coins, so they raided the hands on any coins, so they raided the hands on any coins, so they raided the 

hands on any coins, so they raided the 

ARARAR

AR

CADECADECADE

CADE

...

.
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People hit the laundrette next. And People hit the laundrette next. And People hit the laundrette next. And 

People hit the laundrette next. And 

I knI knI kn

I kn

ew tew tew t

ew t

hishishis

his

whole whole whole 

whole 

placeplaceplace

place

 was gonna stink after everybody ran was gonna stink after everybody ran was gonna stink after everybody ran

 was gonna stink after everybody ran

ououou

ou

t ot ot o

t o

f clean clothes.f clean clothes.f clean clothes.

f clean clothes.

Eventually someone got the bright idea to getEventually someone got the bright idea to getEventually someone got the bright idea to get

Eventually someone got the bright idea to get

the water directly from the plastic tank abovethe water directly from the plastic tank abovethe water directly from the plastic tank above

the water directly from the plastic tank above

the shower block.the shower block.the shower block.

the shower block.
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The tank fell off the roof and rolled down theThe tank fell off the roof and rolled down theThe tank fell off the roof and rolled down the

The tank fell off the roof and rolled down the

hill, where it leaked out half the water beforehill, where it leaked out half the water beforehill, where it leaked out half the water before

hill, where it leaked out half the water before

coming to a stop at one of the sandpits. Then thecoming to a stop at one of the sandpits. Then thecoming to a stop at one of the sandpits. Then the

coming to a stop at one of the sandpits. Then the

OOO

O

THERTHERTHER

THER

 half emptied out into the sand. half emptied out into the sand. half emptied out into the sand.

 half emptied out into the sand.

Now people were Now people were Now people were 

Now people were 

RRR

R

EALLEALLEALL

EALL

YYY

Y

 freaking out and tried freaking out and tried freaking out and tried

 freaking out and tried

to save what they could. But the sandpit turnedto save what they could. But the sandpit turnedto save what they could. But the sandpit turned

to save what they could. But the sandpit turned

into into into 

into 

QUICKSANDQUICKSANDQUICKSAND

QUICKSAND

, and a few people actually, and a few people actually, and a few people actually

, and a few people actually

had to be had to be had to be 

had to be 

RRR

R

ESCUEDESCUEDESCUED

ESCUED

...

.
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Around dinnertime, everyone started gettingAround dinnertime, everyone started gettingAround dinnertime, everyone started getting

Around dinnertime, everyone started getting

HUNGHUNGHUNG

HUNG

RRR

R

YYY

Y

. Some people had enough food to last. Some people had enough food to last. Some people had enough food to last

. Some people had enough food to last

them a few days, but everyone else was countingthem a few days, but everyone else was countingthem a few days, but everyone else was counting

them a few days, but everyone else was counting

on getting their groceries from the camp store.on getting their groceries from the camp store.on getting their groceries from the camp store.

on getting their groceries from the camp store.

So things started to get a little So things started to get a little So things started to get a little 

So things started to get a little 

CRAZYCRAZYCRAZY

CRAZY

. A. A. A

. A

bunch of people raided the snack shack, andbunch of people raided the snack shack, andbunch of people raided the snack shack, and

bunch of people raided the snack shack, and

one person stole a giant bag of food from theone person stole a giant bag of food from theone person stole a giant bag of food from the

one person stole a giant bag of food from the

pet-friendly area.pet-friendly area.pet-friendly area.

pet-friendly area.

The animals must’ve got the sense that thingsThe animals must’ve got the sense that thingsThe animals must’ve got the sense that things

The animals must’ve got the sense that things

were getting out of control, so they bandedwere getting out of control, so they bandedwere getting out of control, so they banded

were getting out of control, so they banded

TTT

T

OGETHEROGETHEROGETHER

OGETHER

...

.
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And when one of our neighbours fired up theirAnd when one of our neighbours fired up theirAnd when one of our neighbours fired up their

And when one of our neighbours fired up their

BBQBBQBBQ

BBQ

 to cook some hamburgers, a pack of dogs to cook some hamburgers, a pack of dogs to cook some hamburgers, a pack of dogs

 to cook some hamburgers, a pack of dogs

made its move.made its move.made its move.

made its move.

A few people ate the leftover hot dogs fromA few people ate the leftover hot dogs fromA few people ate the leftover hot dogs from

A few people ate the leftover hot dogs from

the pool party, and the teenagers from the hillthe pool party, and the teenagers from the hillthe pool party, and the teenagers from the hill

the pool party, and the teenagers from the hill

salvaged some of their slingshot ammunition downsalvaged some of their slingshot ammunition downsalvaged some of their slingshot ammunition down

salvaged some of their slingshot ammunition down

at the field.at the field.at the field.

at the field.
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I was more I was more I was more 

I was more 

nernerner

ner

vvv

v

ooo

o

ususus

us

 than hungry. Pe than hungry. Pe than hungry. Pe

 than hungry. Pe

opopop

op

lelele

le

 d d d

 d

ooo

o

crazy things when they’re desperate, and I hadcrazy things when they’re desperate, and I hadcrazy things when they’re desperate, and I had

crazy things when they’re desperate, and I had

no idea how bad things would get. So I kept myno idea how bad things would get. So I kept myno idea how bad things would get. So I kept my

no idea how bad things would get. So I kept my

shirt off to show everyone that I didn’t have ashirt off to show everyone that I didn’t have ashirt off to show everyone that I didn’t have a

shirt off to show everyone that I didn’t have a

lot of lot of lot of 

lot of 

MEAMEAMEA

MEA

TTT

T

 on me. on me. on me.

 on me.

The other thing I was worried about was theThe other thing I was worried about was theThe other thing I was worried about was the

The other thing I was worried about was the

WEAWEAWEA

WEA

THERTHERTHER

THER

. Dad’s phone said another storm was. Dad’s phone said another storm was. Dad’s phone said another storm was

. Dad’s phone said another storm was

coming tonight, and that was the coming tonight, and that was the coming tonight, and that was the 

coming tonight, and that was the 

LASLASLAS

LAS

TTT

T

 thing thing thing

 thing

this place needed.this place needed.this place needed.

this place needed.
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Mom said everyone was Mom said everyone was Mom said everyone was 

Mom said everyone was 

OOO

O

VERREAVERREAVERREA

VERREA

CTINGCTINGCTING

CTING

, and, and, and

, and

that by morning someone would repair the bridgethat by morning someone would repair the bridgethat by morning someone would repair the bridge

that by morning someone would repair the bridge

and everything would go back to normal.and everything would go back to normal.and everything would go back to normal.

and everything would go back to normal.

But when night fell things at the campsite gotBut when night fell things at the campsite gotBut when night fell things at the campsite got

But when night fell things at the campsite got

a whole lot a whole lot a whole lot 

a whole lot 

wowowo

wo

rserserse

rse

. And when one of the. And when one of the. And when one of the

. And when one of the

deluxe camper vans got tipped over by people whodeluxe camper vans got tipped over by people whodeluxe camper vans got tipped over by people who

deluxe camper vans got tipped over by people who

thought they were hoarding canned food andthought they were hoarding canned food andthought they were hoarding canned food and

thought they were hoarding canned food and

toilet paper inside, Mom finally admitted thingstoilet paper inside, Mom finally admitted thingstoilet paper inside, Mom finally admitted things

toilet paper inside, Mom finally admitted things

were were were 

were 

SERIOUSSERIOUSSERIOUS

SERIOUS

...

.

Now we Now we Now we 

Now we 

ALLALLALL

ALL

 wanted to get out of this place, wanted to get out of this place, wanted to get out of this place,

 wanted to get out of this place,

but nobody could figure out but nobody could figure out but nobody could figure out 

but nobody could figure out 

HOWHOWHOW

HOW

. And that’s. And that’s. And that’s

. And that’s

when I thought of the when I thought of the when I thought of the 

when I thought of the 

SSS

S

TTT

T

REAMREAMREAM

REAM

...

.
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I remembered there was one part that wasI remembered there was one part that wasI remembered there was one part that was

I remembered there was one part that was

really really really 

really 

SHALLSHALLSHALL

SHALL

OWOWOW

OW

, and I said we might be able, and I said we might be able, and I said we might be able

, and I said we might be able

to drive the camper van over the rocks and getto drive the camper van over the rocks and getto drive the camper van over the rocks and get

to drive the camper van over the rocks and get

to the other side.to the other side.to the other side.

to the other side.

I thought everyone would say my idea was stupid,I thought everyone would say my idea was stupid,I thought everyone would say my idea was stupid,

I thought everyone would say my idea was stupid,

but when a camper van two doors down got tibut when a camper van two doors down got tibut when a camper van two doors down got ti

but when a camper van two doors down got ti

pppppp

pp

ededed

ed

over we were ready to try just about over we were ready to try just about over we were ready to try just about 

over we were ready to try just about 

ANYTHINGANYTHINGANYTHING

ANYTHING

...

.
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We didn’t wanna call a lot of attention toWe didn’t wanna call a lot of attention toWe didn’t wanna call a lot of attention to

We didn’t wanna call a lot of attention to

ourselves by turning on the engine, so we pushedourselves by turning on the engine, so we pushedourselves by turning on the engine, so we pushed

ourselves by turning on the engine, so we pushed

the camper van off the pad and down the hill.the camper van off the pad and down the hill.the camper van off the pad and down the hill.

the camper van off the pad and down the hill.

And, once we got it going, the camper van reallyAnd, once we got it going, the camper van reallyAnd, once we got it going, the camper van really

And, once we got it going, the camper van really

started started started 

started 

MOMOMO

MO

VINGVINGVING

VING

...

.

The only problem was we forgot to detach theThe only problem was we forgot to detach theThe only problem was we forgot to detach the

The only problem was we forgot to detach the

sewer pipesewer pipesewer pipe

sewer pipe

   

 

before we got rolling, and it made abefore we got rolling, and it made abefore we got rolling, and it made a

before we got rolling, and it made a

giant giant giant 

giant 

MESS MESS MESS 

MESS 

on our site.on our site.on our site.

on our site.
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But there was no going back now, and when theBut there was no going back now, and when theBut there was no going back now, and when the

But there was no going back now, and when the

camper van started picking up speed we all climbedcamper van started picking up speed we all climbedcamper van started picking up speed we all climbed

camper van started picking up speed we all climbed

on board.on board.on board.

on board.

We coasted to the bottom of the hill, where theWe coasted to the bottom of the hill, where theWe coasted to the bottom of the hill, where the

We coasted to the bottom of the hill, where the

lake emptied into the stream. And when we werelake emptied into the stream. And when we werelake emptied into the stream. And when we were

lake emptied into the stream. And when we were

far enough away from everyone else, it seemed safefar enough away from everyone else, it seemed safefar enough away from everyone else, it seemed safe

far enough away from everyone else, it seemed safe

to start the engine.to start the engine.to start the engine.

to start the engine.

We kept the headlights off because we didn’t wantWe kept the headlights off because we didn’t wantWe kept the headlights off because we didn’t want

We kept the headlights off because we didn’t want

anyone to anyone to anyone to 

anyone to 

SEESEESEE

SEE

 us. But that made it tricky to us. But that made it tricky to us. But that made it tricky to

 us. But that made it tricky to

find the shallow spot in the stream.find the shallow spot in the stream.find the shallow spot in the stream.

find the shallow spot in the stream.
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By now it had started to By now it had started to By now it had started to 

By now it had started to 

RAINRAINRAIN

RAIN

, and it was, and it was, and it was

, and it was

coming down pretty hard. But when we turnedcoming down pretty hard. But when we turnedcoming down pretty hard. But when we turned

coming down pretty hard. But when we turned

the the the 

the 

headheadhead

head

lighlighligh

ligh

ts bts bts b

ts b

ack on, I finally found the placeack on, I finally found the placeack on, I finally found the place

ack on, I finally found the place

where the stream was shallow.where the stream was shallow.where the stream was shallow.

where the stream was shallow.

Dad put his foot on the accelerator. We edgedDad put his foot on the accelerator. We edgedDad put his foot on the accelerator. We edged

Dad put his foot on the accelerator. We edged

out slowly, and for a minute it looked like we wereout slowly, and for a minute it looked like we wereout slowly, and for a minute it looked like we were

out slowly, and for a minute it looked like we were

gonna be able to make it all the way across.gonna be able to make it all the way across.gonna be able to make it all the way across.

gonna be able to make it all the way across.
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But once we got to the middle of the streamBut once we got to the middle of the streamBut once we got to the middle of the stream

But once we got to the middle of the stream

there was an awful sound, and the camper vanthere was an awful sound, and the camper vanthere was an awful sound, and the camper van

there was an awful sound, and the camper van

ground to a halt.ground to a halt.ground to a halt.

ground to a halt.

We were stuck on a giant We were stuck on a giant We were stuck on a giant 

We were stuck on a giant 

RRR

R

OCKOCKOCK

OCK

, and something got, and something got, and something got

, and something got

knocked loose from the bottom of the camper van.knocked loose from the bottom of the camper van.knocked loose from the bottom of the camper van.

knocked loose from the bottom of the camper van.

I’m not an expert on cars or anything, but,I’m not an expert on cars or anything, but,I’m not an expert on cars or anything, but,

I’m not an expert on cars or anything, but,

whatever that thing was, it looked like it waswhatever that thing was, it looked like it waswhatever that thing was, it looked like it was

whatever that thing was, it looked like it was

pretty pretty pretty 

pretty 

IMPORIMPORIMPOR

IMPOR

TTT

T

ANANAN

AN

TTT

T

...

.
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But it turned out that was the But it turned out that was the But it turned out that was the 

But it turned out that was the 

LEASLEASLEAS

LEAS

TTT

T

 of our of our of our

 of our

problems. The rain was getting a lot problems. The rain was getting a lot problems. The rain was getting a lot 

problems. The rain was getting a lot 

HHH

H

EAEAEA

EA

VVV

V

IERIERIER

IER

,,,

,

and all of a sudden the stream wasn’t soand all of a sudden the stream wasn’t soand all of a sudden the stream wasn’t so

and all of a sudden the stream wasn’t so

SHALLSHALLSHALL

SHALL

OWOWOW

OW

 any more. any more. any more.

 any more.

Now our sewage hook-up was Now our sewage hook-up was Now our sewage hook-up was 

Now our sewage hook-up was 

UNDERUNDERUNDER

UNDER

WWW

W

AAA

A

TERTERTER

TER

,,,

,

and it didn’t take long for the system to back up.and it didn’t take long for the system to back up.and it didn’t take long for the system to back up.

and it didn’t take long for the system to back up.

The mess in the bathroom overfThe mess in the bathroom overfThe mess in the bathroom overf

The mess in the bathroom overf

lowed into thelowed into thelowed into the

lowed into the

main living area, and we scrambled to keep offmain living area, and we scrambled to keep offmain living area, and we scrambled to keep off

main living area, and we scrambled to keep off

the fthe fthe f

the f

loor. We knew we couldn’t stay inside theloor. We knew we couldn’t stay inside theloor. We knew we couldn’t stay inside the

loor. We knew we couldn’t stay inside the

camper van, so we tried to get camper van, so we tried to get camper van, so we tried to get 

camper van, so we tried to get 

OOO

O

UTUTUT

UT

. But by now. But by now. But by now

. But by now

the the the 

the 

water in the stream was moving so fast itwater in the stream was moving so fast itwater in the stream was moving so fast it

water in the stream was moving so fast it

wasn’t wasn’t wasn’t 

wasn’t 

SAFESAFESAFE

SAFE

 to leave. to leave. to leave.

 to leave.
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The camper van was filling up with water, and weThe camper van was filling up with water, and weThe camper van was filling up with water, and we

The camper van was filling up with water, and we

had to climb even had to climb even had to climb even 

had to climb even 

HIGHERHIGHERHIGHER

HIGHER

. Rodrick pulled himself. Rodrick pulled himself. Rodrick pulled himself

. Rodrick pulled himself

on to the roof first, and then helped the on to the roof first, and then helped the on to the roof first, and then helped the 

on to the roof first, and then helped the 

RESRESRES

RES

TTT

T

of us up to safety.of us up to safety.of us up to safety.

of us up to safety.
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But once we were all on the roof the camper vanBut once we were all on the roof the camper vanBut once we were all on the roof the camper van

But once we were all on the roof the camper van

started to started to started to 

started to 

ttt

t

uuu

u

rnrnrn

rn

...

.

By now the stream was overBy now the stream was overBy now the stream was over

By now the stream was over

fff

f

lololo

lo

wingwingwing

wing

, and the camper, and the camper, and the camper

, and the camper

vavava

va

n n n 

n 

lifted free from the rock it was stuck on. Fivelifted free from the rock it was stuck on. Fivelifted free from the rock it was stuck on. Five

lifted free from the rock it was stuck on. Five

seconds later we were drifting downstream.seconds later we were drifting downstream.seconds later we were drifting downstream.

seconds later we were drifting downstream.
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We were headed right for that We were headed right for that We were headed right for that 

We were headed right for that 

BRIDGEBRIDGEBRIDGE

BRIDGE

. And, if. And, if. And, if

. And, if

we had stayed where we were on the roof, thatwe had stayed where we were on the roof, thatwe had stayed where we were on the roof, that

we had stayed where we were on the roof, that

thinthinthin

thin

g would have taken our g would have taken our g would have taken our 

g would have taken our 

HHH

H

EADSEADSEADS

EADS

 off. off. off.

 off.

That’s when I noticed that some of the seatThat’s when I noticed that some of the seatThat’s when I noticed that some of the seat

That’s when I noticed that some of the seat

cushions from the kitchen had fcushions from the kitchen had fcushions from the kitchen had f

cushions from the kitchen had f

loated outsideloated outsideloated outside

loated outside

the side door. I jumped first, and everyone elsethe side door. I jumped first, and everyone elsethe side door. I jumped first, and everyone else

the side door. I jumped first, and everyone else

followed my lead.followed my lead.followed my lead.

followed my lead.
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The only person who didn’t jump was The only person who didn’t jump was The only person who didn’t jump was 

The only person who didn’t jump was 

MANNYMANNYMANNY

MANNY

. He. He. He

. He

had climbed back down into thhad climbed back down into thhad climbed back down into th

had climbed back down into th

e e e 

e 

cacaca
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mpmpmp

mp
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 v
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 w w w

 w

asasas
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sitting in the sitting in the sitting in the 

sitting in the 

DRIVERDRIVERDRIVER

DRIVER

’’’

’

SSS

S

 seat. seat. seat.

 seat.

The rest of us were freaking out, because theThe rest of us were freaking out, because theThe rest of us were freaking out, because the

The rest of us were freaking out, because the

camper van was about to hit the camper van was about to hit the camper van was about to hit the 

camper van was about to hit the 

BRIDGEBRIDGEBRIDGE

BRIDGE

...

.

But at the last second Manny pulled the wheelBut at the last second Manny pulled the wheelBut at the last second Manny pulled the wheel

But at the last second Manny pulled the wheel

hard to the right, and the camper van startedhard to the right, and the camper van startedhard to the right, and the camper van started

hard to the right, and the camper van started

to to to 

to 

TUTUTU

TU

RNRNRN

RN

. And when it reached the bridge the. And when it reached the bridge the. And when it reached the bridge the

. And when it reached the bridge the

camper van snapped into place like a puzzle piece.camper van snapped into place like a puzzle piece.camper van snapped into place like a puzzle piece.

camper van snapped into place like a puzzle piece.
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Manny wasn’t Manny wasn’t Manny wasn’t 

Manny wasn’t 

finished,finished,finished,

finished,
   

 

though.though.though.

though.

   

 

He grabbedHe grabbedHe grabbed

He grabbed

something out of the glove compartment, then hesomething out of the glove compartment, then hesomething out of the glove compartment, then he

something out of the glove compartment, then he

shot off the flare gun for the second time this trip.shot off the flare gun for the second time this trip.shot off the flare gun for the second time this trip.

shot off the flare gun for the second time this trip.

Even though it was still raining hard, the fEven though it was still raining hard, the fEven though it was still raining hard, the f

Even though it was still raining hard, the f

lare litlare litlare lit

lare lit

upupup

up

 t t t

 t

hehehe

he

 s s s

 s

kykyky

ky

. . . 

. 

A few minutes later we saw headlightsA few minutes later we saw headlightsA few minutes later we saw headlights

A few minutes later we saw headlights

coming our way. At first I thought people werecoming our way. At first I thought people werecoming our way. At first I thought people were

coming our way. At first I thought people were

coming to coming to coming to 

coming to 

RESCUERESCUERESCUE

RESCUE

 us. But when they got to us. But when they got to us. But when they got to

 us. But when they got to

the bridge they just kept the bridge they just kept the bridge they just kept 

the bridge they just kept 

GOGOGO

GO

INGINGING

ING

...

.
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It took a full It took a full It took a full 

It took a full 

HOURHOURHOUR

HOUR

 for all the vehicles to cross for all the vehicles to cross for all the vehicles to cross

 for all the vehicles to cross

to the other side.to the other side.to the other side.

to the other side.
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And when the very last motorcyle drove over theAnd when the very last motorcyle drove over theAnd when the very last motorcyle drove over the

And when the very last motorcyle drove over the

bridge, the only thing we could hear was the rain.bridge, the only thing we could hear was the rain.bridge, the only thing we could hear was the rain.

bridge, the only thing we could hear was the rain.
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SaturdaySaturdaySaturday

Saturday

After the campsite emptied out, we were the onlyAfter the campsite emptied out, we were the onlyAfter the campsite emptied out, we were the only

After the campsite emptied out, we were the only

ones ones ones 

ones 

LEFTLEFTLEFT

LEFT

. With all the people gone, we were. With all the people gone, we were. With all the people gone, we were

. With all the people gone, we were

finally able to enjoy ourselves. And, for once,finally able to enjoy ourselves. And, for once,finally able to enjoy ourselves. And, for once,

finally able to enjoy ourselves. And, for once,

Campers’ Eden lived up to its Campers’ Eden lived up to its Campers’ Eden lived up to its 

Campers’ Eden lived up to its 

NAMENAMENAME

NAME

...

.

So all it took for this place to turn into paradiseSo all it took for this place to turn into paradiseSo all it took for this place to turn into paradise

So all it took for this place to turn into paradise

was for everyone else to was for everyone else to was for everyone else to 

was for everyone else to 

LEALEALEA

LEA

VEVEVE

VE

...

.

Two days after the storm, the delivery truck cameTwo days after the storm, the delivery truck cameTwo days after the storm, the delivery truck came

Two days after the storm, the delivery truck came

back to supply the camp store. And that nightback to supply the camp store. And that nightback to supply the camp store. And that night

back to supply the camp store. And that night

we ate like we ate like we ate like 

we ate like 

KINGSKINGSKINGS

KINGS

...

.
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We had the whole lake to ourselves, too. And,We had the whole lake to ourselves, too. And,We had the whole lake to ourselves, too. And,

We had the whole lake to ourselves, too. And,

since the water was nice and deep, we actually hadsince the water was nice and deep, we actually hadsince the water was nice and deep, we actually had

since the water was nice and deep, we actually had

FUFUFU

FU

NNN

N

...

.
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I don’t wanna be corny or anything, but weI don’t wanna be corny or anything, but weI don’t wanna be corny or anything, but we

I don’t wanna be corny or anything, but we

actually actually actually 

actually 

diddiddid

did

 make a few happy memories during make a few happy memories during make a few happy memories during

 make a few happy memories during

our stay.our stay.our stay.

our stay.

But I just wanna point out that I was right,But I just wanna point out that I was right,But I just wanna point out that I was right,

But I just wanna point out that I was right,

because it took a miracle for it to happen.because it took a miracle for it to happen.because it took a miracle for it to happen.

because it took a miracle for it to happen.

I’m not sure we needed to go through all thatI’m not sure we needed to go through all thatI’m not sure we needed to go through all that

I’m not sure we needed to go through all that

DRAMADRAMADRAMA

DRAMA

, though. So maybe the next time we do, though. So maybe the next time we do, though. So maybe the next time we do

, though. So maybe the next time we do

something as a family, we can stsomething as a family, we can stsomething as a family, we can st

something as a family, we can st

icicic

ic
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wi

ththth
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etetet

et
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boringboringboring

boring

, like minig, like minig, like minig

, like minig

ololol

ol

f.f.f.

f.
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I’m really looking forward to telling Rowley aboutI’m really looking forward to telling Rowley aboutI’m really looking forward to telling Rowley about

I’m really looking forward to telling Rowley about

my holiday when I get back. But I’my holiday when I get back. But I’my holiday when I get back. But I’

my holiday when I get back. But I’

ll probablyll probablyll probably

ll probably

leave out the parts that weren’t so great.leave out the parts that weren’t so great.leave out the parts that weren’t so great.

leave out the parts that weren’t so great.

And I might change a few other details here andAnd I might change a few other details here andAnd I might change a few other details here and

And I might change a few other details here and

there, because you should never let the truth getthere, because you should never let the truth getthere, because you should never let the truth get

there, because you should never let the truth get

in the way of a good story.in the way of a good story.in the way of a good story.

in the way of a good story.
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